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This manual presents a general description of the STARS II digital computer
program. With the exception of HASTEN, a small assembly language routine,
FORTRAN IV is the only language used in writing the variDus subroutines. The
execution of this program requires the use of fourteen temporary storage units.
The program was initially written and debugged on the IBM 360-75 computer and
then scaled down to fit the IBM 7094 computer, where it utilizes approximately
28,000 words of core. Since a large number of temporary storage units is needed,
care must be used in keeping track of them, and in the manual's flow charts, all
tape operations are distinguished by using a rectangular box with a curved bottom,
for representation. Only basic IBM FORTRAN Library routines are required by the
program, these being: sine, cosine, absolute value, and square root.
For ease ana speed in usage, the Table of Contents on the following page has








































































$MAIN is the control link for the entire program. Sizing values are read into the
program and so are the material property tables. Calls are made to subroutines
RIEMA14 and SEGMAT once for each segment in a region; then subroutine REGMAT Is
called. This procedure is executed once for every region in the structure. Finally,
calls are made to subroutines STHMAT, INITAL, and LEBEGE. A logic control, NIX,
is used after most subroutines called by $MAIN. This control determines whether
the operation of the program within a subroutine was successful, and either allows
further calculation, or presents an error message, as appropriate.
There are also several counters in this control link. These are defined as follows:
NSC - Counts the calls to subroutines RIEMAN and SEGMAT, from 1 110
the number of segments within a region.
NRC - Counts the calls to subroutine RFGM.IT, from 1 to the number
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This subroutine link assembles the data tables for use in the integration procedure.
The program has the capability of handling at most 10 problems, each with 5 non-
temperature load conditions. If, however, temperature loads are included, the
capacity of the program is restricted to 1 problem.
RIEMAN is capable of distinguishing among 6 geometries: ellipse, ogive, modified
ellipse, parabola, cone, and cylinder. Three general sets of equations for each
possible gaumetry are available; they are the THIC equations, the ST10 equations,
and the RWAF equations. The THIC case also has the options for the analysis of
homogeneous,single sheet, as well as equal or unequal rigid-core. sandwich,
constructions.
The subprogram link, RIEMAN, utilizes the subroutine SETUP to integrate the differen-
tial equations of each segment independently, under arbitrary load conditions. The
results of the integrations of each segment are stored in the YCORR array in RIEMAN,
and represent the stiffness and deflection coefficients of each segment.
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wR)TE(A.IS6 p )	 (LS T (J).J=J T .JTT) 'Olo!n
,196 8 FCRMAT(?7H	 Lf -iD	 I DENT • F)CAT ION C.LUES_.F_I





665 CONT INL.E .-
_
7 1 K	 =	 K 6 L	 LST(JTI ?011170
JJ=JJJG1	 _ _-	 —_




__17_MN =vw&I ___ __ _	 -- l0^r00 _--
IF(IAKLYEO.1) GO TO 590Z. '0'010
KK = KK f 1
	
-	 -	 -	 -	




KK a NROw ♦ 1 ,rlln,0




---- - REAU(5.ICO5)	 IST(KK . Jt.J=1 .NP) 7!	 n`7
(STIKK•J).J=1.N P)
- -	 - - -----	
-
_wRITE(I) ''0^ORn
--GO TO 667 -'10 +079
181 REA0l1)	 (ST(KK.J).J=l.NP) ---	 - -- — -	 --_	 - 'Cl0p0-
667 wRITE(6.566 1 -- (ST(KK.J).J=1.'4 P ) 'A^0cn
665 FOR4AT(// A 7X.lPHASSUMC0 NJN-LINEAR . VALUES VS.	 PMI OR S//l1H . ?0	 100
590 IF(NCUP LF.L0.0)	 GO TO 7 'C'!	 0
---
-




1006 FCRMATIAIA4.5),))	 - Tn?ISO
wnITE06.f44l(VAR(I),I=1.4) 	 ___	 9999_
-
'n9! s(.
644 FORMAT(//34X.2'HTHE 	 STRESS CLUES	 ARE	 .A(A4,6XI) °r?17n
C STRESS CLLES WENT IFICATICn '0"1rD
406 1	 =	 I	 G	 I I!'-P?On
-- Do	 405	 J=164
IF(VAR(I).EC.STRESS(J
_))	 GO	 TO 40_7 lr^^ ^n
409 CONTINUE
GO	 T O	 11111 3n"40
407 KLUE(I)	 a - J	 -	 -	 --- ,0='->°0





IKLUE(I ),I=1.41	 - - ---- ^--	 - -- -- 1t1->?70




KK = X 6 7 ' t ^ln)
w^ITEl6.5441 - A V





DO 5 r.6 1= K.KK	






(ST(I•J)•J =I.NP) 	---------- --Ito. 150
596 « flITF11)	 (ST(19JI9J=1•NP) 'M*>1r0
---- SQ7 CONTINUE-	 ------ - _	 - --- - . - .._
-
:IC ^17A
READ	 15.5 n 11	 IS.SAVJ T Ct15).SAVSTP(IS),IS T t)RY(I1.I s1.161 Tt"i1p0
15
64591 FORMAT	 1'15#16A4)
-- ITFC : SAVJTCIISI_ -	 -------	 _	 _ 102400--




-	 -	 ---	 --- -	 —.
?C?i f 0 .
NECN5= A 4^ p iNPRn p ^f^A^n
UC	 7 3 	 1- 1 .NLQN5	 _	 _ _	 --._	 _^ _.	 ._____.___?02ACO










- --	 -	 -	 ------'-'0 ?.`2.D
YICS(4^1 ) =1 .0 'r^S•n
N CYC = O	 _  	 _ 	 _	 _ _'025 11 0 _ -
NSAVL=NRn% l0?570
ILNO=0--
	 -	 --- ---	 --	 ---	 ----- --- -
-301 nn 0
PPINT=TIC •n>	 Q')
UT A= U T AV._ 102400
0TAU=0.0 nT510
HUNSLC	 =	 ICHPCN	 (3)	 _._	 __	 _	 _. '_0260
W T I M E	 =	 0.0 A? 0%
_ pTIML = ICHQ0N(0) -°
	 - —	 ----	 --.
in? a""
S9 CALL SETUr	 (MAGIN.MA000ToTIC.STEP.NEONS•OTAU.EPSIL•OELTA.ERR.TlmE• wrIf-n
OT IML.YIC	 Y PPFD . Y CQPR F Y UO T _)YPL.E41.AYpEY n FWQLL	 T.UQLL) 70?t01)
	 -
GOTO	 61 'n?670
60 (: A t-L	 MA,I(: 	 _.	
-	 ---	 -
1f);,A 01)
VTIME	 =	 I r HPON(0) ?n^E^n
— '--
•TIME	 =	 %TI M E	 •	 VTIML - VTIMC	




61 IF(MAGCUT.LE.0)	 GOTO	 PS 30°719
--
IF - (TIME qGT 9 STOP)	 GOTO 	 R7
en^7^0-!F(TIMC.L7.STCP)	 GOTn	 t3 ^ ^7'n
_.	 64 ILNU=- t 	 ^------	 --	 — 30o7A0_-.
GOTO t7 '0^7a0
-- 6? IF(TI ME•LE.(STOPGnIFF)I QO TC fit-
	
__ ----.—.-	 _-_---• 'n^7sn
GOTn p 001 7n1773
_(+ _IF(l$T Cc -1)1FFI.LE.TIMF).GOTO	 I}-4--
	 -- +n9^on	 -
IF(ITlMF CDT IMEI•GT.STCP)	 GC TO	 FS 3n?7o0
_-- IF (PR INT.CT.TIME) GOT 
	 E4	 ---_-----	 _-	 _--_- wn?anP)
PQINT=TIMECDTA 'n^ngn
^i7_ IFl InUT.NE•O1	 GOTO	 110	 _.--_	 -^-	 _--	 -- 7!!^n^7	 .














_7% NCYC-NCYCLZ-_	 _ •noonn--
._ UTIME	 a	 {C HR4•A_S O)._--___. _ -_____-_- 	 ___	 .._ _
	










NTO T AL	 s ATCTAL	 I	
-
+nlgr)
IF(IS T TAreE0.1)	 NTO T AL n NTOTAL	 G
I F (IST T AH*EO.1)	 NTOTAL=N Tr)TAL	 G	 A 17+.OIn
PH1 =T IME +r'n ^n




^.. IF I ARG- ST I I • :))	 52.5F.51	
-	 -	 -	 ------
'n+n r.r.
- 62 IF( I-11	 0500'. E'I01. SA 'n"170
611 CCnTINUE	
-	 -- --	 --
^n+^p
GOTO A006 - s Oln n n-
54 00	 57	 1X=2.NTOT AL     3n'1#41)
457
_	 _
ST([K.LL)=ST(IK.1-11GfST(1K.11 -ST lIK.1-11)*1ARG-ST(1.I-111 /lST fl.l 311,
GOTC PC 11,170
S5 DO	 52	 1K=^O •NTOTAL ?n'IAn
SB ST(T K.LL)=ST(IK.() 10,11c0
70 CONT INUF ?n-1l'`f)






IENTS	 ARE	 FOUND	 IN THE	 XMAT	 TABLE	 AND
-
 STCPEO	 IN THE	 XLAYEP	 ARRAY





	 - ---	 --	 -- 3n1?I0—
--m=1 7401 7 ?n
GOTO	 ( 91. 0 2.91 . 93).KELV1 _ ^n'	 n
91 L= K R O W a	 1




--	 93 ARG	 =	 ST(NRCM	 ♦ 	 1.LL1 'n?Ion




	 121A1T_1.1CA-r	 -' 70».0
12? (i-	 ( 1-^)	 s007.^007.1?A	
- --
7C1>0"
— 104 CCNTINUE ---	 	 ---- '0'. +vn -
GOTO PCA7
--	 -
'-- 123 L<IIG1	 _-----'--	 - 	 ---	 - 'O-3_








1?4 L = I IG1 '^'^n0_
DO	 1?5	 J=L.111
XLAYEP(M) =)KMAT(J.1-11 ♦( XMAT(J.I)-XMAT (Jol-11)•(ARG-XMAT(tle t-t1)/ it n,,%
1	 (XMAT(11.I)-XMAT(1I.I-I)1 jolA'1
125 M=MG1
-- -	 ----	 -
-M-4AAA
--- GOTO 111 'n'450 -
92 L - It • 1 	
-----	 --	 -^
'^14Fn
-- DO 9?2	 JELaIII	 - 10'471)
XLAYEP(M1 n XMATfJ.l)
	




III GOTO	 (IC 1 .t02.1 01),ITV PE ln'col)
101 ETHET	 n XLAYER(I) ?01`10
XNUTP	 =XLAVER(f)	




ALPHTH	 sXLAVEQI'%A	 --	 - ---- - - 'PIS + n --
EPST	 sETHET
-----	 -- - ------	 -------- -
+MS^O




- XGPT	 =	 ETHET /f 2♦O A II006XwUFT1) -TOTC ► 7--
G^ T O 105-	
-	 -	






102 E T I-ET	 =XLAYER(l) -
E n ^-1	 ---	 =XLA1i=R(2)
x'JI,TP	 =XLAYEQ(') '!`^^.0
----
aLPNTH _- =z LA r FR( 4 )	 - +nom	 nS--	 -
ALPHPH	 =XL4rE4(5)
XGFT 
	 _ = XLAYE R ( F ) _--	 -- —. -'0"-^0










XNLTV	 =	 xLAYFP(l) e%	 fN
__- AL PHTH
	 =	 XLAYER(4 ) - ?C'7(10
AL P HPH	 =	 XLAYER(5) Snl7in
x r, n T	 =	 XLAYEQ(f)	
-	 -	 -
307770_
E4	 =	 XLAYE92 (7) '0177t)
-- -ES	 ---- -=- XLAYLR(e)---	 - i0?7^7-
ALPHR	 =	 XL AYE Q0 )
ALQH S	 = ALAYE o (10)	 -__	 _- - -__	 _- —	
-
_ 3037 99 0_-
XNL;PT	 = LTHET	 • XNUTP/EPH! ?!+'770
_--- _105 CONTINUE	 ---	 --	 -- ?Cl c0.-
GnTO	 (771.772.773.774.7759776).KGEOM lf)^?cn
-C---GECMETPY_ F OR. ELLI PSE__ - 1 020^0-
771 A=G1 30'0'0
4ETA	 = RE ^03R?0
ASQ=A.+2 0l0.7




-	 --	 ---- --	 -	 -	 --	 --- -- --
--'n'+PPO	 -
CSSO	 = CS++? '1P'9^n
_. R ? = A+SC Q T(1.0lCSNSO4HE50 + C550))__	 _	 _ _ _




--- -- -	 --	
- - -- -	 -	 -	 -- - -----
'A	 -wcA
RIOOT=O•C 7nlncn
IF(KCEC I"•EC.19 AND.RET AeNE•1.0)	 Rlt)OT='-.0+(R?+RETA/A)++?•(CS/5N50)* 10'OF0
1	 (RI•SN-PO) 3N1c77
(rOTn 7775	 __ ^f7opq_-
C C•EOWtTRY FUR OG1VE 7	 Cc 11
-_]7? R1=C.1	 --- --- -
	








--- -- 	 -	 - ------
_ '+040?!)
CS=CCS(PHI) ^AAO'0
— _--- IF	 (5N.EQ•0.0)
-





777 P2	 =	 1.0 'CA070
778 RC = Q 1 +SN- C
	---	 --- --- ----
—'0n n o0 -
R10CT=0.0 v7AQcn
GOTO _777__
C CEOMETRY FOR CCAE '•0^ ^.












_ C GCCMETPY FOR CYLINDER
—	
- - -774 PO =	 GI 1(A?10
--	 -
RID(1T=0.0----
	 --	 ---- -- — ---	 - --	 --
-- If A.	 9I)
---







- - -- --	 -----	 ----- -
're'1An
---
G n TC	 7775 '(+4^`0
C	 MODIFIED	 ELLIPSE
775 XNEXP	 =	 G1 70.1'70
A	 =G?
XN1
	 =	 1.0 *	 XNEXP 3(nA?cn
XN?	 = 1.0/XN1	







-- -	 - -
XNA =	 XN?	 +	 1.0
	
-- ---	 --	 -
jrAI^r,
--XN5	 =	 XN4/XN1 -4n6 '-40
_ SN	 =	 `IN(PH1)	
-
3047d,n
- CS v	 COE( P HI) 306=10
------




-----PI	 =	 (A/9 * O)*(R2/A1« « xN3 -4OA 770 .
FO=R?*SN	 _	 _ 	 _ 	 _ % 	 IPA
R1DCT =	 -XN3*A*(Sk**XNEXP*CS/400)*(200/(1*O+SN**XN1))**XN5 30d,-!nn
_
GOTO 7775 7rA 4n0












-- ---	 ----	 ---
---301 4An




—F2 = G2 - ?OA 470
F7=G? 30A4Pf)
91	 (F?--AN)/(2.0*F3) 3nA4On
-	 --- - ---
^1	 =	 -SEC+*3/(2.0*F3)










IF(TIME.EO.TI^)	 RTICK=RC	 _ 1ONA°A0




SADUS(JT IC)	 =	 PO	
---- -----
inn=01^





ROSO = PO**2	 -- ----	 -- -4nA`cQ
xN50=XN**;o 3rAfn0





-----'	 -	 --	 -	 -	 -	 ---
'1045'0
X1RO=1.0/RO 3040140
-- xIR050=1.01a0**?	 -- ;wcA0L^n- -
X1C5 g 0=1.0/(CS*PO) ?n46.^^
CNIPO=CN/PO
	
-	 ---	 — ---_'- -4n4 f, 7 	-
SN1 a r1=SN/GO 'C45 F7
-- --	 - CSIQ0= rc /PO__..-..	 ---	 - -	 — -4n4Ec0
SNSn=SN**'2 -4nA7r0
CSSO=CS**? ----- 3047!0--
IF(KGEC M ,,E0.4 * OR.KGCO M .EO * 3)	 GOTO 79 'AAA -?'I)
-----	 --	 -	
- R1SO =	 PI*	 -	 ---	 —	 ------- --------- ---,(147'0 ----
n 1 50	 =	 P?**2 '1nA 70n
--- --- X1SN=1.0/5N	
-.:—.	

















--- — --- ---- --	
- -




IF	 (ITYPE.EC * ')	 GOTO 711 ^0a?7C	 1
C CCMPLTATICN_CFK AND -D_Fl1P MATE P-A1	 P_Rn n_LTY _L1P UT z On9°0--
GOTO	 (701.7029703),THICK
.--.C_ SINGLE 5FEET	 ----_-	 --_. _-- -----	 _---	 -_ '045C0
701 H1=57(2.L1.) IOA-10
TEMPI=E7FET+H!
	 _ --	 --	
-------- -- '^4 g°7 _
TLMP2=TEMP1 .HIsty













Xu ?'=XU11 7l. n,gn0




 ' 0`0 ' 0	 -








XO'?=XK"CHI++2/12.0-- - ---- 'C5C'.0 --
G r)TO	 710 in4070
C_ EOV A L	 5rEE7S
702 H1=51(7.LL)
-_. - T= ST(?.LL)	













- ----	 -----	 -------
-	 __	
'n`1 t7
XK2 2 =XK!1 70=170
-- -
. XO^?=XU 1 I -	





- 7p6 - TEyPl= '•n^EPH1^HI	
- -------- - ---- --- --	 - --	
--7n=''n0	
-




-- - ----- ------	 ---------'---^f 59 Qn --
707 XK'2=2.O+XGoT*HI








05- s 0 --	 1
707 HI =57(2.LL) A0"10
vn400
TFMPI =H t CHO __--.	 --	 _ _	 Oi?nl)_..






XK! 1 = C T HE T X TE MPI/TE MP' 09	 In




IF( ITYPE.E'1.2)	 GOTC	 709 'f53`1)
------ -
XK'3 P=XKI I	
_ ^- - ------	 --	 --	 ---- -	
.___`e'n^'an	
•XU's=XC11 ICs '7C	 _
GOTC 704 ?CS1 P	 I
20
"OS XK??=EPHI*TEMPI/TEMPI 	 --	 - --- __ _- ----	 -	 ---
_.^^^ Q0	
-
`_ XD??=r:PHI*TEMP?/(I 2.0*TEMP1*TF VP.,f__-— 	 ^.-.--_--- 1C	 nn__






XDI I =XG P T*( TE MP2/(1.2.0*TEM 0 I_) l
	 —_•_ 'ICI FPM__
GOTO 710 1t r A 11) 
RANK IK=T HSTAD MEANS INTENPOLA T E.COwPUTE KTEMP.MTEMP_	 ____ ?'- AAO
C PANKIN=NOTHRw M °ANS DO NrT	 (NTL O POLATE.DO NOT COMPUTE NTEMP.NTEMP ^••^.'A`0
C PANKIN = TFCNST MEANS DO NOT	 INTEWPOLATE.CC`lQUTF NTF_ MP.MTEMP___ "f?4f^ _
—C PANKIN=THINfC MEANS	 INTERPOLATE.DUT UC NrT COMPUTE NTEMP.MTEMP I 047M




- - - -
XK II	 =	 ST(°•LL) lr°5^0	 _
XD' I
	 =	 ST f6 .LL
XD19	 =	 57	 7.LL) ?0`541)
------
XD? I
	= ST(9.LL) _ --
	 ---	 -
-I(O"fn --
XC1!	 =	 ST(IC.LL) 10,5570
XC'J 9	 =	 ST(II.LL) 7pggP'► 	 _
710 GOTO	 (71(.714.715.714).KELVIN 1rSA10
716
---
T1I = 5T(N Q OK+I.LL 1
	-	 -	 ----	 -------------
0
TIK	 =	 ST(NCOWF2.LL) 11) 5A 10
TOK	 =	 S T (NQ n w+?.LL) 1	 5A1)
700	 =	 S T (NRO** A .LL) 1	 Is n
_ GOTO 717 1rS if-0
71S T I I
	 =	 57(NRDM*I.LL) 30570
TIK	 =	 TII lOSFPO
TOK	 =	 T I I 101K5n0
_ TOO	 =	 T I I
---- - ------	 --- ---	 -- -
70S7En -
717 CCNTINUE ^Oc717






- .^ ----	 ---	 -
I(l57A0
-	
-TEMP4=FI/A.0 7 P5 710
TFMP9=Ft**2/?4.0
	





TE w P7=? * 0*TIIGTIK-TOK-?.0*TO C In57F)
-
GO	 TC	 (?Il.i'12.°11. p 141.THICK 1097C7-
811 XNTTH =	 ETFET *	 TEMPI	 * TE M PA	 *	 T FMPA /TE1+03
-
105pr0
---	 -. XNTPF=EPHI*TEMP?*TEMP4* TEMP6/TEMP;	 _ -------- -	 --	 - ---_- InS?In--
XMTTH=ETHET*TEM P I*TEMP S-TL w P7/ T EMPI 1n5A^^




2 71=T/2.0	 --- ^Oc.nrO-
802 TEMFP.=H1/ 1	0
-- - ---	 - -
?nSAon
— _





•- XNTPH=EPH1*TE MP ?*TE MPP**E MP f/TEMPI	 -- -r-.pre)
XMTTF =El FET * T E MP I *TEMPS*' MI*TEMP7/l0_06T_I_* T EMP91/TE_M r3 l 1 01:CA




__ e17 TI	 =	 (HC**?.-MI*+?G2.0*MOtI)/(2.0+(M16H0))	 -	 -- Irsnln





-	 1103 TEMPP=TI ILTIK-?•0*T(_FREE	 ----	 - ?1)5971)
TEwP9=TCK&TCO-?.0* 7 EF Q EE 1)
21
aXNTTH=ETFET*TE M PI*n * S*(MT*TE N PPt	 TEmP9)/TEMP?l ^OS^an
XN T PH=E PHI*TEv P 2 *O * 5*(HI*TEMF8L1it]tTEMPS.IJIELP -3 	 -?4000
XMTTH=ETFET*TE k+° 1*099*(HI**2*TF_MC5/?.0-HC**?*TEMP7/3*OLTI*H1* ?	 n
— 1 ---	 TLMP8-TU*HO*TLMP9)/TLMP:!_----
	 -	 - ?L^6?30-
XMTPH=EPHI*TF M P?*0.5*(HI**2*TtMP6/3.0-HC**?*TEMP?/?.OGTI+HI* 7G50'n
1	 T(iMPP-T(I*HO*TLMP9)/TLM1" __.-2G60A0 ---
GOTC_	 714 ?l)6010
814	 T CM P IO=SORT(-XKII*X011)/SORT( 4 9.01_	 _, __ ?060 R0-_-
TEMP! 1 = C OPT(-XK??*XO??)/SORT(QP.0) 1405C70
__---- XNTTH=( X K I I /A.0 ) *TE M P T *TEYPE-_— 7063T0.-
XNTPH=(XK?2/4.0)*TEMP?*TEMP6 9r50cn
X4TTr=TEN P 10*TCMPI*TEMP7	 _ 	 — 	 _.-_ __.3051 CO
X M TPH=TFM n 11*TEMP?*TFMP7 ?OAll!0
CCMPLTAT ICN OF	 K AND U FC Q K	 AKU_.O__1N P UT	 _-_
714 LL=NPG1 rfl?0
— --
----IF( XK 1 1•CG.090)_G0T0 8101- --- ?n51A^-
-
IF(( T YPE.E0.9.AN0•XKI2.L(J.0.)	 GO	 TO	 03 102 °0A!, 5n
IF( ITY PE.E0.3.PNU.XK21.L0.0.) 	 CO	 TO
	 A10'_	 -._	 __	 .. -	 -_..__.. 3059tH_
IF(XK??.FO•C•C)	 GOTO	 8104 31K170




I F ( 1 TY F E.EO.?.AND * XU12 * L0.0. )._GC_TC_E19 7 nr•gr0_
IF(tTYPE • E0.'.AND * XD?1 •E0.0.)	 GO	 T O	 AI CA
IF(XU22 * EO * O*C)	 GOTO 8IC9
IF(XD'?.E(.'.O*C)	 GOTO	 03 110 7Cf5^'0











XSAVE'	 =	 XMTTH 3CA"a
XSAVE4 = XMTPH 
	 ---_—	 -___---_ 	 -_	 __.	 _ _- -_	 '061>00
XNTTH =	 0.0 105-jQr
XNTPH = 0.9
	
--- -	 —	 ----- -
-- '0f3170














X m PHLD =0 * 0 305?70








---- ------'------_. - ------ 	 --------'-
-'nS 1 17 r)
C ANALYS = KPH -nA41n
-




_- - I F( XNL•NE.O* O L X_NPM I?
-S T {IJ KL`0 4_9VA __21 0 A A A 1)
DO
	
77	 M=I.	 JF A(1
IF	 ( y .L T O C )	 GCTO	 49 ?06470
XN T TH	 =	 XSAVEI
	 _
7nFApn —
XNTOr	 =	 XSAVE2 '^5490
—_-_---XMTTH = X4AVF ^— '0011
VATPH	 =





































----- - - - ---	 --IF	 (LST(IR61 ) . E0.0) GOTO 44	 - ° AA^n
K=K61
XFTFLD=STIK.LL) N, Is
44 IFILST( IRE 2).EO.0) GCT0 45 n5f00
K=KC1 Of6a0
XF r HLD=SI(K.LL) _ -I()(Rf0
49 IF (LST (l PG! ). E0e0) GOTO 46 10#1 71
K=KLI
	


















--- - - ----
7067fn










8001 IERROR=eOC 1 _'rSPln
NERROR =11 --- 70591 Q
COTO	 9PP.9




8002 1ERROR=8002 -- -A nos 070
NEA PCP =12
-- -- ---- ---	 ----
'3050110
--
— - COTO 90Re	 - °CE010







11006 IERRON =PO06 ---- 905PS0
NEPROR=14 ^05cnn
-	 -—— -- GOTO e 9P.8^- --	 ----- --
^nfS,O
8007 TERROR=e007 '- 05S2 n
-- - NERROR =15 ±nao?0
COTO 9889 _	 _105540_





- - GO TC	 ePee	 - -- 3C5S7n




GO TO 9A8e X07000 




.(`TO P9PP -	 - - - 707070
P03e IERROR=PC16 10706 0
—
NERROR= 2 --- '0700A
GOTC eRPn _ 3(17CfO
_
8086 IEFROR=PCP6 'n7070
NER R OR= 3 '070Pn
-
-- -- GOTC eae p -	 --- 107CCr1
eoe 7 IEQRORseCP 7 ''071 r1)





e088 TERROR=9CP8 - --- --- --	 -- 7 071 1 0
NERROR=*7 '+^%71e0
---	 -- -	 --
— COTO P998	 ----- ---- ------ - - T071 °n
POA9 IERROR=PCP9 '071fn
---
--- - -- NEFFCR= .
-n71 
7n
GCTC	 ! g ee 7n7!PI)
23
P p 90 TERROR=9090 ?q 190
NERROR= 5 __ _	 - 10"?07_._
GOTO P °PA 1C '210




---	 ----	 — ---- -	 --
347240-








°PP a 3f 1270










----- --	 — ----
71)7??0-
GOTO	 9999




---	 -- -	 --------
3073f0.-






--E106 - 1ErQ O R	 = - 9106 1071"._
NEPPCG=?? ?07410
- -- - --
GOT  °P99 --- ----
	 ----- ----
1074?0_
8107 IEPROR =	 8107 107•10
----	
-









	 --- --	 -	 -----------
-.. 30741!O_




PIIO— IE PP C R	 =	 P il o 1p75?9 —
N(_RRCR=1t 1p7-!-0
----GOTO °99P	 — _--.- --	 --- 107°40--
110 IFRROP =110 ?075'!0
_
NEPROR=?q 
	 _ 	 ___---_ - _ ____ _-_. _.-_---_ 	 -___ _- 177567 __
GOTO 0909 '0'470
_--- 9013 IEPR1IP =PQI -3 1n7tP7_
NEPRCP=	 7 307590
G r7T n QaRA	
- ---	 --- -	 -------
--."076(%)






GC	 TC	 gQP8 s071-0
_	 I^SO1_ IFRRrR ="`O1
NERROR=?S 307F90
GO TO 9000 107aF
8111 1 6^RROR	 =	 P111 10767n
-	
- NEAwnP o je_
_ — --	 -------	 --
3n7FP0	
-
eeme NIX=1 107 X 0
------RETURN -- ^n77 Cn
150 C0NTINI,E '07710
_-- OT14F P
	 ICMPO^( p) -----_--	 -- --	 ^p77pn-
OTIME =
	 OTI w E	 - FTIME 107710
- ---- - - WRITE (6971001)
	





—_ WRITE(6.670) _ ___ __, ±n+7sr)
670 FC RMAT(/ /A6x.41MMATRIX
	 X AND
	
V	 (TRANSPOSED)	 MAGIC OUTPUT) 307770
WP ITE(69C7e)	 (VCORP(11.I= I.NE0N5)-.,_-
24
i- - 67? FCP+AT(r,(yx.ElA.7)1
	
?077^^
RESTC P =RO	 ^07?00 _
IF(NCU PLE.EO.0) GO TO 9999	 'fI9^A




y IF(NSC.LT.NSEG) GO TO 0999 	 ?079'0
SADL S( JSTnP z RQ
IF(ITIC.GT.ISTOP) SADUS(JSTOP) s RADUS(IT)C) 	 107,950
-- 9499 PETUPN	
























SETUP is a double entry subroutine called from RIEMAN. It is a mixed precision,
numerical integration routine, with automatic selection of a variable integration
step size, which utilizes fifth order Runge-Kutta equations to obtain the solution
for first order differential equations.
SUBROUTINE MAGIC
MAGIC is an alternate entry point to subroutine SETUP.
1
26












- tFN	 SCURCE STATEMENT - I FN( S)
SU9RJUTINC SETUP (MAGI N.NAGC!JT.TIC.STEP.NECNS .DTAU.EPSIL.OELTA.ERR
1.T1'd..DTIME.YICS.YPREO. VCURR.vDUT•YNEW.VDEV.FWDFL.TDOFL)
	 i
-	 DIMENSION YICS(_1) . .YPRED( 1)•YCURR( 1). VDOT( 1). YNEW( I).









- -	 IF (DcLTA)2CC.201.200
	 ••_•_ - ---- -	 ---*----
200 UTIM= = 0.00781,15
GJ TO 225
201 DTI1•(= = STEP
225 DJ 102 1 = 1.NENN$ -	 -	 -- -	 ---
VUEV(I)	 = 0.0
--	 - Y.^PE )iI) = Y ICS( I) 	----	 -°---- --- ---
YCD2 :z ( 1 )_ _= Y I_C_S(I )
- -102 YNEA(/)	 = YICS(1) 	 -
M4tiJUT	 i-2




—	 -	 -	 --	 ---- -----
-
IF 0l A bD U T) 205.-1.01-0.01
101 IF('/.a(u1N) 21. 279 14
	
—T-
27 K = 0
-- --	 DJ 202 = 1.NEUN$--- --- - ---------	 -	 ----
	
—
202 YNEW(I) = YPREU( I)
2!.0 DO t
	 i = •1.NEON_S__
--- - --	 - GJ TO ( 9.6.7.4.1 1) .K
9 F -DFL(I) = YOU T(I)
G:1 T.; 105
6 TJDC^(1) = YDJT(1)
-- -- --
	 GJ TU 105 -- - . --	 --	 —
7 fH7?L ( 1 3_=_TBDEL (1) +_ YDOT_(1 )
103 Y?RcJ(I)	 YNEW(1) + C(K)*JTIMEsYDCT(I) 	 —
3J T3
----	 - 403 YCiJR -^ ( 1) = YP.2cU (I) -
_____ 2 CUNTI.NUE:
TIME	 = TIME .+ D(K)*DTIME -
_ 
__ 99 MAG3UT a 0.0
2o4 RETURN
4 DJ 8 I_ ___ 1 •NEUNS





= YCUR7(() - YPRED(I)
----.. -
	
. pJ TL) 99 ----	 -- -
ll IF (DELTA)80. 5.80_
80-110 l f 1 = 1-.NcUNS --
iF (EPSIL* ABS(YCORR(I)) + ERR	 - ABS(Y0EV(I )))1 4. 13 1 13
_ IF (SIG©)15.15.205
' --- 
_ 205 SIGs = 0.0	 -------- --- - -- --	 ----------- ------------
_ GJ TO 5
15 SIGU = 0.0 -- --	 -




SET	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)
IF (E,ik	 /ICO. ♦ DELTA* ABS(YCORR(I)) - AGS(YDEV(1))) 5.2079207
--_207 CONTINUE
0TIMt	 a 2•0OTIME
5 DU 208 I : 1.NEONS
--- ' 208 YCJRR (1 ) = YPkED (I) --- --	
-- -- -•--- _—__-.	 ---
30_5_ IF (OTAU) 19.30.1 9
19 IF (TAU - TIME)20.20927
20 TAU = TAU i OTAU
30 MAuOUT = 2 -	 -	 ----
- - -	
GO TJ 2o4	
- -	 — — - -	 -14 DTI'A = =DI	 2.0
25 IF (K-_3)4P.2 6 .26
26 TIME
	
TIME - JTIME - OTIME
GJ TO 47
Ad T(ME = TTNE - UTIME-	 ------- --- --	 ----
07 SI43	 = •2.
209 YD3T(1) = FMDEL( I)








This subroutine is called in RIF-MAN. Certain geometry clues, trigonometric values,
and predicted values of the differential equations are passed via label common area,
EQUAZN, to subroutine DIFFEQ.
The specific derivative equations and auxiliary equations are contained in this
subroutine link. The value of each derivative equation, YDO', and each auxiliary
equation, YA ---, are returned to RIEMAN via label common EQUAZN.
A special equation counter, I, is used in this subroutine, which counts in incre-
ments of eight. The first eight values of I, 1 through 57 (in increments of
eight), correspond to the eight sets of initial conditions required to compute
the segment stiffness matrices in subroutine SEGMAT. The subsequent values of I,
65 through 137 maximum (again in increments of eight) correspond to the computa-














YDOT (I + 2)
Jm,m ds
dM
YDOT (I + 3) M d^
YDOT (I + 4) U+^
dU
Ts-
YDOT (I + 5) V,^ ds
YDOT (I + 6) W,^
ds
dS26




YPRED (I + 1) N^
YPRED (I + 2) J^
r
YPRED (I + 3) M^
YPRED (I + 4) U
YPRED (I + 5) V
YPRED (I + 6) W





. ( YANTH Me
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Non-Linear Redefinitions (Ref. 1 Section 7)





























__C__*.....RCLTINE **CIF F 	**_A9ACU"f?0PLY tD OP/09/60 . A ... SDOatO-
C	 .....	 ROL T INE	 **0IFFE0	 **	 AiACUS U PDATED	 CA/?0/64	 ..... SC(`OlA
—_ ____SUBROLT INE C IFFE p _	 ____	 _ 4 ^C.020-
COMMCN	 STCRV(X6). T ALE116) 40A070
-- _	 C3MMCN XMAT(110.10).STO(101-.NST(?0).hKLt20),NX_.MAT(2D_&_%"TIC( goal _5000!0—
CO M MON	 EAVJTC(30).SAYSTP(!01.JRTICl10).JRSTOP(30) SOCOFO
_	 CCMMCN	 SADL5(60).RADUSl60 ► _._-.__.__._ ___ ________	 _ 5000fO
COM MON XN.NPEG.NSEGTL.NMPT.MATPRP.TEFRFE.NCUPLE.TIC.PMI.STOP 15*0070
C7MM CPLAFGt<f1D.N^Yh1.NPG * _N. 3_C_v^SC.N.IX,1LI'Fi. gARLS DR&RI1LK,lOSLT S.9C0?0-
CIMM*_	 NAT.KGECM.IGEO M .ITYPE.ISTTA9.THICK.KELVIN.GI FnA()cO







(XN TPH .XNTEPH)	 - 	




I XNPi41 .XNPI ) !S( nIIt)
INT EGE R-SAVJTC.SAYS T P____	 — RnQ1e0—_
DOUBLE PRECISION YPREO 5^nl°0
C0MM0N__JEQUAZN/_.YPRLD(144).YDQT(144).YASPVE(144), !^0OIf4 __
1	 YANTH. Y AMTH. YAMPT. YAJPH. t0Ol 7M
2TAN.SEC.CN.XlCS.X15A.TN.
	 _—..5001°O._.._
I	 X1 RO.XIROSC.XI SNRO.X!CSRO.CNIRO.SNIRO.CSIRO. IrCOloO
4	 —XS Rl.XIR2.C51R!.CS1P2,SHIkti-X1Rit^.a^Sp1S0^AESn-
5	 ROS09XN50,8ETA.RI.R2.4l.RlCOT. 411A9o0 
05 __ __-__—	 XNTTH.XNTPH,XMTTH,XMTPF.XFTHLO.XFPHLD.XFZELOa— 5002^-0___
7	 XMTHLD.XMPHLO.LTHET.EPHI.XGPT.ALPHTH.ALPHPH. ')AA^MA
_	 P._	 -AN UTP.XNU OT.XCII.XC22,XD23.X022.X021aXC12. __5C0?A0___
9	 XK11.XK12.XK21.XK??.XK7?.XDII. 400?'0
A	 --M. I _ *Q0?t(l-
8	 .XNL.XNPHI 500?70
-----IGEOM s 0, Do? ?0—.
IF	 (KC•ECM.EC.I.OR.KGECM•E0.2*OF*KGEOM * EC.S.OR.KGEOM.E0.61	 IGEOM =1 S(0?clO
_----_IF (KCEC M .E0.3)IGEO u =2 	 _	 --	 — .5003[0-
IF(KCECM.EC.4)	 IGECM=3 11(0'10
---IF .( IS T T AR .EO.JGL, __TO _?_4 *7, 11eo2".-
IF(ISTTA6.EO.1)
	
GO TO 7786 S00'^A
THE FOLLCwING EOVATIONS- A R E__Hf_ ThIL.K! SET 5G0'Ap___.
G7	 TO	 (1!1.152.153),IGECM 500•10
EOUATICNS FOR 51--ELL5 OF P EVOLUTICN._._l__PK_ I	 _COOFDINATE_I____--
151
	
YANTH = XNUTT * YPRED ( 1& I)E(XK11 - XNUPT **P*XK22)*(XN*YPPED ( IC4)LYPRED( 4(0'+70
-- - I -	 -	
It `-) * C 5-_vpRF D(1G 6 1*SNL+X!Rl1-xNT..ETM¢J(NV P T +XNTEP►± gCO'94-
YAMTH= XNU T T*Y PRED(IG3)-( XDI1 -XNIJPT**?*XD^?)*-XI RO*(X1R0*(XN*YPRED 400?o0
(16 4 )*S K-XNSO* YPN LD(1&6))(,YP PCDII67)+C3)-XMTETH6XNUPT*YMTEP!! 43AOA09—.
YAMPT=(-1.O/(( RO/xD'l)&(SVSO*Xl i '4 O/XK?3)))*(- O.O*XN*YPRED(I&71&YPRE S(nAgO
1641*(C51PI-( • N1 P Q) 6XN +vPR EDlIE51*(S y 1gOGX1F1 )52x0*XN*^CPPL1^S70^.^_Q
2	 (I&6) *CS1RO&VPRED(1)*S4/XK77) 4nA4±0
YAJPH =_ rFREDII*2_ ► -XNL*.1>SN^L*r_G^E^I1^1)) 4 ^D4e a_
YDOT(I) =R l*(-2.0*YF-PED(I)*CSIROLXN*YANTH*XIPD-XN+YAMTH*SN*x!_ROSA- C0741.0
YA MPT * C51 R0*(XI R I- 5NI RO) - XfTHLC - XMPHLD*$NIRO) roA.^FO-
YDOT ( ICS)=Rl *( YPRED ( I&F.)* X1 R1 &( 1.0/(XK22- XNUTP**? *)KKI11)*(YPRED ( 16 400470
I )-XNUT P *YANTH&XNTEP1--XNUTP*XKTETH) )_ 15A Q4!Q__
Y007(1*11
	 =(-Y P REOI(*11*CSIFO.YANTH*CSIrC-XN*YPREO(I)*XIRO-XN* 11A04SA
1	 V AMPT*xlQn*(_SN*K1Rn ♦ x1 R1I±VPR EO_(1!?)!XIR1 - X F nHLD-
2	 XNL*IXFPHLD*(YPRED(1.5)*CSIRC-YPRt0(I+e)0(X1RI*SN1R01 F00*10
I' 	 ♦YOOT II* 4 ) *XI RI)-XFZLLD*YPRED(1+7)))* Ql _—__ - - -- —^004?0_
YOOT(I*2)	 s (-Y A JPH*CS*XIRO-YAN7H • SNIRO-YPPEU(I41) n x!Pl*XNSO* VAMTH* !K00T'O
_	 Z_	 X1RC50-2.O+xN+YAMPTSCE*XIN^?59+XN*XMPHLD*XIFC-XFZELQ-xNL.— '^^OR*A
2	 *(XFZELD*(YPPED(1+51*CS*X180-YPPED(106)*(XIRI+SN!R71* 500'x0
-	 I __ _	 YDCT	 (I.S)*xlPl)*ISFEt+10!YP?E^(11^))=X.NLSSS1pII*(XHP1±
4	 YPRED(1*7)))*R1 %00171











At 1) c, 0!
-1	 YAMTT*SN*XI0O/XK3') !CQAf70
YOOT(I66)=R1 0 (Y P REC(167)-VPPEof1fS) *XIR1)— _ ".0ot?n
YUOT(l67)-Rl*(1.0/(XU2^-XNUTF + **2*X011))*(-YPRED(163)6XNUTP*YAMTM- 5005,40




C ECLATTOKS FCR CONE
152	 Y4NTH=XNUPT*YPRED(IL1)6( XK11 -XNUPT**2*XK9d)*(XICS/S)*(XN*VPRED(16* 9OOR7A
I	 _ _ICY PNED(W5)*CS-YPPED(IGF) *SN)- x_NTETH&XNUPT*XNTEPH 5005P0
YAMTM=XNUPT*YPRED(163)-(1 * 7/S)*XI C S*(XDII-XNUPT**?*XD?2)*((I * O/S)* Sn06Q0
I_	 _- XICS*(XN*YPPED(164)_*SN-X050*_YPR_E_D(I_G6. 1)LYPREO(I67_)_!C51- '(CC_7An-
2	 XMTETHGXNUPT*XMTEPH !R007f0
VAMP_T=(-1.0!((S*CS/ xD!! )6(SN*Th/(XK31SSI))1*(-2.0*XN*YPREOf16.7)- tn07^0
1	 YPPEO(T64)*SN/SCXN*YPRED(I65)*TN/SL2*nVXN*Y"PED(T66)/SGYPRED X00710
2	 _	 i_I)*SN/xK3T1	 _	 — 5nn7A0
YAJPH a VPRED(1+2)-XNL*(XNPHI*YPPE0f1+71) 500790
YOCT(I)
	 F-?.O*YPRED(11/ Sf.XN*YANTH*X1C5/S-XN*YAMTM*SN*X1CS**?/S**P !t 4) - OTFO
1	 6YAMPT*TN/S**2-XFTHLD-XMPMLD*T1./S 450770
YOCT(165)=(1.0/(xK2?-XNUTP**!*XK11)1*(YFFED(16 .1. )-_XNUTP*VANTM6X_NTEP !(107F0
1	 M-XNUTP*XNTETH) 5n07Q0
_ VOOT(1+1 )__ -YPRED(I+1 )/S+YA_NTH/_S-XN*YPREC(I)/(S_*CS)-_XN*Y_A_MP_T*S^/ -00000
1	 (S**2*CS**2)-XFPHLD-XNL*(XFPhLO*(YPRE0(1+51/S-VPREO 500910





YOCT(T+?)= YAMTM/5-YPRED (1+31/S-2.0*XN*vAMPT/(f*CS)+YAJ PH+X MTHLD 50OP70
VOOTlIG41=(1.0/S)*(YPRED(1941GXN*YPPED(I C IS I*X1CSGYAMPT*TN/XK4 4
-	 -	 -	 -- -	 - -----	 ----
5009'7 —
1 	 CYPRED(I)/XK33 5C0'C0-
YDOT(T66)=YPRED(IG7)	 __ Sn09n0
YDOT(T6 7 )=(1 * O/(XD??-XNUTP**2*xDll))*(-VPRED(I63)LXNUTP*YAMTH- 51)09!0
XMTEPHLXNUTP*XMTETM) 51!OQ9_n
GO TC 900! 5C09 ?0
C EQUATIONS FOR CYLINDER SnOCAO
—* AhTH=
_	 _
1117	 XNUPT*YP REO(I61 ► 6(XK11-X/1UPT*M2*XK72)*(XICO*(XN*YPREO(IG 41- ';OfQ-n
1YPRED(I66)))-XNTET_M_6xNUPT*xNTEP1+_	 _ 450( CFO
YAMTt s )hUPT*YPRED(I63)-fX1FC*(XD11-XNUPT**?*XD??))*(X1R0*(XN*YPRED SCOS70
1 	 (164) - XN**2*YPRED( 1 651))-XMTETHC XNUPT*XMTEPH c; 00_
)(IRC/XK?31)) ► (-?.0*xN*YPRED(I67)6XN*XIRO*VAMPT=(-1.0/(tR6/XD7!3	 X 15009CO
2/XK13) _ _YPRED(165)6YPREO(I)_ _ SnI nnO
YAJPH s V P REDfI+2)-XNPHI*VPRED(I+7)
	
i 50100
YOOT(1)	 -XK*YANTH*Xlnn-XN*YAMTM*XIPOSO-X_FTHLO-*X)PO__	 XFPH D 501020
YDOT(I65)=(1.0/(XKP2-XNUTP** 2*XK11))*(VPPED(161)-XNJTP*YANTH6xNTEP 5010710
1	 h-XNUTP*XNTETH) 4501000__ _
VOOT(I+11	 = -XN*X1RC*VPREO(I)-XN*YAMPT*)cIPCSO-XFPHLD-XNL*(XFPHLD* '5)10°0
1	 (YOOT(I+S)-YPRED()+6)*X)RO ► -XFZELD*YPRED()_+7)) S010En
YOOT(1+2) _ -YANTH*XIRO+XNSC*YAMTM*X!FOSC+XN*XFPHLD*X1PP-XFZELD- S01l'n
f I	
_ _ _XNL*tXFZELOS(YDOT(I* $S)-YPREO(I+R)*XIRC)+XFPMLO*YPRED(
-
S010Pn
' P-	 1+711	 - - -	 --	 - 4501000 —
j YOM I+?) _ -2*XN*VA_MPT*X1FC+YAJPH+XMThLO SnIiOf)
i Y6OTlI64)-XN*YPkaOf	 S)*x14CGYFREU(I)/XK?3CYAMPT*XIR0/XK31 `011)0
VUCT(I66)=YPRE0(167) SO11_	 _ _	 _	 _ _
YDOT(167)a(1*0/(X027-XNUTP**P*X011))*(-YPRED(I&")LXNUTP*YAMTH-XMTE 501110
I	 PHGXNUT.P*XMTETM)
- - -	 -- --- —	 --	 -- - -
5n11A0
--- GO TC 4 001 'St•lICO —
GO TO (4771.4772*4771),IGECM77(16 °011( 0  
C--- THE 0OLLoiY%4 EOUATiOKS ARE THE • STI("	 SET
_
50	 0117 -
- C EOUATICNS FOR SHELLS OF -PEVOLUTICN	 ( PH I 	 COORDINATE	 1 SC!1P0
35
s	 (	 `
4771 * YAKTM= XK12*(1.0/tXK l?'txC2?a*7/Xr	 )' • IY PRE D( MI MXNTafG( XC'?/XD'':) 5011^0
)* (YPPED( I(31LXkTPH) )-XKI-THG 1^.1rcD^^l1C^!-XM.r2* +(k21^ j[1RD^ (^ -(1/ 5l 1?n7.-_
>	 (xK22LxC2?*•?/xD??1))k( xti+ vt'afOtlf,A)LYPRED(IG°)•CS-vPPE011G a^'.3^'1
> I '"-' "'J3)*Sn)-(x.C116XK721 •xC22*Xb^i/^V2 •^ 1.L0/LXK226xC22 •^2/xD?')1	 220-
•"""' (X1;;C**2*(XN*YPRED(It4)*4N-XN 6A2*VPAEO(ItFi)tvPPCb(IG71*r5* 1501 *10
-	
—e- -- - xiRC) .-_._.'_
	
--	 --	 - -	 — -- -	 - ---- -
`01340 
-
VANTN V - KDI2*(XC22/(XCP?**2LXK2 2*XU??))*(YPRED(IL1)GXNT P H) - X 4 T T H	 43p17*0
-.	 _. 1' _ r	 ' ' &XD12*(XK22/(XC?2t*2GXK.?2*XD??1)*(YPPED(IL3)LXKTPH)L(YCI1*_-5012(0___
X "''	 )I1ACEXD12*kK21*XIRC6(XCIIti%()LC?2**2tkk ?2*x0?+)1) *(xN•YPpEO(	 501170
IC41 r.YPREOt1C'!I-CS-YP!2E15(ItEI—S	 11tXK22*X02111-	 M clfs_CD-
A "" "'')(CP'2 PG XK?7tXDP?)) A (XIGhSO*tXN 6 P R k 0 1641*5N-XNSb6v PRF0	 !cl?Pn
I G'.1 1 (YPRLU(IL7 )tC5*X140)'-__-
YAMPT=(-1.O/((FO/XD33)G(5 p)SC • xl)zn/xK?17)1)*(-".O*XN*YPPED(IC7)6YPRE 1;M i?1)
-_--1'`	0(I&4)*(C51R1-CNIAOIGXN 4'YflPEb( IG3 ItNIRCI& ( 1PfIr.2..b *k&*..YPRsrn 	 01220--
2	 .tIGF.)•C51ROrYPRED(I1*5N/kK'i^) '' ' 	 -	 ' '	 *(%A
YAJPH 4 YP P ED(I+2)-)(NL*(ANFt!YPRED(1+7))
	 -.- -	 E!'I
Y00T'('i)=Q1*( - 2.0*YPPED(I)*r g IRCLxN*VANT04 4 XIRn-XNoYAMTH*SN*X1R050-	 'X01•`0
	YAMPT A CSIP0*IXIRI-SN1 g1_)-XFTHLD-xMPHLD*SNYRO') -:______ 	 f01?RO__
YDOT (IL`)=R!*(YPf4ED(If.h)*x1RIL(I'•0/'(XK;'2GX(722**2/XD2? 1)*(YPRED (I& 501170
1)GXNTPH6( XC2?/)KUE2)*tYAALbtIt3ltkMTPM)-XK?1('X7Ab!IIr[i*—'SDS'_ED
P	 VPGLO( IG* ► GVPI:ED(!L5 ► * CS-•vPREC(1GF>*SN1-(XC^?*XD?!/XD7T St•?,3^n
_	 3--'_ ___) • (x3PC5D*(X yyTPHEUftt4'] X 51:-XN54!YPP.EUL1Lt11L9P Rf_ n ( Y G7 1 5o !.4D-0_
*CS*x1R0))) " 	 r	 5'01 A10
YDC T (I+1) = ( = YPPED(I+IJ*CSIPC/YANTH*CS1Pr-XN*YPAEb( II *x1R0-X N* 	'01420-
 YAwPT ♦ XIPO*(SN6XINn+XIQI )4YPr:fU (I+?)tX1P1-XPPHLD-'
	 FOIA10
_ _ 2	 xNL*(XFPHLD0tYPPED(I'+5')*t51RClYPFe.D'('l+fY*y141+ 'SNLADI— .3014!0 --
	
WDOT (1+51* XIPI ► -XF7CLD*Y0O[D(1+7)11 •p i'	 ""	 5014cq
Y00T (1 t2)._= ( +VA )DH *C5*XI P C = Y AN TH *tNIFA-YPN'
 
LO( I+1)?X 1RI+XNSO*YAMTH* 5C14/-O_
X1RC50-2.0 •XNWAM P T • CS*XlFnSOttXN t x k4P HLi)*kIAC-XFZELD- , XNL 501470
2•	 "' "_ ♦( xF2ELD • ( YPFtbCi+'^1*CS*k1^0'-V p PtD(I+4)+(XIhI+ S^II a O),l! _.501Ao4—_
	
'YDCT (1 ♦5) *XIR1)+xFPHLD • VPPE0(1+7)) - XNL*CS1PO*(XNPI*	 S01 4a0
- -4 Y ";'..(."_1- YPREb(147) 1)*R1 	 - _ _	 _ _	 OS 500 - -
YDCTtU+! 1 } R1*(YANTH ► C'S1GC= rPREDtt^ :^ 1*^ (SIR'C L '+ '.OiXN 'WAMPT*'x1 Rn4	 0^01.510
-- 1	 - --'YAJPH+XMTHLD)''	 --	 --	 ------- ---	 501529-
YDCT'(It4)=R1*(VPPEC( , &A)*CSlnr&XN*YPRED(1L5)*XIROGY PRED(I)/XK?'6	 ^St?S?0
--- -- _1	 YAMFT*'5N*'XIRO/XW-3)	 -_.S!?!c_4.3 --
' VOLT( 1Lf1=RI*'IVPaEbI 1G7) = YFkED('1'G t 1*X1 A1) ' '	 '	 SOtcc'
'vOOT(I(7)=R1t(( = XC??/( xC?^ • t2':>tK?'ii Xb`^?))*(Y PREDIIGIIGxN TPH-(xK'1L — t ^15!`n ---
1	 RC1y(XNt^PaEOOG4')G^PaED(f'651ir5-vPUED^(G+il*5N 11 	 SP1470
XK?2/(XC	 xf)"'2	 YpRLU(IG?):XMTPF-)-(XK—	 Sr15^?.—
l "	 XD21 /( XC22 **?& XK'>?*X092 ))*( k1rCS0 * lXN*V^RLD(IG4) * SN- XNSO '(nISOO
A	
---_»YPQEO(((;F))GYFPF-D(I&7.)*CS*XI PC) L__-__-- -----.--_. 	 —501A00__--
GO 'TC 90CS	 1;0 . IL ? 0
__S-._... ECUATICXS FCF PONE - - - -- --
	
-- - - - ----	
501940-
477? YANTM= XK12*(1.0/(XK22GXC?2**2/X02?))+(YPRED(1&1)GXVTP)-L(XC+ I /XO?2 5016?0
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I	 YOCT(1421	 = -YANTH . XIRO+XNSC • YAMTH O XISOS0+XN . X MPHLO •X IFO-XFZELO- _ __'s0l5'C
XNL+(XFZELO • IYDOT(I+^)-YPNED(1+6) + XI 4 0) +XFPHLO +YPRED ( 4501Sl0
2	 1+7) I	
-- -- -- - .	 ---- --
SO 1cAn —
YOCT(I +!) 	 • -2+XN•YAMPT+XIRO+YAJ P H+XMTMLD anitir0
a	 VOOT(I +4)s(XN•YPWEDl 1+5 ► /RO1+It/tXK^^- xL21^^2/KD3'f)1^(YPRE0<11+ 54'1 1;0%0l— -------'--^ - 	
-'-----rAVFT•(x1aD-x011/KO")-1--





YOCT(1*718(XK221CXCll**2*XDP**XK'	 1 M (YPAEO(1*')4E(MTPM)4Ott11/ . 1010,o0^
_^__ 1 —.__ _ _.	 XC11^ * 2^xK?T. • XD?2)JS1-_Yrr!Ell ( 1t1^rXNIPH*IxKlt-):KJ-^^ I D-*- 5C2-fln___
2	 (xMWPREO(Ise) - YPFE0II^R))) - ((xCll^^'^xD7'.4XK.^')/(xr-?• 1;01OLI
xK?2^xG11!!2)) • x1RC] e t2S1Xk^YPRLL (1t^L-Xiv50^Yt' EitD(1 tL11^ =`^'-^-'-4---
Go To Ono ,! d;	 0
9005 IV =90(M-1 )G!_
	 —	 _.	 —_	 --- _	 __--
50'-640__.
YASAVE(IV)	 =	 VANTH S M FrlQ
YAS A VE( IYCI)=YA N Tti	 _	 _ _.. ---5C °50!0_
YASAVE(TVL2)=YAMPT a0Tf70
YA5AVE( IY63) = YANPT- R02teo --
VASAVE( TYL4)=YAOPN K0'0+C+0
-_— .YA!AVC( IVI, 	 YA(J OH _--
YA c AVF( IV65)=YAOTN 5M710




The results of subroutine link, RI:MAT4, are passed through the label common area,
LYCORR, to this subroutine. SEGMAT places the elements of the YCORR array into
•	 several double-subscripted arrays, forms some coordinate transformation arrays, and
calls subroutine SREVNI for matrix inversion.
As a result of appropriate matrix operations this subroutine produces a segment
stiffness matrix, the XKS array, and a segment load matrix, the XLS array, for each
segment. SEGMAT also orients each segment into the global coordinate system of the
structure as a result of the matrix operations.
Subroutine SREVNI
SREVNI is a subroutine called by SEGMAT to invert a real, single-precision, in-core













S NJ s ,j
CSI ci
CSJ c,j
A MATRIX IFT	 0
0	 i	 JFi




Xl	 X2	 I X3I
C MATRIX I^	 0 0




 i — o-- 	i
Ip
D MATRIX I4	 ^	 0	 ^ 0
—	 -







T	 I	 1IDT	 0 0I	 1-----------—
0	 I4 0
0	 0I	 I IP
XKT MATRIX [ k
	 1,
XMAX MATRIX ^27TrO Li`
^ ` ^2rr0 ^,j )
(n)
XKS MATRIX t k ]
[I





FORM	 SREVNI	 FORM	 FORM
CC ARRAY	 (RESULT IS	 C ARRAY	 D ARRAY
IN CC ARRAY)
FORM	 L	 FORM	 L	 FORM
X2 = XI . F	 F ARRAY F	 X1 = C. D
FORM	 FORM	 FORM
B ARRAY	 X3 = B . X2	 A ARRAY
FORM XKS = L	 FORM	 6 FORM





XOLSMATRIX	 TAPE	 SYM =XKS	 TAPE	 TAPE	 TAPENO. 3	 NO.	 NO. 9	 NO.9
RETURN TO SMAIN
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C •••••	 FOUTINE	 • *SEGM	 *0 ABACUS UP()-(LO 07/?3/ 154 •^_•^•	
—	 ----
- 5S000n
••••• PnUTINE •*SEGMAT	 *0 ABACUS UPDATtD OF/ 30/6A ••••• ^^A1A^
- —





COMMON	 xMAT1^tC.101•STO(101.NS T l^n).NKL(^n1.NxMA T (?0)•SAVTjCI o DA) ^^^Oa0	 _
COMNCN	 5AVJT<('10).SAVSTP(^O).JO7*1C('n).JIS T ON(30) PC( 010
CCMMCN_SACLS(60).AADL-F(P01
CCMMnN	 XN.NP EG.NSCGTL.NMPT.MAT P PP.TEFREEONCUPLE.TIC.PHI.S T CIP 6"10 70
C.nMMCN	 NP(, tND . P,'VM.NRG . NPC.NSC . NI IX. I E l- 0 0 0,R_tSTOP.RT ICK . IOU T R,^nAPA
COMMON	 NAT•KGECM.IGFCM.ITYP E .IS'r TAB.TI.ICK.KELVIN.GI en
-	 ----
COMMnN	 IPFGIN .NPR(1H.NH Af. M .NSLG.NERROP.	 O	 .NSM4X
- ---	 -'-	 ----------
g^n1 AA
---IN T FCER	 SAVJTC.SAVS T P A n f1 0 0




-DIMENSICN	 C(i p .iR).CC( 4.41.D(19.191.E ( 1P.191.BIP•!N).A(B•91 PonIOn
---—







OIMFN%ICN	 XKS( °.161.XLS('1.1o).SY M l9. P ) IOO^e7—
DT M FNSICN	 OEAD(4)	
---	 -	 ----
A M!6A
DIME-NS tCN	 LABEL( 15) 60"'0




-DIMENSION	 N5(')	 0 N6(2)	 0%7(2)	 .NP(?) AnOItA
EOUIVALENC E 	(LABEL(	 1)0AI)	 . ( LABEL(
	
7) 0 N?l  f.no?OA
ECUIVALENCE
	
(LABLL(	 !S).N?)	 0ILAP.EL(	 7).N4) FAO?
 00
_EOUIVALFNCE
__( L.AHEL( 9).N9)	 •(LAO EL(II).N6 ►__ 	 _	 __ _	 A09'!>1)
EQUIVALENCE	 ( LABEL( 13) .-47)	 9(LAi+EL(15).NP) 6nnl%''0













	 N?	 /PHFORCE R1,, cAn97n





N5	 /9HFCRCE T?/ - 6AO13CA--
CATA N6	 /eHFCN('E Z 7 1 400l(10
- CATA N7	 /BHFORCE R^/ Fnn•40
DATA	 %P	 /9 HI.CMENT	 2/ _fC01?0
MRITF(6072E)
	 -- --- An0'-'o-




AI=GO	 -	 -	 ---	 --- ---.-- 000'1.0
	
-
G 1 )TO(6,01.602.603)oI GEC M	
----
Snn -If ol
601 S141= SIN( T IC)	 ----	 - 6n0l7Q.
SNJ	 =	 SIN(STOP) .noIpn
-- - CSI =	 CCS(TIC)
CSC	 = CCS(STOP) 60AOno _
-	 -- G70 1
	
--	 -- - - - ---- ----r. AQA4!0




--	 -- SNJ = SNT-- -------------- FCnA-O
CSI	 S I K	 IeS?07963-A11_= F OA4^' n
CSJ = CS1 -- ---- 60040
GOTO 1 FOA460_
_




---- CS! = 000	 ---- -------- FC04^A
C5J	 =_	 O.0 F_CO5_QO
1
_
JJ = eoN P FOe
_
f0_
DO	 111	 J=1.17 AOOl?q
--
---- On	 !II	 I- 1.10 --	 ---	 - ADo930
ItI C(I.J)=O.0
---- --	 _-	 --	 - - -
60n-['A
--
_0000- K='•'P	 --- --	 - ^'--- ----- -	 - --	 -- ---- -	 - F n09Ozq






-- - --- _ OC 11? I 2 1.4	 ----	 --.._	 -- 600,590 --
-	 L-L6L R00600--
112	 CC((.J)=VCORR(L) 5cof10






DO	 I1' Jse.A 1500508
-	 - 
J1=JIG1-




_—_— I L3_C( IIJ)!CC ( I194,1  _E^^7C0 _-
DO 114	 IJ=1.4 5f()71n
I t 	 -C(.IJ.LJ)=1.0-	 — _-600710—
00 	 115	 IJ=9.JJ 6n07ln
I I-!-C( 6007nr_
00	 11E	 J=1.18 5007=0
--- DO 116 1 =1 . 19 - 	 ----	
_
-6007 01 0 ---
116 D(1.J)s0•C 600770
___ DO 117_IJ = 124_- 500,7P_0 __._




	 __-___—_ !^009?0_ -
D(IG2.IL2)=-SNJ 5n^9 ?0
D(IG?.IG 'JI = 1.0 - _	 _—_---	 _ --	 anoaao-
0(ILI.IG?)=	 CCJ 5n,)91O
O( IG2.If 1) °.-CS,) 6.00°f!I —
00 218	 IJ=9.JJ 60OP70




00 } lP ^J=1i4
--	






- -11R D(I.JI= -VCCRA(L) RO(9°0
— K=Ff	 ---- ---
--------- 
frr9fp
DO 119 J=9.JJ 56O"0




-	 —grtl n n0
L=L61 6n/01n
DO	 120	 J=1.JJ 5010il
00-13.4 I-ml a.LJ 6 1104 13
xl(:.J)=0•o Rc+oFO





• DO	 121	 1-1.1E 1010"
1lt_E( 1 - 94 20 * 0 Ac! Ir!0
1=1 50! 11n
- .E( I.I ) = I •L' — ---	 R0} t,2 0-
6011'l9
E( IGZ 9 102)*=Sh l Rn7 16 2_ _











00 1?7 J= 1.JJ
---	 00 1?' 1=1 .JJ --	 -- - --
X?(I.J)=0.0





DO 1 ?" -1s1.4
_ J=JG1
K=-P













-- - OC 12 q  1e 9 F_	 _-
L=LG1
_	 129 R(I.J)=VCCQ R(L)
DO 120 J=1.Jj
OC !? Q 1=1.e




- Do t3o I=t..e	
—
130 AII.J)=0.0







— - A(1G1.IG2)=-CSJ - -- -- — --
A(1GF,IG1)=CSJ


























---	 -	 60t 301









































'-._---131 XKT( I.J)=XKT(!.J)CA(i.M)!X3(M.J1 	 ^-_--	 -`	 ---- RCl7 S ^ V
_-._p I=7.141S92T-._	 -	 --_-_ fn^prf-_
R1=R T ICK f^IP'n
_X2^1 W I = i. O^ G I Ap I __f IM S
PJ= P ESTnP Fnl r'0




	 J=1 •° Fr,I 450
----...
DO 1 3^ I =!.. P -
	 -- --	 -	 -	 ---- -
f:0! 
`E o-
112 X M AX(I,J) =0.0 fCI,711
- DO	 133	 1=1.4.	 _ 60'^^0--
133 XMAx ( 1.1)=XPPIPt 010:An0
--- - DO 134 J = 5.8 - ----- -	 -	 --	 - _- EC' 9^0-_-
134 XMAX(J.J)=X2PIRJ 9C, 970
-
--WRITE
 (9)	 ( (XKT( I.J).J=1J___ 8).1=1.4),tGEIlM.Gl-____ f.911"0_
wRITE(S)	 ((XKT(I.J).J=9.JJ),I=1.4) Rr.n'n
DO	 111	 I=1.e r.rlQ-M
----- -
XKS(I.J)=0.0	
-- - - ---	 ---	 -	 --- - -----	 -
601990.--
00	 135	 M=I.9 :.CIS7S




7!11 F C Rw 4 T (//`5)K+22HST-lFfNUS.SOE£E1ClENLS_L/11AILI P HDELT A 11.1X RHOFL Y A R0?000
I Z1.7x.PHDELTA R1.7X.7HTHETA 1.HX.BHDELTA T?.7X.°HDEL T A Z2.7X.PHDE RO?')70
--	 ---2LTA a1 9 7 X.7HThETA__21. _- --------------- 	 -- -.(:C2020--
I11=0 602Cz0
--
DC 20 M =I .3 .----




11 1 = 1 1+1
	 _ _ - --	 - ACZ0 E0__
wRITE.E•23)
	
(LAP.FL-(I).1=11.111)•	 SXKS( w .J).J=1.P1 FOP070
Fn n '4A Y (/Ix.2A^,.IX.B(E14. 7 .IX)1	 ----__-_--	 --- -6020°A0__--
20 C IINT INI,E 609f)ne)
9969 FC QNA T(IH ,9(E!•.7.2X)/l^x,glE1!1.3_.2XJ))-._----_-____-__--_- _F0^1^0_-.
Jl= a 802110
---.---NSYV =4 -	 --- -- --	 - b42120
ISEG=C Ff"1'n
N P CI = N R C-1	 -._ 	 -	 --_!l, °_140_
IF(NRCI.EO.C)GOTO	 1 4 3 6n9l'9n
-- -
DO 9/P4 I =1.NQC2 -
	 - -	 - ---- -	 -	 -	 -	 -
Fn21 L0
-
24• ISEG =!SEGLNST(1) X0217n
fdt'i 1SEG=1 SEGfNS- --- F^21°n-
SAvTIC(1SEG)=TIC 6n,lan
-- ---.-- wRITE(c)
	 ( ( XK S ( 1.Jl,J--I i_°-li-L--L.- P!	 ----- f,r2?^n-
On	 l'7	 J=1.9 An»!0
--- --
CC 17 7 I=1." 
---------	 -----	 -
692^21-
137 SY w (I.JI=0.0 A09^?0
-Or l 19 J =1 . P-	
--
f-022 An
DC	 1?4	 J =I.F 60PI-0
SYw( [.J)=xKSII.J).
---	 -- -	 -
N -
	
H_ --- - - --	 -- ----- -- -- ---
	 -- - --- -
60?	 ?n
---J	 = 1 F 02 QA
DO 4'A-- 11=Ii7	 - -	 -- # 01:1	 --




	 -	 -	 --- --	 -	 - ---
h0?	





-	 - ---	 -	
---..-_--
- --- - --- - - ----	 -- -
--fn^^en
47 IF(9YM(I.J).EG.0.0)	 GOTn	 71 f.	 A
-__--- - Sr M (1,J1
	 =	 SrMIJ.l1_L SYM(t,J)	 --	 -	 _-_-- .0'3f0--
G?T (`













GCTr) A?	 _ _ eC^a ro -








JJ	 =	 JJ	 •1 F^'--^'^
J = J+1	





7P5 F';P 4 sT(//55X.2?HSEGMENT	 SYMMETRY CHECK.) 70
DO	 1. A•	 1 =1 . P Pr?400-- --
- -- 144 WQfTE(6.a9EF))	 (SYM((.J).J=1.9) hb^4^o




J1=J1 L1	 ---	 --
--- ------AM
°1n
0-1 ! iF 1 =! .9	 -	 -	 --	 -	 - --	 ----- -----	 f r'>5?0 ---136 XLS(I.JI=XKS(	 1.J1) F0J5^0





(f.7H?f_ _	 _-- 06 OP
7R? FCP"47(//5'X.2PH9FGMENT LC A O	 MATPICE4;-91 f^°`- 60___
P40 WRIT'7(F.ggE0I/XL5(I.J).Jj_I.NPQr91--_.-
--










- - ------------ - --- -
 -Fnesln	 -
C q O q -	 -	 -RETURN AnoR1n
ENO	
----	 -	 -- -	








The segment stiffness matrices, XKS, and the segment load matrices, XLS, are passed
from SEGMAT to REGMAT via Tapes #2 and #3, and are placed in the XKRTOT array and the
XLRTOT array, respectively. If kinematic links occur between segments in the region,
the XKRTOT array and the XLRTOT array are modified to represent the situation.
A horizontal and vertical partitioning of the XKRTOT array occurs while the XLRTOT
array is subjected to a horizontal partitioning only. Appropriate matrix operations
are performed upon the partitions of each array, thus reducing the size of the
region stiffness and load matrices and resulting in increased program capacity. The
results of these manipulations are the region stiffness matrix, XKR, and the region
load matrix, XLR.
Subroutines Called from REGMAT
Subroutine SWITCH: Is a routine used to arrange a matrix in a form convenient for
use by another routine employing a positive definite method for solving linear
algebraic equations.
Subroutine CHASE: Is a routine used to obtain the solution X of the linear system
AX = Y, given at least one right side of Y and the positive, definite, symmetric,
real coefficient matrix A.
Subroutine FUTILE: Is a routine :alled from CHASE and used to obtain the factoriza-
tion of the positive definite, real, symmetric matrix A into the product of a lower
triangular matrix and its transpose by utilizing a Cholesky decomposition.
Subroutine HASTEN: Is an assembly language routine used to improve the accuracy of
the matrix operation via a double pre^_ =.sion summation of inner products - the exact
inner products are added in double precision. This routine is called from sub-
routine FUTILE.






































































































RESET	 (10)NEWXK21 = IXK221 [XK211 HXK21
R`. AD









WRITE	 ( FORM	 WRITE
(R)	 XLR =	 (8)XLR	 I XLI • XK12L2	 XLR
RETURN TO iMAIN




14EG	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - 1FN(S) -
SUbROUTINE	 REGMAT 	 _	 _,---	 _ 700010__-_--
COMMON	 STURY(16). TALE( 16) 700020
CUMMJN	 XMA-(110.10).STD(IO).NST(30).KKL(30).NXMAT(20).SA VTIC2,900)__-
COMMON	 SAVJTC(30).SAV	 7P(30).JRTIC(30).JRSTOP(30) 700040
COMVON_SA_0US(60).RADUS160) _	 _ 	 _ 700050
_
COMMON XN.NREG.NSE-GTL.NMPT.MATPRP.TEFREE.NCUPLE.TIC.PH1.STOP 700060
NRIi°_ ND.NSYM.NRG.NRC.NSC .NIX.IERROR.RESTUP.RTICK.IOJT_ - _ --
_ -
COMMON  700070 *_
COMMON	 MAT.KGEOw•IGEOM.ITYPE.15)'TAb.THICK.KELVIN.GI 700080
COM M ON	 IbEGIN.N u k0b.NHARM.NSEG.NERROR .L	 O -_ .NSMAX__	 _. _ 700090_-
COM%lCN /UPT2/ PRINT 700100
INTtGER SAVJTCoSAVSTP 	 _ _•.-	 —_ 7001.10.
-	
O I. A­.SION OPEN(4.4) 700120
DIM._NSIUN XTEMP(b.H).SKLl100.100-^_.SKLTRft00)__	 ,--- _
DI M^^S10N	 TENP(4.4) 700140
DIMt`:ti1 N SYN(8.b)
	
-	 -	 -•	 _-__-_---
700150
EJUIVALENCc (SY'4.XK12L2) 7u0160
JIaliv510N	 XKRT_CT1100_.100)_ RTEMP(100). XLRTOT(100910_).XKEEP(8e10)
DI % LNSIOt1	 STCR^(100.101.MC%1(100).REGTOT(100).HOLD(4.300)




OIMCNSION L_Alit_L' _( 16)
	
_ 700i_30-^
D1MEN51JN	 N1(2)	 .N2(2)	 .N7(2)	 .N4(2) 700240
71Mt.NSION	 N5(2)	 .46(2)	 .N7(2)	 •N8(2) 700250 1_	 _
-	






- - -	 - EJUIVALENCE	 (LABEL! 9):NS) - --.(LABEL(11`.N6) — ^ -	 - --- 7,0280 1
EOUfVALENCE
	 _(LA9CL(13).N7)	 _.(LABEL(_I5)•N8) _700290_
EOUIVALtNCE	 (SKL.XKRTOT.XK22.XKIV.XLRTUT) 	 . 70:1.',00
EaVIVALENCE__(XKR.Xri1.XTEwa.XLQ.XL1.XKLLP.TEMP) 	 _	 _ _ 700310
_
EOU1VA	 ENCE	 ( RTEM: . RUM)..(SKLTQ . REGTCT). ( XK12l1.XK12L2) . lSTORE.XL2 )T 700320











LATA N4	 /BHNCMENT 1/ 700360
DATA__NS
	
/81,FORCE T2/ -	 - - _ ------	 - _  700370__.-_
DATA N6	 /8HF000E 22/ 700380









- - - -
700410. 1
-	 --4=M1v0 3 700420 2
Rt d 1 1:D I I -
	 ---	 -	 - - -	 - -	 --
700430 3 
-







__ _ _ __
NOJ = NST(VRC) 4 NKU NRC) •1 700460




- NKL(NRC)	 . 700480




NJ I'.4 4 a (,'40J-NSKL) •4	
-	 --	 -^--
700510
-- ---:48 2%J INK4-8	 - -	 - - - -	 - 7OUS20
NK1V s NJINK4 - 8 700530








REG	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT -- IFN(S)
1726 FORMAT( 1H1) 700560
-fR I TE ( 6.681)
	 NRC * NOJ. NSKL 700570 20
681
_ _ 	 __ __
FOHM A.T(////51X31H1NPUT DATA -FOR SEGMENT COUPLING///25X14HR£GION NJ 700580-
IM1ER	 .1295X25HNUME3ER OF SEGMENT JOINTS * 13.5X926HNUMBER OF KINEMAT 700590
2IC LINKS	 9 13//) 700600
W,. I TE t b_.OE2) 700 610 21
— 68L
_
F ^fl•SAT( 22k . 7HSEGMrNT* 11X*$HJOINT(I)•11X•BHJOINT ( J)i11X • BHRZERO(I)• 700620
_..__
111X.6HRZERO(J)//) 700630
JO 683 I =1.N!EG - ---	 ----.
	 -----.-....^----------
700640
KTIC	 =	 S.avJTC()) 7_0065_0
KST-JP=	 SAVSTP(l)
	 ---	 -	 -	 - 700660
+►RITE (6 ► 584 )	 I.KTIC * KSTOP •RADUS ( KTIC) • RADUS(KSTOP) 700670 28
63a FJRhSAT( 24X.13.16X923.16x.t3,lOX.El4.7 *	5X9E14.7) 700680
b83 CONTIN UE 700690
IF	 (.4KL(NRC ).EQ.0)	 GOTO 2 700700
DO	 701 1	 I =1 . 4 700710
DU 7011 J=1.4 ----	 _---	 — 700720
_
7011 TE .'4P( I..J) =0. C 7307_0_0_
---- -- -
_
-D3 tiO 1	 ---J= 1 . NJTNH4 7tj0T40
DJ	 `301	 I =1.NJTtiH4 700750
SKL ( I . J I = 0. 0	 - —	 ----	 —	 . 700160 ^—	 —




1JF 0R1LNTATICN//) 70 0 790_ _
DJ	 103	 NRIG	 = 1 * NSKL 700800
RE-`:)	 (5.503)
	 JDER(NRIG)•JIND(NRIG).ANGLE(NRIG)•(TALE(I)•I=1.157 700810 60
503 -	 -	 - -	 --	 -	 ------- - ------	 - _ _ ------ ..FJR'4A T	 ( 2 12 sE 14 * 7.15A4) ...-	 -700820 --------•--•----
::RITE(6.6Eo)
	 JDL:P•(NRIG) * JI NO, (NR IG) * ANGLE (NRIG) 700830 68
685 FUR :SAT(45Y,13.10X•1:3.IIX.E1467) 700840
IF(JIND(NRIG).GE.JDEP(NRIG))
	 GO TO 8797 700850
10.) CJNT (NUE 700860
J = -3 700870
:V	 _	 1	 ._._-- --- •--- ----- __-.._ —_--	 - --700880 ---•- -^-  ------
JO	 100	 IJ = 1•NOJ 700890
I = 4a IJ




- -----	 --- J
	
=- -J- + 4 ----• ----- -------- 700920- ----
GOTO	 12 700930
1 1 JJ - JUe p (N) • .----'--- 
	
— 	 _- 700940_.._
J I	 = ,J I ND (N) 700950
= COS(ANGLk( •N))^§IFd(ANGLE(N))
	 ^ ^- -	
— - ------_CLITAN
	 - 700960 -- 96— 98
IF(:J.LT. NRIG )	 N=N+1 700970
SKL(
	
I•	 J)	 = R'AUUS(JD) /RADUS(JI )
	
-'	 '-70 0 5180 --
SKL(I+I. J+3) 	 =-(RADUS(JD)-RAOUS ( JI)_)_ _700990
._	 .:	 ..._._	 ._.
-ter	
.... ---- -_ —	 __.-^S^C_(2+2.J+3)
	 ^KL(I+1•Jt3)*COTAN _ _	 ' 	 .._	 - 701000 ___---..-_•--__-
GOTO	 13 701010
12 SKL(	 I.	 J)	 1.0 701020
13 SKL. (I + 1. J+1) 	 =	 1.0 701030
SKL (I +2. J+2)	 = 1 . 0	 ^- 701040
SKL (I +:1. J+3)
	 1.0 701050
-	 -	
1 CUNTSNUE -	 -- --- —	 --------	 — _--
—.701000 —
50 FURAAT(IH	 .8(E14.7.2X)/(5X•8(EI4 * 7.2X))) 701070
--- NOJ4
...
	4_	 _1 - 1	 _
JJ = NJTNK4 — 4 701090
-	 --''-00 768 1 =c. I I- 701100




REG	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(S)
	 -
DO 702 J=I.NJINK4-"---- -	 -- - -	 - 701120
. .
702 d=^ITE(11)	 (SKL(I.J),I=l9NOJ4)	 _  7011.30___-- 135
WRITE(11)
	 ((SKL(I.J).J=1. NJINK4) 9 I=19NOJ4 ) • 701140 141
2_.viVJ
	 11 -7011.50151
2 NVT	 =	 NST('1RC) 701160
-	 -	 __-.-	 _ OC _350 I =_1. I GO --- - 	 _— _	 7011 .70 -
D7	 350 J=19100 7011ESU
350 XKIT3T( I.J)=C.O	
--...	
-	 -- ---_... -	 -------.. ----
701190. 
--59 1 F •JR':A T	 ( .3I O . 1 (--A4) 701200
DO	 701	 N i	 I ..%N T	
-	 ---	 --	 -- -------
701210
Q EAU( 2)
	 ((xTE!. O	 19J)•J=1.d),I=1.8) 701220 167
-- ------ --
J1	 = SAVJTC (Na)
---	 --- - - - - -	 - - --- --	 ----.-
7Ull_30_
--- ---J2
	 =	 S A V _`; TO (`: S) ---7U 12 4.0 
II	 =	 4x (Ji-1) 701250
L	 =	 II 7U12b0
Ir	 (J 1. l.;T.J2)	 GJTO	 950 701270
J	 91 •^	 :	 =	 I .'^ 701280
---
JJ	 __ L_ 701290_
.^-
-----1 -1 --- ----	 ------- ---	 -	 —	 ---I	 = I I 	 + 701300
DC)	 )10	 J	 =	 11.8 701320'.__.__
JJ	 = JJ +	 1 701320




950 JJ ° 4*(J2-1)-	
- -- - ---- -	 -	 -----------	 ----
—701-350
11	 =	 ii	 +	 3 701360
DJ
	 `Y6 0	 J K	 =	 1.4------ -_.._ 7011370 
---	 --GOTO	 (551.9°_2.55.!.954)	 .	 JK 70 13b
9-= 1 :x	 =	 i	
-	 --..
	
----._. .------- -	 --- ------	 ------ ----- -----701.390----- --.-..
INJ
	 =	 II 701400




--	 - -•- •	 '
.
DJ	 4 ,3 1 	 J=1.4 7U1420
(I.J)	 =	 xTFMP(I.J) .701430
GJ7.	 555 701440




- -	 -	 ---	 -' -_	 -	 - - -	 ---- ---	 ------I ^tD
	
JJ 701 460





_-_.------ -00 `962	 J = l . a- 701480
962 0?E't( ;.J)	 =	 XTF:P(IJ+4)
_	 -%	 -- -. -	 -	 -- ------ - - ---•----	 ------- 70 	
_ .-
---- --	 -	 -	 -
--	 --- GJTI)	 'sS5 701500-
953 IX = JJ	
_ _ - --- -	 -------------- -- -_ - --- ----- -- -	 --- --- -	
701510 - _
.- -..	 .._.^_.
IND	 =	 II 701520
DO 963 :=1.4 701530
DO 963 J=1.4 701540
963 OP EN( I.J)	 =	 XTENIPJ (1+4.J) 701550
-__-GOT:;	 S55	 . 701500
954 Ix =	 JJ 701570




-----JU q04 J=1.-4--	 -- 701600
964 UPEN(I.J)	 =	 XTEMP (I+4.J+4) 701610
9i5 70	 950	 1=1.4 701620
J x	 =	 IN.) 701630
61 -I	 957	 -1 =1.4 701640
XCRT:;T(; y .JX)	 =	 X.(RTO:(IX.JX)	 +	 OPEN(I• J)' 701650
957 JX	 =	 JX	 4-	 1	 - 701bbO









.tEw INO	 2._ ----- --	 -----__.-----"---	 -- ------- -• -- -----...__-701700 -----273 ----
1F( .vSKL.NE '00) GU	 TO 931 701710
DO 5504 I=I.NOJ4 701720
(2)	 (XKRT UT(I. J) . J=1 ,NOJ4)_WRITE 701730 2_79




GO	 TO	 101 701750
931 09	 740 I=1.NJINK4 701760
READ(11)(SKLTR(J).J=1,NOJ4)  7017/0_ 291	
---
_
00 741 J=19NOJ4	 `-- 701780 -
R TEMP	 (j)=0 . 0 701790
-"-°--- D3 741 K=1.NOJ4
--T-
701900 --
741 RTEMP	 (J)=RTEMP	 (J)+SKLTR(K)* X K RTOT (K•J) 701810
aRiT H (12)	 (RTE	 j' i-*-Nd-j,0' 	 ----	 - 701820 307
740 CJNTI.I:UE 701830
RE v1 11J
	 11 701840 314
RE"
	 IVD	 12 701850_ 3_15___
101 DJ	 +3b	 1	 -	 19NOJ4 701860 —
03 436 J=1.NPRCC 701870
436 XLRTOT(I.J)-C.0 771880
0 ,.)	 '171 
	 t45	 =	 1 .NNT 701890
JT1C	 =	 SAVJTC(NS) 701900
SAVSTP(NS)____,:STOP= 701910_ _ __ _ __
READ	 (3)	 ((XKEE:'(I,J),J=1 ,NPR08 ), I=1 .S)
_
701920 333-
90	 971	 N =1.2 701930
G']T 1)	 ((;31 .982) .N 701940
981 11	 =	 (JTIC- 1)^4 	 +	 1 701950
lli=	 1I	 + 701960
GJTU S83 701970
_	
932 11	 = (jST--P-1) *4 +i -- ---^ -------	 —! - ^—	 701980 -
1 II,=	 I1	 +	 3 701990
983 07	 971	 J=1,NPkJ8 702000
1	 =0 702010
IF	 (N.EJ.2)	 I=4 702020
DO	 971	 IL	 =	 11.111 702030
702040
971 XLtTOT(IL.J)= XLRTOT(IL.J)+	 XKEEP(I.J) 702050
_	
_	





IF (NSKL.NE .0) GOTO 147 702070





1;'LRTOT(i,J)9J= 1, NPRO8)	 ^' 702090 372
- - -
	
-- -- 'N 3=N J INK 4-3 -----._--_-- - 	 - ----- -- 	 ----	 ---- .._,..^__- -  ----.--__-._	 702100 .._---- ---
DO	 118 	 1 =t43 , NJ I NK4 702110
_	
118 4RIT=(J)	 (XLRTOT(I.J),J=1.NPPO8)	 '- -'^- +- 702120 383
M4=NJINK4-4 702130
DJ	 117	 1= Q-.M4 702140
117 wkITE(2)	 (ALRTOT(19J),J=1.NPR08) 702150 394
------- -REWIND .'s	 -- - ------ ----- 702160 400-'
GOTO	 102 702170
147 CO 747	 I-1.NJItilK4	 -	 — -	 -^'--- 702180
READ
	 (11)	 (SKLTR(J).J=1,NOJ4) 702190 405
D'J	 749	 J=1 ,NPROB -'_. 702200— —
STU==(I.J)=0.0 702210
-	 -	 - DO 743 	 -	 ----	 — ---	 —701220 —	 -










DO 919	 1=194 702250
919 *dRITE(3)	 (STOkE(I•J)•J=1 9NPAO8) 702260 428
-	 -	 -	 -	 -
N 3=NJ INK4-3
	
-	 -- - - -- - - -- • -__._-----	 — _ -	 --------
70 270 _
DO	 9113	 1 =M3-.NJINK4 702280
918_ W R I TE (J) __( STORE ( I 9J) 9J - 1 - • NPF_OB)	 -_ 702290 439
.A4=NJINK4-4 702300
DU	 1417	 I=59M4 702310
917 a/RITE(3)	 (STLR E(19J) 9J-1 9NPRC8) 702320 450




_ REa'Iv0 11 ___	 __	 _ 702350 46__7__





	 J = 1.NJ1hK4 702380
-	 ----- -	 --
REGTOT	 (J)=G._C 	
--	 -	 ---	 ----	 !--
702390_
-UJ	 751 K=1.NCJ4 702400
751 REGTOT _(_J)=kEGTUT	 (J)	 +	 ROWtK)*SKL(K.J)
-------
7_02410
---' 753 -riRITt12)	 (REGT0T(J)9J=I9 ►'1JINK4)------ 702420
C T t4E 730 LOOP R=AkRANGES AND PARTITIONS THE REGION STIFFNESS MATRIK 702430 487
102 NJIAK = NJINK4/4 702440
-.-	 -
REWIND 2	 _	




525 INK=1 98 702460
-
JO026_ J A K=1 _• 8	 __
—	 -V	 — ^a
_702470
02o XrKl l (INKrJAK)=0. 0 702480
— - ---
DO 
-645.,K I -X= 1 .M9	
-	 --- -
Y02490
—XsK12( INK.KIX)=0. 0- 702500—
--
XK21(!CIX9INK)=0.0
-	 -	 - ---`	 --.^---
702510
6d5 COtiTIN UE - -702520-
-----
_= 1 9 M 8DO 62 7 K_I_X 70530'2
-DO -627 -( 1X=1.9M8 702540
627 XK22(KIX•LAX)=0.
-0- ---	 -- 702550
_.	 ----	 - N,4=.Ao =p 702560
---
KJUNI T =--5	 _ _ _702570
-- ^:JIti:3=NJINK-1 702580
_ U9	 7t34 N=1.NJ_I NK 702_590
v.REA,) =NR EAD+1 702600
K0JNT=<0UUT+4	
__.	 --- - -----	 —	 -- - - -
702610
_
0 .3	 731. I=194 702620—r,.---
781
-
m	 AJC2)	 (HOLD(19J)9J=19NJtNK4)•	 _
- -
_702630 532
IF(^{EAD9LE.2.UR.NREADeGE.NJINK3)GO TO 790 702640 ---
----_





DO 785 L=KK * KKK _ -	 --	 -- --	 -- 702670
• I p4Q W = 4a (NRE AD-2) 	 —702680-
J=_ -4 _702690
------ --- -- ---------OD 785 K=19 4 702700
,. JR06=IROW +1 
 702 71 0_
785 , XK22( iR0W,•J)=HULD(K9L) 702720
GO TO 780	 _	 _ _ 702730
----790
_
IF(NREAO.EQ.1)GO	 TO 791 	 t,	 r 702740
_
-
IF(N4EAU.E0.2)GU TO_ 79_2 	 _ 702750
- 793
	 --	 -IF('g R- AD.EO.NJINK3)GO TO 702760-
---	 _ IF(\2C--^ AO.EQ . NJI NK)G,O TO 794
--- -	 -
702770
791 DO 79ts .I=1.4^ 702780
DO	 796 J=1.4








- -_ __ ---	 -_ ------ -- -
REG	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(S)
- - XK 1 1 (I . J) =HOLD (I . J)
	
-	


















XK 21 ( I • J) =HOLD (I • J)
	
- 702860
JJ =J +4 '702870_
----
__ 	 _	 _




IF (NN T -E U.2)
	
GO TO 795 ------	 - -	 -- 702900
XK22( I.J_J )=HOLD( I •JJJ) 70_29_10_
----------- JJ TC 797 ------ •	 702920
7'-):i X-C21 (I .JJ)=HOLD(I .JJJ) 702930






M 11 ="JJ 1 NK4- 1 1 --	 ------- (02960-
M4=Iq J I h_K4_-4 702970_






- - -- D J
	 7 ,-1 8 	 I=19 4	 	 ---	 - ------	 7030 00
KR04,:t:ROw+I 703010
KCG'L=4 703020




K t!=K 8+ 1 703050
- - - --	 - XK12iKRUer.K8) = HOLD ( I •J) -	 -- ---------- 703060--
JJ=J+4 _703070
K< =-,6+4--	 -	 - ---- - - - - - ------- - - 703080-
I.K22(,;ROK'.KK)	 =HCLD(I •JJ) 703090
-_JJJ =J+8 -----	 ------- .	 --	 ------r - 703100-
KC.JL=KCOL+1 .703110
---- 793 -----+-•------•-- -----------	 --X<21(KKUt+.K00L)=1-iOLD(I•JJJ) --7031 LO
G-1	 TJ	 780 703130
_794 KEND=.%J I NK4-E	








----- DJ	 799	 : =1.4 ------	 -	 -- --•-------._._ -...----------•-•---^--- ---• -----703180
K•4Ue.=	 R0W+1 703190
K4=KE ND- a	 - : 703200
KCUL =4 703210
-	 -- DJ 794 J =M79M4	 -- 70.3220r-
K4=K4+1 703230
X K 12 (CRC w . K 4) =HUED (I • J) _ -_-.___-- -._. 	 _._ ... _ --	 ...... _.	 . --•------•--- _^_-•-.-- -- - --	 '-70.3240
KCGL=KCUL+1 703250
J J =J + a 703260
799 XK11(KROw•KCOL)=H0LD(i9JJ) 703270
-- 80 CONT I NUE	
— 7032 6
7703 LASING=NKIV*(NKIV+1)/2 703290
N=y K I V	 -	 --- `-70.3300 ..-
IK=1 703310
--	
-	 - JJ 10 K=I .N -705320
DO	 13	 I=K•N 703330
XK1V( IK)=X1C22t1'•K)-`--- 	 ---..--	 ----	 -----	 703340 -
10 IK=IK+1 703350




PEG	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(S)
CALL	 SWITCH	 (XKI-V.-NKIV) 703360 670





	 (10)	 ((XK21 ( I•J)•J=1 . 8)•I = i.MB 	) 7 033 90 676
WRIT=	 (10)((
	
SAVJTC(I)•	 SAVSTP(I))9I= 1•NNT ) 703400 686
Dd 81	 J=1.8 703410
DO	 91	 1=1.8 703420
XK1221(I•J)=0.0 703430
DO	 81	 K=1.NKIV 703440
81 XK1221,(I9J)=XK1221(19J)+XK12(I•K)«XK21(K.J) 703450
^yDU ---_----.---	 -+--------------82	 J=1.8 703460
DJ	 82	 I=1,8 703470
82 XKR(I.J)=XK11(I•J)-XK1221(I.J) 703480
_ -
WRITE	 (4)	 ((XKR(I•J)•J= i.8),I=1.8)
-,-	
_703490^._ 722
- - -7840 --	 - _ ---- ---- ------ ---	 -	 ----CONTINUE 703500
WRITE ( 6. 501A)
	
_ _	 _	 _ _	 703510 73_2
5011 FJIi'AAT(////55X23HREGION STIFFNESS MATRIX//14XSHDELTA T17XSHDELTA Z
	
703520
1197X.3HUELTA k197X97HTHETA 198X.8HDELTA T2.7X•8HDELTA Z2.7X98HDELT	 703530
2A R2.7x,7HTHETA 2) 7$3540
------..-
III=O	
- --	 ------ ------- - -- -- ---	 -	 --- --------•-------
703550
-
-DQ o37	 :4=1.6 703560-
_ -_I I=I (I+1 70_3.57_0
111=11 1+1
    703580
WRI T E  (6.6P8)	 (LA3EL(I)sI= II.III)•(XKR(M•J)•J=1.8 1 703590 738









- - DO 137 J=1 • 8 703620
__-D-6 1,3 .7 3 7_ I= 1. 8
_
703630
137 SY v.(I.J)=0.0 703640
-	 ---





------+ -Did 138 J=1.8 7036LO--




JJ = 2 703680










DO 43	 I =M. N
 
703730_ -^
---ALPH = ASS(SYM (I .J) ). - ASS(SYM(J•I)) 703740
I F(A- PH) 	 47. 7 1_94_8_ 7 03_7 50
47 1F (SYM(I•J)•E0.0.0) GOTO 71 703760
SY'^(I .J)	 = SYM(J•I)
	 /	 SYM(1 •J) 70.3770
GO72	 4.3 703780
4. 8_I F (SY14 (J • I) . EO_. 0. 0 )_GO_ TO 7 1 703790
SY ,'(I•J)	 =	 SYM(Z•J)	 /	 SYM(J•I) 703800
GOTO_ 43 70 38_1_0
71 SYM(I•J)	 =	 1.0 703820
43 SYM ( J • I)	 0.0-_= 703830
-- -Y J J ? JJ +1 703840
J = J4.1	
_ --	 _---	 _---
^-^^-703850_
'	 42 CONTINUE 703860
WRITE (C. 1 57)
_	
703870 807
157 F ;7kAAT(//56X.21HREG ; ON SYMMETRY CHECK/) -703880







	-	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 IFN(S)	 -
-	
— WR I TE ( 6. 5030)
	 (SYM(1 ,* J i ) •J=1 98) 703900 810
1730 CONTINUE 703910
DO	 61 , )	 1=1.4	 - - 703920
819 READ(3)
	 (XL1(I•J)9J=19NPROB) 703930 821
DO






	 =I * NPROB)_txLl(I.J)•J 703950 831
-M3 = NJINK4-E------ 703960
—
DO	 ti17	 I=1.4E _703970
- 817
_	 _
READ(.J)	 (XL2( I .J).J=1.NPPOB)
	 - 
__-
	 -- ---	 - --_----- 703980
---
CAu-L CHASE	 (XKI V_.N_K_I V •XL2 •- NPROB.100 •NlX) 703990 850i ► 	 (vIx.LT.0)






.__	 ,- ___ .-.------_.-.—_	 ---•y, 2=vPU0t3 704020
OJ 205	 J=1 •NPkOi3 704030
00	 zos	 I=1.e 70404.)
X<1 z^2(I.J)=c.o- 7040`0
DO 205	 K=1 * NKI V 704660
205 XKIOL2(I.J) = XK12_L2 (I•J) +XK12 (I. K)*XL2(K.J) 704070
--- - 
--D'.) 306	 J = l • NPkOti-	 ---.	 -__- -- - - 704080
DJ 2 	 1=1.6 704090
20-1 XLR( i.J) = )(.L1 ( I.J)-XKI2L2 ( I•J) 704100
wi1T-{H)	 ({XLR
	 I• J). J=1•NFROti)•I=1 .8) 704110 893
W ;4 1 TF (c . 5 C 1 2) 704120 903
501; FJP lAAT(//57X.18HREGICN LOAD MATR IX/) _7041 30
- -
_03 551:!	 I = i . E --------- -	 -- --	 -- 704140
551. 2 +1K I TE ( 6 • 5('00)	 ( XLR ( I sJ) • J=1 .NPROB) 704150 907
GJTO	 150	 -.
	
_	 - -	 ----	 ---------	 ---------- 704160------ --
8641 IEi:?OR =8341 704170 
704180
GiJT'J	 ',-O 7_04_190
9797 1	 E7ci7 704200
NEB-On= i3 704210
GO I- il 150	 -	 ---	 -- ~--	 ----- - -	 774220 - —











	 l2)	 ((XKR(I•J)•J=1.8),I=1 .8) ^:'04260^ 924
aR('E(4)	 ((XKR(I.J)•J=1.8),I =1.8) 704270 934 
_. READ( 3)
	 t { XLR(I .J) .J=1 .NPROB) . I=1 .8) ------	 - -- ---	 -- ------ 704280 --•---94•^
WRITE,ta$ 	 ((XL.a(I.J).J= i•NPll0B )• I=1.8) 704290 954







soll	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENf	 IFN(S)
07/01/68




--I F	 (N	 2)	 190 * 190,90 1100040
90 L	 (N*(N+I))	 2 1100050
KEY 1100060
LOCK	 N/2 +	 1 1100070
I F	(A)	 1V0#1909160 1100080
100 IF	 (N	 3)
	 110.140.110 1100090
110 -%KT o 3 1100100
ISIAGE	 L 1100120
V , TO	 L	 3 1100130
1100140
00 130	 K	 2•LOCK 1100150
DO	 12 f,	 I 	 KKT. NKF 1100160
1100170
A I tK)	 A(I N'TU) 1100180
A(INTO)	 X 1100190
I QT0	 =	 I;4TG	 1 1100200
120 1	 =	 I	 +	 1 1160210
KKT = NKF + K- 1100220




130 1	 =	 < 1100260




 LJV2	 L	 2 1100290
K = L-
-i-1 0 0  -3-0 0
DJ ,1'70	 I	 3•LOV2 1100310
X	 = A( I 1100320
A(,)	 =	 A(K) 1100330
A(K)	 =	 X -- 1100340----
170 K	 K -	 1 1100350_
IF	 (4EY)	 180,190,180 1100360
13C KY = 0 1100370





ICHA	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 e	 IFN(S)	 –













- N = IA85(N0)
	 -	 ----
---
( • ;J)	 110.100.100_IF
--- 100 CAL"	 FUTILE(A.M,NIX) —	 7
•:^_	 (v!x)	 170.110.110
110 PRINT	 =	 0.0
IF	 (PRINT	 .GT.	 0.0)	 WRITE(6.9) it
MK1	 =	 1
L	 =	 1
DJ	 160	 K =	 19N
CALL	 TRIEQ(A.Y(MK1)) 19
IF	 (PRINT	 . GT.	 0.)	 WRITE	 ( 6.10_)
	
K •_( Y(K1)•	 K1	 =	 MK19I1) 22
I1	 =	 11	 t	 N, 10
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SUBROUTINE STRMAT
The region stiffness matrices, XKR, and the region load matrices, XLR, are passed
from REGMAT to STRMAT via Tape #4 and Tape #8, and are placed in the XKSTOT array
and the XLSTOT array, respectively. A matrix, BCD, is formed to represent the
boundary conditions, and, if kinematic links occur between regions, the RKL matrix
is developed to represent this situation.
As a result of appropriate matrix operations, a reduced structure stiffness matrix
is formed. Subroutine FLEX, a routine identical to SREVNI with the name changed
due to the structure of the OVERLAY option, is called to invert this matrix thus
producing A, the flexibility matrix for the structure. The region end deflection
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*­J E XT .2)---. 802970




342 F JW- 1. A T ( 4, X 9 1 3 * 22 X s 13 v 15X s F 1 4o 7) 8029 00
'34 Cjl.T I NUE 802990
303 DJ	 '311	 J=l.NPRGB 803000
DO	 :311	 1=1..%Z 1.
611 XLS(l.j) = XF L(19.1)-XLS(I•J) 803020
R E'.,, 1 14 D	 3 803030 611
DJ	 !3:2	 J=I.N.;TNH4 603040
.-
READ '2) 8 10-3.05.0 614
-i ' j 03060
C. 0 803070
DJ	 --13	 :,=IsNz 003080
-
803090
I C 0'. 8031 00
a ;4 1 T ;--	 1 72 6) soil lo 633
K ;? 1 TE t c. 23u8) 603120 634
2 -)63 F0.-6*-!AT(J:X.7CY1T-iL EXPANDED REGION JOINT DISPLACEMENT MATRIX (REGf) 803130
IN	 LtiU	 DEFLEC110N5)) 803I40
-.VQjTu(6.1770) 803150 635
1770 FL) ►i'-',AT(//14X * !,j►IJUlt4T•L4X * 7HPROBLEM•13X•7HOELTA T913X•7HDELTA Ziot3K 803160








D;:)	 1735	 J = IoN rJ J 803200
NUA:^,ER	 NUMBER + NPROd +	 1 803210
IF( ljUA9ER * LT * bb)
	 GO	 To	 1745 803220
803230 644




1 T ,-' 7	 1739) 803280 648
17-1 9 FJ1, 1A T t 1 H 803290
0 13 	 1764	 L=1 * ,%'PR03 80J300






















DJ 71	 NR=19NREG 803350
DO	 71	 K=1.2 803300
II	 =(JRTIC(NR)	 —	 1)	 *4 +1 803370
IF(K.EO.2)	 II= JRSTOP(NR)*4-3 80:1380
--
III=	 11	 +	 3 803390
-	 --	
--- •------- - - --	 -- -- ---^ --DO	 71	 I	
=..1 
I . I i -I —T- 803400 ---- - - -
71 :+! lITE 4 3)	 (D ►RE ( I .J) .J=1 .NPROB) 803410 673
a Z,e• • 	 2 803420 681
REe. IV	 3 _803430 _682
- 4I\D 803440 683
G ,JTJ	 7 803450
=8777 803460
::= : ?J=_=s2 803470






LE	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 TFN(S)
SU3,Z.IUTINE	 FLEX	 (A•M•LCC * MID,NIX) 1200010
REAL	 A(MID 91) I - 200020
INTEGER LOC (I) 1200030
N 1200040
DO	 190	 K =- 1 . N 1200050
PIVOT	 =	 0. 1 20 0060  —
DO	 120	 1	 =	 K,N 1200070
IF	 (PIVOT 080
110 PIVOT	 =	 At 3S(A(I.K)) 1200090
L 1 200 1 00 
120 CON TI NUE 1200110
IF	 (P IVQT)	 140,130 9 240 1200120-
130 NIX 1200130
0	 T:)	 210 1200140
143 L.C' K,	 L 'doo 150
DO	 IbO	 J	 19 N 1200160
TE; .iPi	 A(K.J) 1200170
A(K.J)	 A(L.J) 1200180





	 =	 1 1200210
DO	 lu .J	 J	 1•N 1200220
160 A	 J	 A(K.J)/ TEW.Pi 1200230
-:3	 i Q	 I,N 1200240
K)
	 1 7U. t 40.170 1200250
170 T	 I	 -A(I.K) 1200260
0.
D	 0	 j	 7-	 1 1 N 1200280
A(f,J)	 +	 TEMPI*A(K * J) 1200290
i c	 E- 1200300




1	 A	 1 9 K K 4- 1 I2OU350
A	 -N K. + I	 A ( I • L izuozbo
20 A	 Ttz Y- P I I200370
NIX 1200380







As a result of the matrix operations performed in REGMAT, the SKL22, the XK2221, and
the XK22L2 arrays for each region are passed to INITAL. The XK1112 and XLl arrays
for each segment, resulting from the matrix procedures in SEGMAT, are also passed to
INITAL. The region end deflection matrices, DRE, were formed in STRMAT and are
transmitted to INITAL.
Following appropriate.matrix operations upon these arrays, the force initial c.)ndi-
tions, the FICS array, and the deflections initial conditions, the DIGS array, are
produced. These arrays combine to form the YICS matrix, which contains the true
initial conditions for the structure to be analyzed.
The pertinent counters in the subroutine are:
NS = segment counter
C NR = region counter
78
r'







XK22L2 MATRIX K22 [L]
DSE ARRAY { D
XK1112 MATRIX [k,, kijI
ROTD MATRIX CIDT,T
DICS ARRAY 16(i)l










\ It ^ I
II
NR
	 \K <	 \O	 It^R\
\









RLSE I I I III' =	 KI.AI)	 RI-.AD	 KI.:V)


























XK 111' • DSU
81
'I I:MI' =	 RI-.AD






H ICS	 I=1CS =
DIGS,	 ROT • TDSt
RESET TDSE =
	
FORM ROTTDSE + XL I
NNW
t-C _as&** .ROUT -INE_**IKIT-_-..__ * *._AEALLS- LPD. _tII-t% 7l ,"1 64 	-"A& •1QIIOQ0-.-
C	 sss•• ROU T INE * •IKITAL
	
ApACLS LPDATED C6/10/69 •.•.• I-Of•010
700020-
C'T 161MCN	 STORV(I6) •TALE (1") 130001"
--_. COMMON	 XMAT(I10110)•STD.t10)•NST(30)aP)KL(30)aNXMAT(204•SAVT-1Cl9DQ)_-_:!CCC40-_-
COMMON	 SAVJTC( 30)s SAVSTP(?0).JRTIC(?0)sJRSTOP( 4 0) 116c.t)a0
CO"CN	 S ACL`(60).RADUS(60).....	 .____.._....–...-----_._.— 2co01!0...-
C 17MMON	 XNsNREG•NSEGTLsnMPTsMATPRP9TEFREEsNCUPLCsTIC * PH 1 9 STO P I37(`77n
COMMON . . NRC- END sNSYM. N PG9NRC9NSCsNIXs1.LP_FOI3aPESTOP oRMI.CKaI01) T • 305.0?0-
CCf-'MCN	 WAT•KGEOMsIGEO N 91TYPE•1STTAP9THICK9KELVIN9GI t:.000Q0
---.---- CCMMCN	 IVEGINiNPPOR•NHARMsNSEGsNERROR•-._..-0..--•NSM4X.-----.__-_-.._____._1300107 -.-
INTEGER	 SAVJTC * EAVSTP !?0!1110
----.----- OIMEKSICN	 XKP2PI ( I I P 9 A ) sD R E( 9p 101• T.EM P ( 112.10) 9 X K 22L21112.IC1 10011!0.--- -
DIMENCICN	 XK11 )?(4sP).DSE(R•tO).POTD(4s4)9 	 DICS( 4 .10) 1?r1O!'a0
- --UI M EN°(CN	 T0SE(9.10). T DRE(P910) ....--.-.--_--_--	 --- Z'1)01-0L--
DIMENSICN 	 XL1(4 . 10)•ROT(4.41sFICS(4•lO)sSKL?- ( 1!-2911?19ANS ( 11?•10) ! '400100
-- ._DIYI;NSICN DETEMP(	 4920)-







Nh41 = N"4G1 _ • - i^0°Q9_
NHP=P*NHARM 1300210




00 0 91	 J=1 .NPR08 ?t!03-0
--DO 0 91 I= 2 .NH•_---	 --	 w---- I?002A0
991 DETEVP(19J) =0.0 1''003°0




REWIND	 P •^n0 ?a0
-----REMIND— 5--- I^00TrQ.^
REMIND	 10 1X00-t0
1 FQRMAT{^h^P tE14r.7.2X)fL^ x. e. (E14.72 	 f)) t*On??^L-
DO 100 NR=1 •NREG ! 00-14A
NQJ = • .ir0?0!0---
ISKL 2? c 4*(NQJ-2) 1300'40
---
JSKt,^7 ._=	 4*(nCJ-^-fAK^(./JR)) •}nOTFf2---
NJTNH4=NOJ*SH4 1300-74
NSEG=NST (NR) ^'(+0?Qn






GO TO-4-15 !30#)421) —
DO	 425	 I=191SKL2?- 1;f0A?0




PEAD _ (10)(( .
 _S A VJ T C(I) 9._SAVSTPS.L)_L9 I_=_L.^+:ES^ t 3n04fA_
701 00 91
	 K	 = 1 s2 ! 10047^
= 1
	 -----.___
	 _----.--^_.__ 1 300407
IF(KsEGo2l	 t1=R 1'4^C4Qn
DO	 91	 1=119111 ?700110
--__ - 91 - READ(?)	 (DRE{ I9J19J =) f NpR G91_._.. _-- 1=00%20
IF (NSEGsEQ•1) GCTO 9Q9 iNOW**
-- -.00 S ol J=t .NPPOQ	
- ---	 ------------,___ -
	 ^ •'P0=!!A:
00 1 Ot	 I =1 sMP !. '^Deco
--
TEMP( I 9J)=0.0.---- ACT 50;9—
DO	 101	 K=1 •KHP 13('n570














IF(NKL ( NR )iEOld) ' GQ•TC	 4151 	 ^.l: r ^ 4 	r	 ,	 • ,.;...,r	 ^ 	 !.r	 ••	 r !3fOFa0 _
00"4'e5	 1	 = '1.1!;KL?P





-i^ANSCI^J1=Cr.O	 ^^ii•^ •,iji— ^ ,-	 ,,,  	 ^,..•. .,,.
00''445	 k	 :	 I	 JSKL22'	 ,^	 r . • ^ i 	, .	 .,	 ,' .,	 ..	 ^,. I300FPn
445 AN-SCI :J)=AAS ( I,J)eSKL' 22(I•Kt#TEMP ( K',J')''
	 ' "' Ilen6g0
_4_35_ 00'`391'
	
N=1 rrkSEG' _'	 _•	
_
1300700






r •	 .	 ,,,	 r	 ^..	 , •	 r.	 ..,. r ..	 .	 •	 , , ,	 .,	 ..	 •	 .: 1300720 
-
I'fi''(N^flEil^Ci} iK^fVE^1 J • COTb T41) 	 "'	 ^''	 i—_'	 „ 1?00710
00 • '3 0 4 ! '1_	 1•a	 r	 ^ ^ 	,.	 ,.	 ,,. 1300740
394 WRTTE	 (2)	 MAE (i. J I ^J=^ iNPRC81 
	
r	 • • r	
'	 -	 '	 ' • ' 1 iC07=0
348	 '. _'	 ' _'	 •_' _ _ _ _ _J 3001 F0_
?93 TFCNiEQ.NSEC4ANOsKiEd^2) GCTO ?4S 1'00770
-














392 WRITE' ( a) -' (TEMP ( I•J)•J=- I oN OROe) 1'100?r-0---
397 _CCNtTNUE 131.OAF O
GO" TC	 3 1. a 1 30OP70
395 Off	 34F	 I =5 • P 1_'-nOp P.O
396 WQ1ve	 Y2)	 (ORE( I,J)•J;
 1,	 F;08) 136089Qr
198 CCNTTN__UE 1	 009 C0
GO'Tb 391 1?0Gg10
370 'IF (KiECiNSE GJ' 46 ­ 10 3AO 1701)14 ?O
IP(NKL(kR) ' EQ60) GO TO	 375 13(j0930
DO'371' I=l,a'
	
r, .. 1 ^o0g^0
?!Ti ^IRtTE(21
	 (ANSII•J)•J=I,NPFCe) !.31!C4F0
GO TO 37E	 , 1?aCgf 0__
375 DO	 '-47' 2
	 1-1.4' 13nO970
=72_ WRITE ( 2)	 (TE MG(I,J),J =1 9 NPFCe) 1'On^Pp
376400 3731=1,4 !3C09g0




380 It *me- 3 1301OPO
— ---





381 WRITE(2)	 (URE(I,J),J=1,NPFCe) 1'010°0





382 WRITE(2. 1	 (ANS(19J)9J=1•NPRC8)
------
!3090P0
---- GD --TO 391 I?AlGoA--
395 383	 I_=I t •III_O_0 1?P? 100
383 MRITE M	 (TEMF(I,J)•J=1.NPRC3) t3011f0-
191 CONTINUE 13A1t2A
-- -REMIND 2
999 DO 201 NS=1,NSEG 1?O1!40
_	 _... -_	 -... . - --- 
--J -----	 -READ	 (9)
	
((XK1112{t•J),=1•NHE)•1si•NHA),IGEOM,G1 -	 -	 - -13011
	
0








7-.ISEG z ISEGf;NST(lJ -­ . --- I 102U-
8 ISEG=ISEG&NS 1'101''.90 
--------TIC=- S A VTl r.(15EG). 111!220
GO TO	 (21*22*2?)9IGCCM 134 1 ?110
- SN	 =	 SINITIC) 13C2240—
CF=COS(TTC) 11012w4
- GO TC	 P c !-Zol2eo--
22 SN	 CCS(1*5707963-Gl) 1-401?7(1	 -
.--_._CS 1161280




CS = 0 * 0 1301?10
95 CCNT I NUE.. 1301'20-__
IF	 (NSEG•EGel)	 GOTO 76 11201370
7e	 1	 .8 —1-3012AQ
78 READ	 (2)	 (DSE(IqJ) * J=l * NPQOB) 1V%	 50
GOTO 90 1301:!d°o-
76 DO 79	 J	 =	 IoNFPO8 1°01'!70
- DO 7S
	 I	 =	 1.E _13017B0.—_
79 DSE(I.J)	 DRE(19J) 1101 ?QA
—00 - CON T 1 13 01.4 C0_-
00 302 J=19NH4 93C1410
DO NN P 	 1 -IoNH4
_..1301420._.-
302 ROTD(I,J)=O * O ?131 A ?0
00 30"	 J=I oNH4*4. ---- - 401440A'.
ROTD(J 9J)=I * O UR01 450
--- -
SOTO ( JCI oj(:?)
.
=CS 12016 f1t. 0
rOTD( J&2 0 J&I ) =-CS 13r1 471,
PCTD(J&!9J6l)=-5NL
—
1701!!P_0•____   
POTD(J&2,J&2)=-SN 130!490
---?05 90TD(J6:!pJ67)=1*0
00 306 J=19NPkOa r)IM 5!.7
PO 305 1=1N14	 -o 7 C! 5 a t)—
DICS(I$J) = 000 1,101 !Vc
7C6-
306 DICS(19J) =DICS(IiPJ)6ROTD(tiK)*DSE(K * J) 1i015a0
(9) 10015E^_
00 20? J=IONPRCB $'(11574 
—
DO POP_ 1=1 9 NH4
— A ! I.-P
 I_
TDSE(I * J)=OoO 13015G0 
00 202 K=l 9NFe 11201 tf
202 TDSE(I.J)=TDSE(19J)GXK1112(l * K)*DSE(K * J) 1"1^10
-----DO 201 J=l 1, F 7
DO
	
202	 1'r1 9 KH4 1 ?01 Airl
—?.O3.-TDSE( I vJ)-=.TDSE - UlAat Alm t Ll	 J I I's-alt4o
00 301
	 J=19NN4 i 101 ef!o
DO	 -4 09 1301 OIL 9! li-
301 ROTD(.Toj) z 000 1301670
204
.
 J=I#KH4,4 13 tit 01 J.q_
qOT(JoJ)=-I * O 1441E90
A0T(J&29J61)= CS 1i01730
Jfj qj&j ) ,=C-N Too_
PDT ( J&2 * J&2 )=Sk I iol 71?n
204 cnT(j&jq kj&j)=jpo­____ C! 74
00 709 J=I*NPP08 SAM Vn
On 205 I =1 1101 ito_
FlCs(IsJ)=OeO 1lvpi770






--- b0 402 J=1sNPFCB
DCI 402	 I=1 •NH4 1.'* 0• P_! 0









	 ((ViCS(I•J).1=1.2)•J=1•NPFOB) -^13M n c 0 -
____20.1___ CONTINUE
.

















1 ? 01 9?n --







The subroutine link LEBEGE receives the YICS array for each segment from INITAL via
Tape A. The subroutine FIXEM is called to integrate the differential equations of
each segment, under true load conditions. FIXEM is identical to subroutine SETUP,
while WAND corresponds to subrouti.nie MAGIC and only consideration of the OVERLAY
structure dictates the change in names.
The results of the final integration sequence are the forces and deflections at the





LEBECEREAD: MATERIAL GEOMETRY TYPE OFMAGIC CONTROL, PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION MATERIALGEOMETRY AND IDENTIFICATION SEARCH PROPERTYCLUE CARDS SET: MAT SET: KGEOM SET: ITYPETEMPERATURE FACE SHEET SEGMENTREAD: LOAD IDENTIFICATION IDENTIFICATIONST TABLE IDENTIFICATION SEARCH SEARCHSET: KELVIN SET: THICK SET: 1STTABINTERPOLATEINITIALIZE CALL T	 YES VALUES FROM
YICS ARRAY FIXEM TABLES OLOADS,GEOMETRY,




C_ ••••a--R OUT.INE-*.*LEGE	 **-Pl4CUS I.PO-tLD_9nLQ?L
	
a...` IA-0julZ^
C	 ••••• ROUTINE **LEPEGE
	 ** ARAWS UPOATEO a moot A
--_-_ --SUEROUT INE LEeEGE	 _	 _	 _ __ x n (;0020_
COMMCN STORY(16),TALE(16) 2^'^On?0
_	 __.. COMMCN X MAT( 110/10),STO(10),!FI ST(?O)* NKLUO),NXIPAT(2OL.SAVTSLi9Q0:)_-1400040_._-
COMMON	 SAVJTC(10),SAVSTP(:!0),JRTIC(30•) * J'RSTOP(30) !400050
__-- .--- COM M ON	 SACLS(EO),RADUS(60)_ -._—__--
	
__1e0(•OEO__
COMMON XN.NREG,NSEGTL•NMPT,MATPRP * TEFREE,NCUPLE•TIC * PHI,STOP 1°00070
Co MM O y ---►LPG[NQ.,NSvMINRSs ►^ !?S:NSS^I^(1X^_IEPRCF.RESSLQ,_RTtC 	 xn rT 1.I 4S0P^^
C7MMCN MAT,KGECM,IGEOM,!TYPE * 1STTAE.THICK * KELVIN,G1 2A000e0
__	 -__CO'AMON I9EGIN,NPROB.NHARM,NSEC„NER.ROP, -_Q 14701 CO --
COMMCN/NAMI/STRGO(6).ThERM(4).MATER(?) * SEGTAB(3),FACE(4),EO+JATE(?) 1400110





EQUIV ALE N CE..(X.1MTT14,X MTETH),(.XP!.TPH*)P T E PE L,.lANT-TH -*XNTETH)i.-.— 	 - .111'0160-
1	 (XNTPH,XNTEPH) !4(`0170
--____-- EQ UIV A LE N CE_.	 (XN DH I,XN P I)_ 	 _-	 -	 ----1a(^.1Q0._--
DIMENSICN	 IPRO@(10),LST(61) 14C0190
DIMF.N$tcr ---




- — -DIMENS TON -.YCCP R I@01--	 -------^.	 _ 1a0C22^--
DIMENSInN	 ILAYR(10) 140ng3A
_ AIMENS . ICN _KI.uE ( 4) 1400240,
^ i DIMENSION ST(70931)9
	
XLAYER(10) Ze00?*0






—_._YA NTH #I/A MTH p YAhJPT*-YANPT_,Y9QPf± t YA. OAH.2 Y-►y - fH-&-XAjP-1.	 - _14_002Ao____
S*SN.CS * SNSC,CSSO * TAN * SEC.CN,XICS,XiSN *TN• 1400240
_ 3_----	
—	
x1`R (•)CLRg.S0,X1SNRnsXL^SRd ,c'NI,RnfSNl? .^?,CS.Sp9s !t44Q2-
4	 XIR!*XIR29CSIRI.CSIRP*SNIRI.XIRISQ,R2SO,R0*HESO, 1400?10
°	 Qo.$o^xN.s osBETA_tR^!_:R?^S.I.I.R!QSSiR151._ 1_aA0??0_
6	 XNTTH*XNTP/+*XMTTH,XMTPH.XFTHLD,XFPHLD,XFZELO, 1400730
7	 X +THLO* xMp F•LOt.E?_^^1_s p^ IfXG PT ^ I^LPHTN, ALP HPN.	 _14P0?!In
A	 XNLTP* XNUrv T * XC1 ! * XC?2., XO:!3 * X022. XD21 * XC1?, 1 4n0 'S0
9	
_, XK11^- XK12 * XK?t 9XK?_2rXKjTpXD!! ___
A	 M,I.S I TIK*SITOUT*SIFIA * SIPOUT * TPTIN,TPTOUT, 14C'O170
R	 Z9RIN }_ZBROUTs_SCRIPAaaCRIP	 SIFIN S IFnUT	 * T_ZETH	 n7-1200
C	 •XNL•XNPHI •A(0?4;O
--__ - tNTEGEf? -Q1iMEiy_TIME I FTIME•wTIM[t . ___ .— 	___	 -- ^4^S4C^
32001 FORMAT( / 9
 TeE OVERAL TIME	 IS	 0 ,16/) S^nn4!0
R M A Ts1_.._1- .THE_;_Q. M9GI_^-T IME._.I.C--^ l.^k^ 	- 1^!044?0_-
HUNSEC = ICHRON (3) 1400430
_ WT1ME = O t 4n0e)nD_
FTIME = 0 1400A=0
-- 
--..REWIND_.- 1 —	 ------ ------- 1440450-

















-^ } ---^^. 2 4°1050 A
OTIME m 0 larng ='
CTIME _ =_ICHRON( Q. ) AnnSEA_
CTIME = OTIVE - FTIME !400570




	 (6•	 2002)	 WTIME	
-_..___
	
-^ 1 4 005 90 --





XNTPH = C•0 ! 1400A10
—
XMTTH - C.0 1AC06?7
XMTPH =
	 0.0 1 Ann 6-0













	 ---	 --	 -	 —
140P700 






















172.6 FCPMAT( 11-1) 14n9P-1 0
_IF(JNSC • EC•1)
	 WRITE ( 69636)	 JAM•NST ( JA#1_)•NKL(JAM_) _i4n0A90_
606 FORMAT(// = 89•13HREGION NUM8ER.I1//35X 9 I0HTHERE	 ARE	 9I2.14H SEG MENT IaCOp30
1S AND
	 912.3°_H KINEMATIC LINKS
	








FORMAT(//13X•15HSEGMENT NUNHER 	 •12.5X.1?HSEGMENT CODE	 6129AXe
---
IaCOPRO
126A4 )----	 ------	 '-	 T. 1400E 7A
C MATERIAL P90PEPTY	 IDENTIFICATICN la001?p0
DO 501
	 I =1.hMFT 140nPSA







CECMETRY	 IOENTIFtCATICN SEARCH 1A or, 950 






GOTO ACES 1400 50
505 KGECM=t 1A01000







1GEOM=	 - -	 -`----- 1401010
IF(KCECM•E0. 4) 	 t GECM=? IsCt04Q_
DO SC6	 t =1.3 Ia01A20
IF(TY PE-MATER(I))506•!_9 C7.506 1461090





















-	 509 CONT INLE -	 - ---- -	 --- - i art ! 70




509 THICK = I 14011co
t	 -_TEN.PERATURE-LCAD-I DENT IF-IC A 	 nw
00 A O!	 l=lr4 •nnl?10
.IF(RA.RKIA•EG.TN^ RMIL)-)6alD--4Q?	 — !doi?no--_
401 CCNT1NUE !A1!?'0
-	
--. GGTO QCSO.- ---	 ---- - ---- --	 -	 --	 - - -- _
-
-.- .. 1 A r.! 240 -
402 KELVIN=I 1nn^ ^^n
LINEAR OR _NCNLI NEAR _ANALYSIS-IOENT-IE.ICA?SON:.-	 _	 - _—.__1a0! 2F0
07 403	 I=193 !An^^7O
-.-- IF(GDUA?E(IJ.EQrANALYa)-GUT C 404 !^C.1?'_'0-_-









---	 --- -- IF	 (IANLYZ.NE.I.AND.NPR-OF3.G T .1)-.GOTQ_-80 0 9 	 --	 — --!4C1720--
IF(IANLYZ.hE.l)
	 XNL	 =	 1.0 1A01'30
.I F(XNL. ►1E.0.Q.AKD.XNaNE. Go. .Q)	 G q T 0­850 1 1 40! 3 A 0-
NROW = 0 lAnr'ASO
--._.NRO w = THICK. t 1- =- ------- ------	 --	 --- 1 401 ' - 0 -
IF	 (ISTTAB . Ea.l)
	
NROW =	 11 1AA1?7n
—_.-IF( ISTTAS•EG93)NROW=l0.._-_---	 _ ___ 140! 3P0---
wRITE(6rE`5) 1.4(" 100
69 -.fC94AT( 1 /42Xa-47HTAf3LE- -DRDER—.Ht OR c y5. CR caFCTTrN PROPERTIES) i 401.400—
DO 001
	
I=1 rNPOW 1.' 0! Al l)
-	 --- REANI)
	






(ST(I.J)9J=19NP) 1401 4'2 0




MM=1 - -------	 _14014L'0-._
00 17 KLC=1•NPR08
	 140! 4qn








P-0 L	 = LST(JJ) 14x1. =-0
_--..._.-_ IF(NLC•GT.1..ANO.LST(JT-).NE.0)-GO_TO-__E4Q8- '4^15EO_-
19 JJ=JJGI tA01^70
!- IF  (L5TS..J_j )_Z^!^1_r^2^3i t A na = o!►-
21 L=L&I /Avlcon
?2.. IF ( JJ.EO.JJJ )._GCT0.24 	 -- °4C`! 500 . -
JJ=JJE1 IA01517
GO TO. 23-_. ---_ -.14C1 6x0-
24 IF(L.EO.0)	 GO TO 71 1441 ^"()
— K-K--=.. !C __k - L	 -	 1 1 4-0154C-
DO  72 P=KrKK 140!950
READ (l.)--.-----1ST(1!i.J)^.l=L._Ne2— ZAOI
72 CONTINUE 1401670 
--- I F (NLC •.CLT*1.•QP_. LST(.1I . E-C&.OL _ GO --TO-66-9	 - 14C!•5P^--
' WRITE(ErESE) 1^'n1FOQ
X46 --FORMAT VI A 's - 42.1!T-AVLE__QfQ -PNS_!JR S YS• TEMFF-9-klV R9-L lAolTon_-
KY = K 1401 71n
- - KZ = K_ E- LST(I Y--2	
__ ---	 -- - --.._ ---------
—_1 a 0! 720 -
00 657 N=KYrKZ 0
--- WRITE( F. 9600)__(ST(NaJ )i,L?l.•NP1_ Q -
f l.57 CCKT INUE ! A nl 7°0
- -
 K = 
KZ -
 f,- 1_._	 -"-- -1A'17fQ---
660 IF((L-LST(JT)).E0.0)
	











 PHI 9	 F	 ZETA•	 M--T-I-ETA*.-- M- - DH.I. t Aot Pea
WRITE(eel'; 6L" )	 (LST(J)•J=JT•JTT) •4018I0
1568 FIP M A T ( 2714 LCAD	 IDENTIFICATION CLUES	 96tl /) A?O
DO 66? N	 Kv	 KK
--
WR I TE4 f 9 05 00	 (ST(N 9 J) 9 J=1	 P% P 1 401 PAC
662 CONTINLE I401 PC0
e65 CCNTTNUF




	 GO TO 590 1401910
IF	 (L&EGoO)
	
KK	 NPOW +	 1__ s-
KK = KK 1401cso
REAC(l)	 (ST(KK•J)•J=1•NP) 1A0I040
WRITE(6o6f15 )	 (ST(KK9J)•J=I•NP) I A ot CIE, a
FOPMAT(//47X•:!PHASSUMED NCK –LINEAR VALUES VS. PHI	 CR ej q f-0—
I8(EI4o7v2X)))




DO 15	 J=1 qjj C'-' O'p a
t's LT=LTCLS'T (J) A 0 11 olso
NTCTAL=LTENSAVE
IF(XNL * EC * IoO) NTOTAL s NTOTAL + 1 1400050
IF(ISTTAE-2)59:! •^R- 929594
54 K	 =	 KK	 G	 1 140P070
KK = KK	 6 8
NTOTAL	 KTOTAL 6 A 14c905n
GO	 Tn	 gi n'! 140010n
594 K	 = KK	 G 1 240?110
KK = KK C 4 14 Oil 20
NTOTAL	 KTCTAL L 4 1 & o;; 1 '80
595 PEAD( I)
	 (KLUE(1)•1=1•41
DO 9 q 6	 t=K.KK
995 QFAD(	 (ST(I•J)•J=1•NP)









DTA=CTAU -1 It Op 2 A 0
CTAU=0&0 401117n—
tATIME	 =	 090 AOP P PO
FTIME =	 ICHRCN(0) sok op?co
59 CALL FIXEM	 (MAGIN * MAGOUToTIC * STEP * NEONS 9 0TAU s EPSIL * DELTA t ERPoTI M F e ? 60"'3.00—
I	 ME. i 	 S.^PPEC^oYCCRR * YDOTeVNEWoYDEV * FWOEL*TBDEL) !Aop?lo
GOTO	 el I & 0 i ? i I
66 * CALL	 AND ( (; 1 K.Mk4dUf $ Ilc STEP * NEONS 9 01AU * EPSIL#DCLTA t ERP*TtMEs '!W4 loon?o
I	 OTIME o YTCS o YPRED,YCORR * YDOT o VNEWoYOEV*FWDEL o TBt)ELI
VTIME	 =	 lchFck(o) tAnft-swo
WT14E	 =	 %TIYE	 + VTIME–UTIME
IF (MAGCUT.LE&C)	 GOTO 70




IF(TIME * LT * STOP) GOTn S3 1 4 0?. ? GO
F 4 -I END =-1.	 _ --------- 1 e02-400
GOTn 67 IAC?410
IF( TIME * LE%l5TDP_-6DI FF_l.)___Gr_TLE4_ V!02420
G070 e001 1 A(,74-20
_63_IF((STCF-DIFF) * LE*TIME).GOTO-F4 1402440-
lF((TIMF&0 T)ME) * GT * STCP)	 GCTO	 6; 140^4°^
-.-	 -- IF(PP I N T •CT*T IME)
	
GCTC	 C6 -_-- _ _--- —	 14024E4--
PR INT = T I ME EDTA 140,7470
i7_ IF( ICL7 * NE.C)_ ra0T0.__ ll0 IA021p-
E450
	
IF(IENC•GT * O)	 GO TO	 800? 160?490
___..__IF( IENC • LTmC l_.. GQTO 	 IS 0_-_.--_-- 1402500--
66 MAGIK=O 140?40^
- ._GOTC 695	 _._._.-_--	 -- —	 —1gv_I-20--
65 0TIME=STCP- TINE 140?F-1 1




— _VT IME = - ICHFCA( .IIl 1402EP-O--
GOTO EO 140?9590
25 .P141=T I M. F i 40 ADIl_
ARG =PHI !402610
-	 _.LL=NP61.-. _	 14-026?Q-
OC	 c_1	 t=1•NP 1407415?0
_.1FIAPG-5LC1*tU^2^S^•51	 _ __ _	 140?EeZ_
452	 IF(I-1)	 A00'•E003•E4 !AO?650
51 —CONTINU E 1402_J R2_
GOTO 9006 140670
_54.00 57 IK=29NTOJ-AL__ 1A02E21L-
57 ST(IK . LL)=ST ( IK•1-1 ) 6(ST(IK•I)-ST(IK•1 -1))*(ARG-ST(1•I-1))/(ST ( 1*I	 1402F90
_.1)-5T(1•I;11) 1 =D 27.0.0_
GOTO eO 1602710
5S_00 _.G.!' _I K =?.^.CtiI QLAt t w027^ A
59	 ST(IK•LL)=57(IK9I) 140?7^0
90- CONT INUE._	 __— 1 A027_4D_
C	 TI-E UPDATED INTEQPOLATEO VALUES OF THE MATERIAL PROPERTY COEFFIC	 14C?750
f__IENTS -ARE. FQUAD - .IN-THE"-kT--TAP.LI`11MD.-I:SQR Fn IN_ TilE XLA_YQR_ RR!!]L__l44?7E0,
L=(MAT-I )#261 IAC?770








91 L = NRC% ♦ 1 140?Rl0







93 ARG = ST(NFCM ♦ 1• LL) 1e02P70
_ q 4._ 00 104	 I _ ___ 2 910_.	 - 1 40? PPO__
IF	 (ARG- XNAT(II • I))	 111.12'! 9 104 !4C?Pon
- _l(-?)—e4.4?18QOZ*1P4 _I 4C?qnC_
104 CCNTINUE 1AOP910
-----	
-.-.GOTR ?0E.7 -------- 1e 02'1 ?0
--
123 L=1161 &012!n W)
._-00 1??
	 J=L *.I.I L._._ 1!' 0?9 6. 0 __..
YLAYER(N)=XNAT(J•I) !4A2^5A
-	 1??._ M=M 61 _._- ! ° 0295 Fq
GOTO 111 14CPS70
----- .124 L=1IE1	 ..------ ---.. ^__	 14n?090
93
po
DO 125 J=L * III	 -	 _	 - — 140?aOA —
XL AY_ ER ( M_) =XM A T ( J. I-I)*(XMAT ( J.I)-XMA T ( J * 2-1))*( .ARG-XMAT	 -11.1/ Ia4lO0_0_
1	 (XMAT(II*I)-XMAT ( II*I-I)) 147100





9? L = I I • - I -- -.- ---------^..	 ^_	 __ * 40 1AAA	 -
OO	 9??	 J=L * II1 x 407050
XLAYER(N_)= XMAT(_J^.^)
	 _ IAC-XAFO -J_
022 M=ME1 ?eC?070
! ll - GO TO _( 201 rIO2 -91 . 07) OTYOE ! 4(1 10 PA












ALPHPH	 =ALPHTH _ !40360
XGFT	 = ET1-ET/(2*0*(1 * OCXNUPT) ) 14A71'^0
GOTO I -OR	 _ _	 _ 	 - - 14011 E0.___
102 ETHET	 =XLAYER(l) 1403170
EPHI
	 ___= XLAVER ( 2)_ !AOlIPA_ -
"- XNUTP	 =XLAYER(3) 140TI.gQ
ALPHTH 	 = XLAYER(4) 1^C,42QA
ALPHTH	 =xLAYER(5) 1403?10
XGPT	 =XLAVER(b) •1107??0 
—
XNUPT	 =E?HET*XNUTP/EPHI IAO??30
_ GOTr7 I Of ?ep_ -





	 = XLAV ER( 2) 1403 ?F.0
XNUTP	 =	 XLAYER(3) !402271)
ALPHTH	 : XLAYER(4) *40?qAO_
ALPHTH	 = XLAVER(S) 1,a037r0
XG PT 	 )_XLAYER(h ? 401100
ER	 =	 XLAYER(7) 140?310^
= X L_AYEP( 8
 )_ES _ f 40"?_n




=_XLAYER(1.0 )_	 _ IA03160




CCKTINUF_ _	 _.	 _ !4Q3^67
-GOTO	 (771*772 * 771 * 774 * 7759776) * KfEOM ?Anli7O











CS=CCS(P ►-I ) 1.0?450
SNSO = SN**2	
_ 10014F0
CSSO s CS**? 1603470
R? = A*SCRT(1 * 0/(SNS0EBES0*CSSC)) 14A34p o
8250 = RE**2 - 140144p-






IF(KCECM *EC * i * AND* BETA * NE * 1 * 0) R 10 0T=! * O*( 92*BETA/A)**?*(CS/SNS0)* 1401540
1	 ( F1 *SN-RO) ! 4ckvcc#i














- IF (SN.EG=9aQLSOIQ32T 4^?F20-
P2=R1 —C/SN 1401670
GOTO 778—_	 _	 __ 1e036*0—__
777 R2 = 190 1 n ^?ESO
7 79. F0 = R 145H-C—_ , 1e0iFE0-
R100T=0.0 1407F70
GC T C _.7_77-5 Iey3^aa_
C	 GEOMETRY FOR CCNE faA=R90






S1=1 * o/S 14037?0
R ? = GS #ON* p HI 14 -3790,
RO=PHI*CS 14037EO
R! 00T-0 * O_— 1903750-
GOTO 7775 1403770
_C_— - GEOMETRY-FOR—CYLINDER .1403780—
774 FO = G1 1ee37c0
—. SN=1.0 1403e -oo-








XN2=1*01XN1 l it 0?!?P^--
XN3=XN1E1 * 0 140-A89n
XN4= XN?61 *0 1 a Qi9i o-
XN!t =XN4/XNl 1401910
__SN— _51N.(P"I1 -A—C3S20—
CS = COS(PHI) 1e 0 ,39 'in
---	
}??_ A *(2 * 0!(1 .QGS.N**KNI.)J -#f7t Np 1	 07Innp	
--
Rl=( A/2 * 0 )* (R2/A)**XN3 f 4O-A
R0 =P 
2* SN -- - ------ ----	 -	 -	 -
• A C=961)
R1007=-XN3*A*(SN**XNEXP*CS/4*01*(2*0/(1 * OF, SN**XN11)$*XNS !47?570
'ma 77? a 1gq^oP Z_
C	 PARAl2CLIC CEOM !ETRY 14C?7S0



















DEGRES. _ -=-. 0 * 0
--	 --	 -
-3 anal PO













- - - --X1ROE O=1.0/RO**2














TF(KGEC w •EC•4.OR*KGEO0eEC•3) GCTO 79 1404a70^
8150 = R1**2 _ 14AAeg0
R2SO	 =	 1;;* *7 lAA4^Q0
—
X1SN=I.O/SN 140a'!00
XIcNR0=1 ell (Sn*RO) 1 4 09 3 1 0--
X!R1=1 •0/al --- --
	 ---
1 Ar!43^0_
XlR2=1 •O /R2 14 OA 33t)
CSI RI =CS /RI t 40A^^7
Csl p ?=C'/R2 I40e 1 L0
-- SNIRI=SN /RI 	_ 1e04Ie0.
X1R1S0=1.0/R1**2 140AI70
--_ 79 XNTT1-=CeC	 —` - l4AA'fp0
XNTPH =0,0 340'2RO
XMTTH=C•0 1e 044r 0
XMTPH=O.0 Iepe4lA
IF	 ( TTYFF-oEC•?)_GO_TO_71_1 1 444?A_




-	 — ---~ --
1411^440__
C	 S I KGLE	 SHEET 140A450
7 01
-
HI=ST(2•LL) 1 4AA4 00
TEMPI=ET1• ET*HI 140-`470
TE MP? = TE NP 1*HI**2 140#490
TEMP?= (I.0-XNUPT*XNUTP) IA0e4Gn
XKII=TEMPI/TEMPS 1404SO O
XDII=TE M F2/(12 9 0*TEMP) 1404510
I F (ITYPE•EO •?)GOTO
 
704 1 404 57 0
XK22 =XK1l. lape^e^0
_ XD? 2 =XD I1 1404540
_	 _
GOTC 7C° 1A04«0
7_04 TEMPI=EPNI*HI. ! a0A5F^
TE M°2= TEMPI*HI ** 2 1404&70
XK?2=TEMFI /TEMP3 14Va9 P0
^ xG27 =TEMF2/(12.0 *TEMPI ) 1404590
705 XK?3=XGPT*Ht 100460 0
--- x0'x ?=XK22*HI**2/12.0 1AOA610




70? HI=ST(2•LL_) 1404EA 0
T-	 ST(3•LL) 1404EmA
TEMPI=2.0*ETHET*HI 1 404960
TEMF2= 1- I*(4.0 *HI **2E6.O*HI*T&I* O*T**?) 1404F70'-
TEMP?=(1.O-XNUPT*XNUTP) 1 40A6P7
-- XK1I =TEMPI/TEMP3	 ------- I404ES0^
XDI l =ET1- ET + T EMP?/( b_•0 *TE M P ? ) 14047 0 0




^— ---X02?=X0! 1 ! 1404770
GOTO 707 140a7AO
--706 TEMPI=2.0*EPNI *HI ----	 --	 --- -1 ►^ A47°.0
XK2?=TE M PI/TEMP? I4C47F0
-- XDP l!=EPHI*TEMF2/(6.0*TEMPS) 1404770
707 XK3I='> * 0*XGPT*HI !.40a7P.0
96
10
XD3 ia XK3!*TEMP2 /(12.0 *HI) 14047CO
4,++ A900—







TE PA P 2 = TE11 F1 ** 461 So0#HI 1 4049 f0 --




-	 .. • AOQ9@0.._
XDl l =ETtET*TEMP 2/ ( 1 2.r 0*TE vFl *TEMP3) 2 4n&P90










708 XK22 = EPhI * TE'!PZ/-TEMP'!—	 ^__-•-• 1n0anat^
X022=EPM' I*TEMP?/ (1 2.0* Yr-'M a l *TEMP3) 1404950
705_ XK33=XGPT*TEMPI ----_-.._. _.._._--------____-- 14.04960
XD?3=XGFT*(TEMP?/(12.0*l'EMP1)) 1404970
---
- GnTO 7.0 .-- - --- -- - ---- --	 -	 - 1 4049 @0--
0	 PANKIN=TFETNO MEANS INTERPCLATE.COMMITE NTEMP.MTEMP 14CeS40
_FANKIN = NOTtiRM- LEANS_Dn-NrJ-INN-E-RP-aLP-T E LE .Q- DT COMIZUTE NTEMP • NTFMP 14050n o
C	 FAKKIN=THCNST MEANS DC NDT INTERPOLATE.COMPUTE NTEMP * MTEMP 1405010
_	 c— -PAN KIN=TKIAHQ_MEANS.INTERP_OLATEvf UT_ 	 NGT CnMPUTE NTFMP.IATEMP 14CF020_-
7tt CRNTINUE 14050?0
_	






XK31 = ET(5•LL) 1405070




ST 099LL2 -. 1 -405144_
XD?3 = ST(9rLL) 1405110




xD21- - .. x 012— 140sl 40^
IF(ISTTAE-2)717 * 710.738 1405150
7 37 K_. =_ RTQTAL- 
--3	 -- 1 !^45E4^





tINP ►+ .=__ST(K6.22L.L) 1wQ'S?24-
ZOUTPH= ST(K&3sLL) 1405210
SQ - -	 ^T(K &4.LL).— 5495?29_
SS	 = ST(9G59LL) 1405?90
T 	 = ^I1KG^el^.)	 ,,,, 14(tr^^f^^_
TS	 =	 5T(K67.S.L) 740?50
GO.TC..71C- •a05?FO
738 K = RTOTAL - 3 1405270
Z INLH - __. ST (K 1 I,(, )_	 - i4I►5?9Q_-
ZOUTTH	 ST(K61•LL) }405?SO
SR	 `-ST-(K6?ALL! f4ASj00
TR	 = ST(KG3•LL) 1405?10
_._..ZINPF-	 = Z INT1+ _	 ..__
	 _
140-5i2Q.__
ZOUTPH = ZOLTT14 14053?0
710	 GOTO _ (7.Z4^r714s71'^^j^1='!la!4E^f^I^L ittlri3eq^
716 T11 = ST(K p oa+1 •L(.) 140SI50
--TIK	 _S T ( NR Cwr?_p L4j__. 1sQ53^__
TOK = ST(NR0%*!9LL) 1475070
TCO = 5T(HaCw* 4 9LL!_-_
	 _ 1405'p0---
GOTO 717	 _--.------	 ----------.	 _ -_	 _ -1i0S390
-r 716 Ttl = ST(AfCM*1•LL)_--_ __-- 1 40544()0.__—_______
TIK	 =	 TIT IA(!F410
—
TOK_=	 TI I lA054^0




TEMP2=AEPF-PFEXNUPT*ALPH_T_H	 ---_ _ 140P 460_-
TEMP7=1*0-XNUPT*XNTTP 1405470
TEMP4=ti1/4.0 14054PO
TEMP* . h1**c""/24.0 1405490
_TEMP6=7ItGTIKETOKGTOO-4 * 0*TEFREE_ IaAPSCo
TEMP7=2.0* T t I ET IK-TOK-2 *0*TCC 1 4'C=S? O





	 TO 014_GO 1404540




(TI-ICK•E0e2 % 	GOTC p11 1a0°SFO




XNTPH=EPHI*TEMP2*TEMPS*TE MP7 /T EM P I ta^S hAAGOTO 714 -- •- ------------	 ---	 - Ia0s610
P12 11=1/2.0 ___ I a05hPO_
SOP TEMPP	 tw I/2.0 24056-0
_ TEMP9=Tt1CTIK-TOK_-TO0 __	 _ _ _ 1AA56a0
XNTTF• =ETHET*TEMPI*TEMP()*TEMP6/TEMP I ?4nSES0
XNTPH=EPri i_*TEMF 2*T EMPS_* TEMP OS / TE MPI 4 _A 5^5F0
XMTTI-=ETHET t TEMCI*TEMP S *(HI *TEMP7/I*OGT t*TEMPS )/TEMP? } a0SS7O
XMTPI-=E QHI*TEMF2*TEMPS'*(HI*TEMF7/'3 * 0GT[*TEMP9 ► /TE MPI ! a 054P0
GOTO 714 140^+oS0
613 TI	 =	 (HC**2-NI**2G2.0*Hf3*T)/(P•O*(HtGHC)) 14445700
TO =	 (HI**2-HO**^b2•A*HI*TI/(?_•0*(HI:.HC)) 1405710
T EMPS=2.0*TIIrTIK-3.0*TEFREE !.4057Pn
TEMP7=2*O*TC06TOK-3.0*TEFREE 1 4057 '0
803_ TEMPS = T I I6T IK-P •O* TEFREF	 _ : 4/157e 0
TEMP9=TCKETCO-? * 0*TEFREE ^AA^7SA
_ XNTT ►r=ETfET*TEMPI*0*5*(Ht*TEMPSGHO*TEM P 9 )/TE MPI lA057FQ
XNTPF= E P HI*TE M P2 * 0 * 5*(HI * TEMPP&HO * TEMP9) /TEMP3 14n577n
XMTTF=ETHET*TEMF1*0.5 *(H I **2*TEMP6 /?•0 -MO**2*TEMP7/3*OETI *Ht* 14n57Pn
TEMPR TO*HO*TEMP a 1/TEMP3	
- I a0r,7a0
XMTPf=EPI-I*TEMP2*O•F*(Hl**2*TEN06/I*n-HC** 2*TEMP7/3.06 7 1*MI* 1 405PCQ
-- 1	 TEMPO-TO*H0*TEMP9)/TEMP3-- -- --- 	 -	 --- 1405410
GOTO 714 1R0,5SPO__
814 TEMPlO = SCRT(-XKI1*XD11)/SORT(4SoC) 1404$130,
TEMP11=SORT ( - XK2_2*XD22)/SQRT (4P*0,) 1 40^8e0
XNTTH=(XK11/4.0)*TEMPI*TEMP6 1406850
XNTPP
- (XK22 /4 * 0)*TEMP2*TEMP 6 1^058E0
X M TTH = TEMPIO*TEMPI*TEMP7	 - 14A5P70
XNTPH=TEMP11_*TEMP2*TEMP7 !40^apPq
C COMPUTATION OF K AND D FUR K AAD D INPUT 14C')8S0
714 LL =NPf i 1405_900_
IF(XKtl•EC•O* C)	 GOTO e101 1408510
tF(ITYPE•EQ&?oAAD*XKt2•E0*O* ;	GO TO P10 7 !a059PO
IF(ITYPE•EO•?•AND•XK21•EO.O•)
	 GO TO $11 A'! leC!r9i0,
IF(XK22•EC•0.0) GOTO x104 14405940
_
IF(XK l !eEC•O.0) GOT() p 105^— _
	 _
1405^?FA^
IF(XD119EC*0•Q)	 GOTO P106 lAn^OfO_
IF(ITYPE•EC•I•AND•X012 * EO.O•)
	
GO TO y 107 r1e05a70
IF(ITYPE•EO*?•AND * XOPI•EO.O•)
	




IF(XD22aECa0.0) GOTO e109 Ia059«






JF = NPRO@ 140600
_00.77 M=19 ..JF- 	---___-- 1006C5 0—
I	 s	 (M-I) 4q	G	 i 1408-:70
NL=NLL1- 1 4 6() E0__
XFTHLO=C.0 1476090
-XFPHLD=O.0 _-





K=NPOw ! 44!h19_4 -
IR=NL + E-5 140P1°0




K =Kb1 --- ---	 -	 - -- 14 06120.
XFTHLD=£T(K•LL) 1406154









XFZELO=ST (K •L t_) 140E?.5A
46 If (LSL(I.Ffe-4_)XEle-01 GOTO 47
K=KG1 1406?70




K=K t.I —^ ._ 1 4D2300_
XM r,HLD=S T (K .LL) 14061! A
a9 CoNT.1_PtLE lam '0^
49 CALL ODE 140E?'V0
77 cONT LNUE ia06140
GOTO 7S 140Eico
^^'44.^_ IEP RDR =@09.1	 __	 _	 _ _...^__^_.^!► C.53E4_




_ht FPRL+R._=-_1 2" 1 405400
Golo aa8e 1/10641 0
—E^ 0.3_.I ERQ OR :^! 00- ^ . 14 S54 2.0 —
NERROP s 13 1406470
C,CU _ n  P e !.Ac"4a____
@006 IERRCR=eCC6 14064FO
NE FFV,R A- 1.4 IA0154E0
GOTO eeee 1406470
i eflO.i.A EP4nP -800_Z___ 1!► C64R0_^
NERRnR _ 15 I a 0054 C.)
f eoae IERROR = 8008 14r•F5! 0
_	 NERRCR_ =_ 10-
	 --- ._	 ^ 4Lf 5?0-- -
GO T[ leee 1 *of 5m
P799--1ERP_0P_
	 9 140E A0)
.,i NEQROR = F 1406550
,.
_GO. 'TO _-'^9SA- 1415560





GOT C e ! e e




1 A(if -. 00
--	
-
NERROR = 2 :4rf ri1 AT
—
-
GOT n ­ l e Re— 1AC^^4?0




-- - --	 -- ---
	 - -	 ------	
-.^_ 24^ 610 -GOTO
	
PePP_ 7. AAf FSQ
_- E_0P 7 IERRnR=AC87	 _-- -	
-lerf 660 _-












NERROR = 5 l	 off??0












NERROR :	 15 !
_ _ Coin PI P A • f•CbP00












NERROR _ 18 !AOPP^C^
COTO ?94A







9104 TEPRnR = elC 4 1 ep^,nnp
NERROR = 20 1406910  —
__ COTO ?085 1An6S20





GUTC ee p A-
-14069F0
8106
-.- - -- - ..-	 .__
IERRCR	 =	 PICe. 1enSa6O
-
NERROR = 22 !606970
_ GOTO	 Q P_.AA
_ _ 1 4Cb9 P 0
P107 IERROR = P107 14C5S90
--	 --
NERRO_R s 2 7 1^07Co0
GCTO e880 14M010~
_	 e
_1_O_ A_ IFRRCR	 RIC O 1407000
NERROR = + 24 14C70?0
_GOTO eePP / ^_07QA A
8109 E_ P' R &i =	 e1C9 14070`0
NERRnR a 25 14070F0
- --- GOTO e888 1407770
8110 IERROR z 8110 14070po
NFRROP = 26 1407090
_ GO TO 9988 2A071A0





-- GQTO -	 -PeeO -	 14o7tip ,.
8787
-





--_ Gil	 TO 8Pe8 1A071 E0







49407.90GO TC 98 8e
t	 —T"E _ MUBER—VCN— lSSES—ST RE SS E Qt- ATIyHS  1_4A72-043
110 C 46LL OUTPUT	 (KLUE*YCCRR•ER.ESeALPHReALPHS•ZINTH. 1407?1)
_?._
___ , _._ZOI.-I.TJi^.IIlslPiis ZIlLLTP1i, E R.SS,S^?^ TS^tYCY_^.,Sl M.E._DEG F s •DS!
►
aS_LEF_ •	 ^ _A fl7.2? O
2 HI.hC.T•TII•TOO)	 ( 1407'3?0
---
. IF(MIX.EQ•1)__GG_LjCL_41954 ._-14007240_
GO TO eA_O 1.4072°0
eeee NIX=! —!407260 ---
GO TO 99 09 1407170
i5-0—IF(L.!C&" &KSr %Gr TO SDI
9994 RETURN 1407200






Subroutine LEBEGE calls ODE, and various geometric and trigonometric clues, as well
as the predicted values of the differential equations, are passed to this subprogram
via label common area LASTEQ.
The equations in ODE are identical to those in subroutine DIFFEQ, with the addition
c)f the four auxiliary equations for YANPT, YAQPH, YAQTH, and YAOPH.. Subroutine ODE
performs the final integration for each segment in the structure utilizing the
initial conditions previously obtained, and returns these values to LEBEGE via label
common area LASTE.Q.
s








C see** ROUTINE **ODE-




	 ** ARACLS UPDATED 06/P.0/6A s*ess	 1600070
SUP P OUT(NE ODE
	 1FCc,09n
CO MCN STORY(16) * TALE(16)	 16r00?n
COMMON XMAT (110*10)*STD(10)*NST('40)♦ N_KL(30) * NXMAT(20)s_SA_V_TIC(9CO) 16()00_40__
COMMON S A VJTC(301•SAVSTP( 1*0) * JRTIC(30) * JRSTOP(70)	 -1f000a0
f.r)MMCN SACLS(60) * RADUS(50)
	
1A000Fn
CCMMCN XN*NREG*NSEGTL*K MPT*MATP R P * TEFREE*NCUPLE * T(C * PHI * STOP	 1600070
COMMON N AGENC * NSYM *NRG•NRC * NSC * NIX * IERRCR*RE STOP, RTICK9T OUT 	 1 FQnOP O
COMMCK MA T *KGEOM * IGEnm,,TTYPE.ISTTAH * THICK * KELVIN•G1
	
I°SCCQSO
_--- -	 CCNMCN IBEGIN * NPRO09 NHAPM * NSEG * NERPOR *---0-- 9NSMAX 	 160010()
INTEGER C
	 16001.1()
EQUIVALENCE (XMTTH * XMTETH)•(XM7PHe XMTEPH)9(XNTTH * XNTETE)_ • 	1EC07a0
1	 ()KNTPH*XNTEPH)	 1600170
COMMCK /LASTEC/ YPRED( 80) * YDOT( 90I * YASAVE( 80) * 	1600100
1	 YANTH*YAMTF * YAMPT*YANPT*YAOPH * YAGPH*YAOTH*YAJPHe	 146nl 50
_2 _ —_- _- _S * SN,CS * SNSC * CSSO * TAN * SEC * CK * X1CS * X1SN * TN_♦ 	 1F,OO1C0
3	 X1R0*XIPOS0*X1SNR0*XICSRO*CNIROsSNlq C * CS1R0*	 1500270
4 
	 x1051*X1R2*CS1R1*CSIPP * S_N_1_R_1_*X_1R1_ SQ_*R?_SO_. R_O*9ESQ*	 16001?0
*	 AOSO*XNEO*eETA.RI*R2*S1*RIOCT•RIS0*
	 -	 - -
	
10500190
6	 XNTTH*X NT Pr- *XMT_TH*XMTPH *XF THLDoXFPHLO *XFZELO9	 16_0_6200
7	 XMTHLD*XMPHLD•ETHET*EOHI*XGPT*ALPHTH*ALPHPH•
	 1600210
- __—R 	_XNUTP•XNLPT*XCI1 * XC?? * X07_3 * XD2 a * XD_2_l * X_C12_•	 16 00a? 0
9	 XK11•XK12*XK21•XK??*XK?3*XD11•
	 16001?0
A	 _	 M*1*SITIK*SITOUT*SIPIN*SIPOUT * TP TI N*TPTnUT•
	
16nO?& O
M E	 ZBRIN*ZBROUT * ECAIPA*SCRIPI*SIFIN * SIFOUT * TZEPH*TZIETH	 16002EO






_DOUBLE PRECIS_ICN YPRED ___
	 !60_O^AO
IF (ISTTAEsEO * 3)GO TO 7447	 —	 I600?9A
IF(ISTTA9sE0.1) GO TO 77P6 16003 00__
C	 THE FCLLCwIKG EOUATIONE ARE THE *THICK' SET 	 16f0^n!n
_GO TO _(1'!1.152 * 153) * IGEOM	 16A03 ?n 	 •
C	 EOUATICKS FCR SHELLS OF REVOLLTICN ( PHI COORDINATE f
	 tS00ii0
1S1 YANTH = XNUPT*YPRED ( I&1)&( XKll-_XNUPT**?*_X_K?_2)_*(XN *_Y_PR_EO( 164)&YPRE0( 1 600?6Q_
1	 165)*CS-YPRED(I66)*5N)*X1050-XNTETH&XNUPT*XNTEPH 	 260()?SO
YA M TH=XNUPT*YPREO(1&7)- (XUI1
-
XKUPT **P*X02? ) *XIRO *( XIRC *(XN*YPRED 	16^01Fn
I
	
	 ( I&4)*SN-XNSQ*YPRED(IF,5) )&YPRED(I&7)*CSI-XMTETH&XNUP T*XMTgPH 1610370
YA_M P T_=(- Is0 / ((RO/xD??1L(SN5C * XIRC/ x K3 '^)))*_( - a s _0*xN * Y_PRE O(,I 6_7 ) 61/ PRE !_b0_03P0








 = YPRED(I+P)-XNL*(XNPI*YFRED(1 +7)) 	 16004!0
YAMPT=YPREU(I)&YAMPT*SK1RC	
_	 _ 	 16004no
YACPH=XN*YPREO(I&6)*X1RO-YPREU(I&4)*SN1 R O	 l6nu4?0
YACPH=YPREO(1&21-XN*YAM PT*XIR O 	 1 6CO440
YAQTH=(2.O*CSiRO-(2.o*r5*(RO*xK'136X0?.?*SK1R1))/fQOSO*xK33&X09+SNS /F04450
1	 Off*YAMFTC(-XIQ1/(RO/)ID33&SNSO*XIRC/XK33))*(-2s*XN*YDOT(IG7 _160A4fO











YDOT(I )=051* (-2* 0*Y AREO(I) *CS1PO&XN*YANT)-*XIRC-XN*YAMTH*SN*X1 ROSO1- ! 6^0570
1	 YAMPT* CS1RC *( Xlnl -SNlPC )-XFTHLD-XMPHLD*SNIR•7)_ 160!1F40
YOCT (t &S) =R 1 * ( YPRE D (I &t) *X I Rl G (! * 0 /(XK22-XNUTP ** 2 *XK1 1)) * ( YDAED ( I 6 1 6005170
1	 1 )-XNUTP*YANT H F,XKTF.PH- XNUTP*XNTETH) ) 	 16n0SR0
YDCT(1+1) = ( -YPRED(1*1)*CS!RO+YANTH*('SIR!'--XN*YPRED(i)*XIRn-XN*
	
*6nC4v0
1	 YAMPT*X1RO*(SN*XIP0+X1R1)+YPREO(I+? 1*X1P1-XFPHLD- 	 16nOSpn
i
r'
6XNL *( XFPHLC' *( YPRED(I	 *CSlPO-YPRED ( I+A)*(XlPl+SNlRO) 1600500
DOT
VD071 1 1 *21	 f " VA JPH* CS* X 100-Y AN'TW* S NI PO- YP R E0 ( I + I)*x I F; I + XNSO* YA VTH* I f. 0(% A 1 1)
$(Xf: 7tLb'6 '(Yr-lrtEf3 ( I +5)*cs*xj p c- y FF4cc)( 1+6,)*( XIRI+SNI Pn	 + 1 500 & '0
Y 00 7 - ( 1 4- 5	 X 1 0 1 ) +'XF POILD * YP RL(5 C I * 7) 1 ;-:ANL * C81 P ei	 *Nq-12k -*-- i 6 DE 6	 o
4	 .....	 ..	 YP R E D ( 1 +7	 ) * Pt 	 ''	 t	 " I.,	 I	 I	 I i 600Ec0
g l*( YAMTH*CSI A Q-YPPED( It'l )*CS!PQ	 2mC*XNkYAMP-T.*,K! P0t--- 16C(l
YAJPH+XMrHL( ) ) (101570
(I F
VAtA PT*SN*XlRC/XK-! l)





-.,	 I	 I	 -	
-	 "' ''	 '	
'' I	 .	 r
-.- X M TEPH&XNUTP**MT ETH
! COTO	 9005	 1,	 1	 1	 ,	 ) !600710
C 160.07AM
152 ` YANT H = X K U P T * YP.Q E 0	 I &1 1 f. ( X k I I - A KU PT * 49 ;) * X K 11 ) *'('X I CS/'S1 *t NNW YPk 81)	 1 &4 16007030
—1
.	 )GYPPED( 1 &5) *CS-YPRED ( 1 & 05 )*S&)-.XI%TLTHE ..vNIJPr*XMTEPH* -- - i 6 0 0 7 Lf. 0.-
YAMTH= XNLPT*YP P EO('I&? )- ( 1 e0/ 93 ) *Xl('- S*l XD1'1-XN(JPT#*'l *XD2; ,) 4( (1 ' 0/s) 16 VIC,??()
X I C S * (X N * YP P EO ( I & 6 ) f SN-L X ^ SQ	 YVP E 0 ( 1 F, 05 ).) GYPP. ED	 1&7) lK 6CO 7 e 0
X MT E Y r- G X K UPT * X M T E PH 105 0r7l; 0
yfimF-T=.(--1 00-fl-ts*CV)xD!! )r,(	 &7J-	 j4t^Onnn
YPPE U( 1 &4) *SN/'SGXK*YP4E(3'( I r,9	 *TN/t&? 9 04XN*YPP :LI D('1&5)/SGYPREo 16C0-In
I I	 S N /)( K3 3 16 00 9
YAJPP 9101600
YANO -T = :YPPED( I_)FYAMPY*TK ! /S.-"-'
YACP I, =XN*YPREC( tt6)*Xlcsje s-YPPED( I &A) *tfq%S
	
r 16000=0
_YACPH=_YPRf L) ( T C.2 ) -)N*y A .V .O T *)(I C515 4.6.r- o e K 0
V A13 t 4-t *4 ' 0 / S-a * 0 *Wk? 1* S 49 C S* * 3 / ( X K 3 3* 1;	 *CS* *2 &X013 *SN** 2)	 YA PA PT & lFnCP?O
'> CXN*YDOT(1&5)*TN/S-XN* 1500A90 
D( I G! )*Tt','/S**2'F,?s'0*YUOT(	 *)(N/S-29 0*XW!YF?RLD(.lr.-6-)-l-s!t*2- 1 0co9 00
4	 000- f(I 15OC910
- 111 ( . *-N-*.t0	 0 * AN0 9 )( ITALD 9C.' Go 0 9 Ce A NI I)a -X'!PF-LDsE o .*QOQJ----YAQ.Tkt=o- n	 —i f, 0 C -!lz fn
YDlt t( I')	 I )/S&XWAfANTH & Xl t:8/S-XN*YAMTH ikSI4*xICS** 2/s** p 6rr97o
-.&'l AMPT*t^J/t A * 21 S a o116 r .c	 .	 --
YDOT( 165) =( 1.0 /( XK0P-'XNUTP * A P*1(K! I ) ' ) ,k*( iPr,- Dl 1 61 1 = kNUTP*YANTm&xNTEP 16009°0
lJ -XNU7rP*kNTF
- TI-)..- ' .-
YOOT	 I* I) = '- Y FRED( I+ I)/ S+ *ANTk/S-XN*VPkED M /( c,*CS) -LXN*YAMPT* SN/ ' ?67C•970
2	 (!.*6)*TAN . /S+Yf)CT(I+-S ))-XO ,ZELD*YPR PD(1+7)) l6ce,990
-- Yg()I-(-L*aj 	 -Y A JPH/S-YA NIH A
 TAN/ 5+ XN IQ* Y AWTH/ lf5(11 nf).O,—
3 1	 YAMPT/(S**2*CS)+XN*XMPHLC ) /(S*C%)-XFZELD-XNL*(XFZELO*( 1601010
?... - ---Y .PPED(1+5)/ c:-YP RED(1+6)*TA N /S+YDO .T A -l-t5)-) *XFPHLD i#-YPRED .1 F Cl 0?0
3	 (1+7))-XNL*XNPHI*YPPED(1+7)/S 16010:* 0
YOOT(1&4)=(I * O /S)*(YPRED ( 164)&XN *YPPED ( 169)*XICS&YAMPT *TN/XK . 1) 1601n50
YPRED f I )/ XK 4 16 c in 010
YOCT( I Ch)=YPR ED ( 1 &7) 105 01 070
600,100
I	 XMTEPHFXNUTP *xAATETH ) liclolon
C	 EQUATIONS FCP CYLINDER 1601!10
___113 YANTH = XNUPT*YPPED ( IGI)& ( XKII-XNV PT **P* XK 3: )* .(XIRO !t( KN 41-'fPRF .D I jE.4 120—
YPREU(1&6)))-XNTETH&XKUPT*XNTE P H 16010o
YAMT 1- = XNUP T # Y PREW I & I ) - ( x I R C * ( X DJ I - xNUPT	 X1 FO*U.M_*.Y PP ED -1 601	 0--
(1&41-XN**2*YPPED(If,6)))-XMTETHFX o4 UPT*XMTEPH I A 01 I SO
YAlVPl=	 0/ ( (,R(:/)SD7'3) f ( x I P C./ XK33J-J-). *-1-- -1 *0k xN*-y-pp- 6 ("! I F
9	 YPREU( I&S)&YPPED( I )/XK A i) 1601170




	 - - -~— -	 - --~-- Y 60! ! QO -
_ - YAJPH =X1FC * ( Xh*YPRED( IL51-VPREC( I6^t 
YAO T H=YPRED(IG O )-XN*YAMPT*)I!RO
	
!F.C'.^!7
Y_A_C_T_H_=(-_1.0/((PO/ XD??)&(XIP C: XK_3?1))*(-? • n*XN*YDOT(- - 167_)_GX_N*V_DOT ( IG
1	 5)* XIROEYDO-(I)/XK?X)-XN*YAMTH*X1RQ-XMPHL n 	 	 ^I+0!	 0
_IFIKK*EC * 0*C•AND•XFTHLD * EQ•O * 0•AND•XMPFLC * EO.0 * 1")	 YAOTH=O•t)-.----_	 15C]?eO
YDOT ( I) =Xh*YANTH * XIQO - XN*YAMTH * X1R r'SO- XFPHLD-XMPHLD * XIRO	 ! F^!?Fr1




Xh*XIRC* YPREU( I)-XN*VAMPT*XIRl1SC-XFPHLD-XKL*(XFOML C* !FO!"C%
1	 (YDOT (1+5)-YPRED( I+51 *xI RO)-XFZELD*YPRED( 1+7)) 	 1 E C! ocq
—	
YOOT ( I+?) _ -YANTH * X1RO + XN50 * YAMTH * X?A"SC + XN*X4PHLD * XIPO_-XFZELC- _ 1F01'00_ —
1	 XNL*(XFZELD*(YDOT(1+5)-YPRED(t+6)*XIRO)+XFPHLD*YPRED( !601''10




YDOT(1641=XN*YPRED(i6s)*X1RCEYPRED(I) /XK?3GYAMP T* X 1RO/XK 3:1	 ! 6013!► 0.
VOOT(166)= YPRED(IG7)	 ---- --	 ^-	 --	 1F01Y50
- YOOT(1G_7)=(1*0 '/(XD??-XNUTP**?*X011)1*(- -YPRED(16 ?)GXNUTP*YA MTH- X MT E 1601'60
I	 PHGXNUTP*XMTET)1)
GO TC 600!1	 ! 6^^ ^p0
7796 GO TO (4771.4772. 4 773),IGECM
	
16017c0
C	 _ TFE_F_CLL_CM I NG EQUA TI O N S AQ E T HE  6 S T_1 0 • SET	 1 F C1 40 x1
C	 EQUATIONS FOR SHELLS CF REVOLUTICN ( PHI CGO ROINATE )	 1601410
4 7 7 1_ YANT_H=XK12*(I.0/(XK??EXC??**?/XD?2)1*_(YPRED(- IGS . IEXNTPhG(XC??/XD?2 1 601-*?0
I	 )*(YPRED(IG3)GXMTPH)1-XNTTH6(X1RC*XKII- XK1'^*XK21*X1RO*(!*0/ !601470
- Q -	 `(XK2?GXC2?**?/XD??)))*IXN*YPPFD(IC4)6YPRFD(IGS)*CS_ Y ORED( IG !601440
3	 61*Sh)-(XCIICXKI? * XC22 * XC?I/XDP2*(I.0 /(XK?7GXC ?2**2/XD??)))* 1 6014=0
4	 (XIR_O**?*( XN*YPRED(16 41*SN-XN**2*VPRED(1E6 ))6YPRE D(I67)*CS* 16014 06
5	 x1Rr))--^-	 -i-------	 ----	 1=+01470
YAMTH =-XC12*(XC??_/(XC?2**2GXK72*XD??) 1*(YPRED( 16_1)6X_NTPH_)_-XM_TT_H 	 9 6014 W)
 6X01?*(XK22/(xC??**26XK'*"*XD??))*(YPRED(I63)6XMTPH)6(XCII* 1601400
2	 XIROGx012*XK21*X1RC*(XC??/(XC7_.2** ?GXK?7*XD?2))1*(XN  *VP RED( I609-00
I64)6YPAED(IG5)*CS-YPRED(16F)*SN1G(XDII-XD12*XK?2*XD?//( 	 !A01ii0
4	 AC21**2GXK?2*XD?? ) )*(XIPOSQ*(XN*YPRLD( IG^)*S N-XNSO *Y P RED	 1 A Otrs?O
5- f- I6E) )-YP _RED( 167)*CS*x1R -
 ----------	 --	 160iS?O
YAMPT=(-1.0/((RO /XU'3)&(SNSC* XIPO/ XK'2 ? )) ) *(- 2.0 *XN*YPRED(t67)6YPRE ! 6015^0
1	 D(IC4)*(CS1Rl-CNlR0)&XN*YPRED(IG9)*(SNIRCGXIRI)L?•0*XN*YPRED l6bls^0-^
2	 _(I6E)*CSIROGYPPED(I)*SN /XK'%3) 	1F^1=fr)






	 _ 	 _	 _ _	 1601600
YAOTH = t 3•t`*C 51Rt3-( 2.0*CS*(RC+XK3^6X0^?iSh1R1) 1/(ROSO*xK3?Lx0'11*SNS 1601=!O
1	 0))* YAMPTG(-XIR1/(QO/XD3?6SNSO*XlRO/XK33)1*(-2**XN*YDOT(167 1R01Fll0
?	 )GVDO1 (IG4)*(CSiRI-ChtRC)GYPRFD(If.AI*(Sh*SN1RC-CS*rSlRA-SNL i<OIR70







_IF(Xw•EO*0.0*ANC*XFTt-LU *EO*0.0*ANU * XMFHLCoEO.O.0) VAOTH=0 * 0	 16C!6AQ
T YOCT(I)=F1*(-2 * O+YQRED ( I)*CSIROGXN * YANTH*XIPO-XN*YAMTH * SN*X!R :ISO- 1A01agQ
-
I 	 YAMPT*CSIRO*(XIRI-SN!R_.O_)-XFTHLD-XMPHLD*SNIRr)) 	 _	 160170 0
YDOT (IG51=R1*(YPRED(tG6)*X1RIG(I * O/(XK2 1£XC2?**?/XD2?))*(YPRED(IG IFO1T10
1	 II&XNTPH6(XC??/XU??)*(YPRED(IG3)6XMTPH)-XK21*XlRO*(XN* !A All. 7?Q_
— 2 -^	 -- -- YPRED(164)GYPRED(IG5)*CS-YPRLD(IG6)*SN)-(XC a 2*Xn?!./XD?2 • A017 lw 0 --
3	 )*(X1ROSO*(XN*YPRED(1G4)*SN-XKSQ*YPRED(I66))GYPRED(I67) lf0!7e04- - -- - -- 
*CS*X1RO)))
	
-	 160+ 79:0 '—





?	 XNL*(XFPHLD*( YPFE04I+5)*CS!RC-YPREO(1+6)*(XIRI+SNIRr)) !FCC 7Pn
106
0+VOOT ( I+5)*XIRI )- XF	 D*YPRFD ( I+7)))*Rl	 7 E017S0
--YOC T (It2)_-=(-YAJ PH* CS*X1AO-Y	 •S!v1Rfl-YT'-F ED LS .t 1)IX1P1tXf^lS^*YAM_?J'* 16.41'_'^0_^
1	 XIAOSO-?.O*XN*YAMPT^/*CS*X}ROSO+XN*XMPHLD*X1RC-XFZELD-XNL 1601nIQ
*(XFZELG*( Y P PE I) (I.t57*.CS*x1P__L-.YFREDi1t61*.(- X1 R1+SN!R q -) t !601P20
YDCT (I+S)*XIPI)+XFPHLD*Y PREU(1+7))-XPL*CS1nD*(XNn I*	 ?FnLQ^O




------ -I -- - - YAJ °H+XMTI- LD)----------------	 ------------. --_.160!?fO---
YOCT(IG4)=Rt*(V PRED(IG4)*CSiRCCXN*YPREO(IG5)*xIROGYPREC(I)/XK??G	 gFrlE7f`





I	 RO)*(XN*YPRED(ICA)GYPRED(IG5)*CS-YPRED(IG6)*SN)) 	 LAOl^!n
?...__ - _.	 G( XK22/(XC?'5 **?GXK22*XD32) ) *(YPRED(IG°)G!(yTPh) - (X.K2?*_-__16C! Q 20 __-
3	 XDPI/(XC22**2F,XK2?*XD")?))*(XIRCSO*(XN*YPRED(IG4)*SN-XNSO 160!.q-s0




C ___ EQLATIC K S_.FCR CONE	 -------.----- ___--	 _--	 if•C? 9'0 ._-
4772 YANTH= XK12*(1.O/(XK??EXC" 2**2/XD??))*(YPRED(I61)GXNTPI•G(XC??/XD?2 !6('1970
1 ----- 	 )*(YPRED(I f,?)GXN. T PH)) -Xt]TTtlG(1.0/(CS*- S ))*1X!<11-XK12*?(K?1*i!'^.!SRO
2	 1.C/(XK?'>GXC??**:?/XD??)))+(XN*YPRED(1G4)GYPPED( IG5)*CS -	 FO!.SC'I










KU.I?*(XK??./(XCi2**?FXK?2*XD32_) )*(Y PRED( }G3)fXMTPH)G(X -C11L26n201! n
2	 (E*CS)GXDI?*XK21/(E*CS))*(XC??/(XC?2**?GXK??*XC22))*(XN*	 16015059
.YP,RE0(.1 G4 ) G Y PPED(I"` 	 1 franf n
4	 X021/(XC??**PGXK22*XC??))*((}.O/(S*CS)**2)*(XN*YPRED(1G4)* l.60?17m
--^----	
SN-KNSG*YPRED( IG`) )GY PP ED( IG7)/S) - - -------
	
- ._-.- --=50^0°^--
YAMPT=(-I*O/((S*CS/XD??)G(SN*TN/(XK?-3*E))))*(-?.G*XN*YPRED(1G7)- 	 !60 X 40
.Y F FEU(IG4) *$N /SGXN*Y PR ED(ifj 5 )* T N/ ey 7+Q * w N *Y P RtO(1G4)/- S IrV pOE12_ !f^?_10.0-(1)*EN/XK33)	 6n,>!II
YAJPH	 Y Fr2 EO( t+^)-xNL*(K^p !+I*1LPRED(.Lt7.)) 	 y^na1? 0
YANPT=Y C)RED(I)GYAMPT*TN/S	 Sf^n?1'0




-YACTh=('I•0/ S-19 0*XK-2?*S*CS**?/(XK37*g# #a*CS **?EXD12*5N*#a)!*YAY.PTF__161?15.n
I	 (-1.O/((S*CS/XD??)G(SN**?*XICS/(XKI3*S))))*(-2.0*XN*YDOT(IG7 I6n?170
2	 ) - VC0 T(.1^4) *Sy/SEtYPaEC( I1.4l*SAS*+?G^SN+ILO^ T_(J ^)*TN!_S-KN* _!.60?100
3	 YPREU( SG°)*TN/S**?G?90*YDOT(1G6)*XN/S-'2.0*XN*YPRED(1&6)/S* *a 1.60?100
SVOOT(I )*SN/XK33) - XN*YAMTH*X1C,S/S-XMPHLD	 --__ - _. .. -__--•- 1Ao?700---_
IF( XK * EC.O.O.AND * XFTHLD.EC.C.O.AND.X SI G I-LD.EO.0.0) YAOTH =n.O 	I601"I'l7
V00T_(1) =- 2.n *Y PRED(I)/SGXN*YAN TH *x 1 _5 / S- XN*YA MTH*S N*XICS**E/S**2 1 A n% a20.-
I.	 :YAMPT*TN/S**?-XFTHLD-XMPHLD*TN/S	 15r,"O?0
-Y-DO_TttEF )=(1. o/( XK ??Gxc a a*	 .(YPREDi1.1^1.1feX_"lIPHE;.CXS??/-+C(??'_.)_* I^r2?en__
I	 (YPRED(IG'i)CXMTPH)-(XK?1/(S*CS))*(XN*YPREU(IG4)GYPRED(	 160?2c0
?-	 ----IG`-)*CS- YPREO( IG6)*Sri)-(X(:?2*XC?1/X422)*((!*C/(S**?* CS! *_).Ani?f-0--
2))*(XN * YPRF_D(IG4) * SN-XNSU*YPRED(I6 4 ))GYPRED ( IG7)/S))	 760??7p
YDOT(	 -YPRED( I+1)/ C,+YANTH/S-XN*Y P RED( I )/(S*CS)-XN*YAMPT *SN/,_!Fr.^:?P0__
I	 (S**2*CS**2)-XFFHLC-XNL*(XFFHLO*(YPRFD(I+S)/S-YPRED 	 IAOP?90
2_
	
Its)*T AN/StY!)0T ( 1+"i ) )-XFZELD*YPRED( I ±71_2-	 i	 0n_-_
Y0QT(I+2)= -YAJPH/S-YANTH*TAN/5+XNSO*YAMTH/(S**?*CS**2)-2.A*XN*	 !An???0




----- (1+ 7 ))-XNL ,^ ; XN P HI*Y F6 EO(I+ 7 )/5	 _ ---^sn'3e0 --
YOCT ( I+?)= YA M TH/S-YPRED ( I+?)/S-2*0*XN * YAMPT/(S*CS)+YAJPH +XMTHLD	 IFO?'_°0











I- XN	 I - 60plao




. X 3 ??*XDPP))*(YPREU(IGI)E; XMTPH)-(XK?I*X021 1•^024!0
-XN**?*YPRED(1&5*)FyPqED(1&7)/S)
GC TC 9004	 l6n2460 --
C	 ECUATICKS FOR CYLINUER	 160450
---- -
4773 YAKTt- = XKII*(I@0/(XKP2CXCIP$r *2/90?P))*(YPRED(IGI)GYNTPHG(XC2?IXD?2 16CI?4fO
I	 ) 0 ( YPQED( t&7 )FXMTPH) )-XNTTH&( X IQ()* ()(K I q -XK I P*XKP. I*( I o tl./ (	 1F C2 470
2	 XK2?CXCP'3-**P/XL)P2	 XN*YPREC( I f,4 )-YPPFn( M 6	 Xcl A&(	 1 601" p0
I	 XKIP*XC?P*XD,' I/XD' 1.0 ?)*(I*O/(XKP?CXC^2**P/XDI> ?)))*(X!QO**,> *(	 I A C1 2 1% q()
XN*YPPEn(1&4)-XNSQ*YPREC(1&6)))	 6 n p ° 0 n
YAMTH =-XCIP*(XCIP/(XC?2**2&XK9>*XD?;: ))*(YPRED(IG1)FXNTPH)-X V TTH& lf0l91n
XDI1*(XKPP/(XCP*** I EXKP)*XOPI' ))*(Yc3 PED(l&l)&XMTPH)G(XC!I* q6n?5pA
XIQC&XDI P* XK?I*x I QC*(X(: ??/(XC 7 2**?F. XKPP*X(3 P?)))*(XN * Y D PED lf% cpsin
I &4)-Y g3RFD( TCkS ) )r,( X01 I-Xr)IP*XK;% 2*XL; ,)l	 XCP2**2&XK;)!2*XO>>	 I fjtnv!F A tj
)*(X?PrSQ*(XN*YPREC(1&0)-XNSO*YPPED(1&15 )))
YAMPT=(-I*O/(( q o/xoi3)+(xt p r/XK'31 )))*(-? * O*XN*YP O ED(i*7)+XN*xi pn* ?Aopsfo









Y4kCPH = YF-PED ( IF,2)-XN*YAMPT*X).RO
YACTH=(-IoO/((PO/XD73)&(XIPC/XKII)))*(-?eC*Xt %' *Yt) CT(IG?)EXN*YOOT( 16 !60,600
5)*X1Rn&YDOT(I)/XK"I)-XN*YAMTH-XIP0-XMPHLO
I F (XN * EQ*0*1 * AND*XFTHLD * EC*OoO o AtJDoXM C O- LDoEGoO *O) YAOTH=09 0	 16epeAn
--YDOT (- J) =XN*YANTH * Xlpn- XN*YAM'TH*XtPnci-C-XFTHLD - XMPHLD*-XIRO
YDOT ([CC-) =(!.O/( XK??EXC?P***,'/XD">2))*(YPQEC)( I&I )&X lJTP ►-&(X f: -,l 'P/XDPP 150 P A 0'()
YPREC) ( ­




YOCT ( 141)	 -XN * XIRC * YPnED ( l)-XN*yAmPT * XIPOSG-XFPHLD - XKL*(XFPHLD * 1609!7f50
(YD()T( 1+5)-Y P RED ( 1+6)*X I PC )-XFZELD* Y D PED(1 +7)) 	 !609710
VOCT(1+2)	 -VANTH*XIPO+XNSO*YAMTH*Xigf 3 SC+XN*XMPHLD*XIPO-XFZ
,
F-L.0-	 9.6ols7po





YOOT(1&4)=XN * YPPED ( IG5)*XIRCGYPPED ( I)/XK:!3&YAMPT * Xli4C / XK3?
YDtl T(T&F)=YPRED(IF, 7)
YUCT(167)=-(XCP2/(XCP?**2&XKP?*XD?'> ))*(YPRED(I&I)GXNTPI --XK?I*XIF:0* 160"3 7P'.)
I C- n p 7 1; 0
XN*YPREDf'&4)-YPRED(&&6)))&(XKP7/(XC?'P **PGXK?P*XD ;! P))*( lf"Roo
p	 YPPED(1&3)&XMTPH)-(XK?2*XDPI/(XC'> '?.' **'PCXKP2*XD??))*(
	
160PRIO
•	 XIRCSQ*(XN*YPRED(I641-XNSO*YPPED(166))) 	 7601qp0
G- --fb -i-di-i0 





C	 T14-E--FdCi:d-%$^-it-.G^-'EOU-ATiON-S ' ARC^-4E I RWAi^—@ ­SCT	 160?pc; m
C	 EQUATIONS FOR SHELLS CF REVOLUTION ( PHI COOPDTNATE
fii-i-YANTH	 (YORED(I*I)+XNTPH)*(10- 0 .+(XK. 1-2 --X. -K. P2)*(XK?? XCII**2/XD'22)** lx% 0!P7C
I	 (-I)1-XNTTH+(XKt?-XK PI)&( XC11 /( XKP2*XO PP+XCII**P))*(YPQED 160"p0
---- ---	 (	 2	 -	 -	 -	 - - - - ix1+ '!)-#XMTPH)-(XK12-X K-? )*((XD 1 2* XCII-X CII * X O I! 2)/ KP?*Xnl' P 160?PqO
*XC11**?))*XIROSO*(XN*VMQED(1+4)49N-XNSO*YPRED(1#6)+RO*YPREO
—(-I T) - S) - ­
 IR6^, - - * . --"-
4	 + *C *X	 (XN Y r-%RLD(146)*YPrqED(I+C-)*CS-YPREO(t+ go)*SN) I fifli? q l 0
*(XKII-XKIP-(XK12-XK?11 )*((XKI'2 *XDPP+XCII O *2)/(XK?P*XOPII +	 1609?0
XCII**?)))
YAWTH	 (YPRED(1+3)+XMTPH)*(I*0*(X0I2-XDP?)*(XK2P/(XCII**2+XD2P- *	 160p940
X422)))-XMTTH-(YPRED(1+11+XNTPH)*(XD!2-Xo??)*(XCII/(XCII 1AO)->950
p	 0*1- +XDP'-" *XK2P))+(Xo1!-XOPI ! )*(XKI'! -XK22)*(XCII/(XCIIO*2+	 1EM0900
XDP?*XKR*))*XIQC*(XN*YPRED(1+4)+YPRED(14F)*CS-YPRED(1+6)* I6PI> 1'70
4	 Sk)+X1r- OSO*(X.4 *YPRED(1+4)*SN-XNSO*YPRED(I+IF )+RC*YPRED(1*71 140-qpo
108
P, "Wommomm 05"m






----	 - 	 ---.
	 _	 —_ !EQ^DCO--- ..
VAMP1
	 =	 (1.0/(XC:II*SN*X1RC-XK39-SN*XIRO*(XD' -AY RN/(	 PO)-XC1!))) 16C7010
*(.(XKI'.*XD:"-XC11**2l*X1 PD*(-?• 0!k XN wYP RCU CIt7J+YPRED I.I+Aj 1602U20.
2 (CS*X1R1 -C N ] RO)+xN*YPRED(I+51*(X1R1+SNlRO)+? * O*XN*YPRED 16010'30
YAJPH s YPR'ED(1+2)-XNL*(XNPI*YPRED(1+7)) 1R0?0!^'
----- YANP T= YPREQ(I )&YAMPT*SN1RO
	
. ------ h0=060--
YACPH = XN*YPRED(IG6)*XIPC -YPFED ( IG4)*SNIAO
_ Y.AOPH=YPRED(IG2)-)(N*YAM.%T*)IRQ-_.- 	 -- 1 fit) 3r°
YACTH y I4.** CS1RO-( ( 2 * *CS*(ACII * R O*X1R1GxCII * SN-PU * XK33 - SN1R1* x0 ?I)) ) 6C?!'^0
r'( 2•* RC)* XCII*SN- POSQ*XK"- x'J33*SNSQ)))*YNMPT&(XIRI/(Z&*XCII*--- 3603^.r)
2 SNIAC - XK33-XD33*SNSO* XIFCSO))*((XKI?*XO?'-XCII**2)*(-?**XN* 160'1'.	 0 
a_ , -
	
YDCT(IG 7 )* X I RO G 2 **XN*YPRED(1b-)* RI *CS*XIROSQ&YDOT(I6A).! L( 	 _. _-_!F±n ?:c^0
A CS1RI *XIRO-r-NIRO*X180)GYPRED(I64)*(-SNlkl*XIRO-(CS*(RC)*R1DOT 160'1'0
^___— k^,SO*4S) )/(Q1SC*FRSG)-(SS!O-SN50)*Xt R R54F.2.}S.1xCSSQ*^N*XLn^ a. 6011A
6 *XIF-OSC)&),N+YDOT(IGS)*(XIRC*X1RIGSNIR()*X1RO)GXN*YpREO(I65) 1507-.FO
—J_.!5-2•*RI *Ch1PC*XI 00SU-R1DU'*XI R 15'a*X I. 4 C:+'•*Xrt*YU'7T( I*6) _fzr'31CO__
A CS*XIROSO-P**XN*YPRED(1G5)*(SNLRO*XIROG7.*R1*CSSO*x1 RC)*X!-RO:o) 1i^'-1?)
4.__.._ ) EYDOT(I)*(XD33*SNIFD-X(111 t.YPREDCI.)*(XD'.*CSiP[I-XC33*R!*_-_____- 16^'1°0--_
A CKIPC*X1RC))-XN*YAMTH *XIRO- XFPHLD 160,R11"IF(XN * E9.9 *0•AND• XF T hLD•EG*C.0*AND&XM!P? -L 	 •fl I-EC320.0_
YOOT(I)=R1*(- ?. 0 *Y PRED([)*CSTRO6XN*YANTH*X1 8 0-XN*YAMTH*SN*XlQr)SQ- !E03?!7
YAMPT*CS •IRO*(X1RI-SKIRC)-XFTHLD-X'A PHLD*SN1RD)	 _.___._	 —1E032?Q.
YDOT(1+S)=YPRED(I+6)+ R)*( 1.C/(XK??+XCII**"'/
	 O?2))x(:?kED(I+1)+ 16072'O
..t( XCll /X02?)*(Y°RED(It3)tXMTPH._.) - (XK.t2+XCLI**L_1`0°?40
2 XD??)*XIRO*(XN* YPRED( I+n) +YPRED([+S) *CS - YPPCD((+61*SN) 1507 ?F0
^ _ w	 Q!__as X CI 1 /_x0 a ?_?SCl .l) *X.I32^()* (.X N.*^fL'"EL'I I_*_eJ- *S t►_X ^15 0+ a0^ o f n
4 YPRED(1+F)+9C*YP9E0(1+7)*rS)) 16 0'370
YQQT-(lt.il_=(-YPREO(1+1)*CSIRC+YANTH*CS1r-0- XN*YPRE.OII)*X180 -XN*
1 YAMPT*X1RO*(SN* xl %t0 +X1RI)+YPREO(I+?)*Xlkl-XFPHLD- 160?2co
—2 ----.	 KNt,*(XFPt+LD*(YPQ(;Q(1+5)*C51PC-YPStQ.iIt6l_+.(-X1R!±SN,1901-3503'	 0_
3 +YDOT	 ( 1 +5)*X181)-XFZELD*YPRED(I+7))) *PI 160331.0
Y^.OT(I+Z)	 =(-Y A . J PH *CS*X.1 N C- Y .ANTH *SN1R0-YPP.Ell(I±li'1^iLRLtl(it^Q_'^Y!► MSf+* I.^29^??.0
1 XIROSO- ?*O*XN*YANPT*CS*XIROSC+XN*XMPHLI:*X1RC
- XFZELO - XNL 16031'0
—_____2--	 -^*jxFZELO*(YPNEO(ja5)*rS*X1RC-YoR1=011+6)#tXYRIt5N1R71t _ZRQ3.340_
? YDCT	 (1+5)*X1RI)+XFPHLD*YPREO(1+7)) - XNL*CSIRC)*(XNPI* 1603?FO
4.__ —	 _YPRED(Ii7)))*RS 	 __. 1643?E0
YOCT ( I+?)	 = R1*(YAMTH*CSIRC- YPPED(1+7)*CS1RO-?.O*XN*YAMPT * YIR0 + 1EC'?70
YOOT ( I+4)	 =R 1 *( YPRED ( I+4)*CS * X1PO + XN*YPRED(I +5)*XIPC *( 1 * O /(XK33- •603390
XCI1**2/XD:! ))*(YPRFD(I)+YAmt3I«(SN*X1F_Q-XC11/..XD3'_).).L. —_lE0'3400---
YDOT ( I6E)=R1 *( YPRED ( IG7) -YPPED ( IG5)*X1R1) 161334.0
—_YUCT_(I +7) =R1 *((XK27. /(xC 11 **?+xD??* xK' ?)) * (Y P. REC(i f?) +>SMTPH)±_ (XCS.L_1 FO' A 24..__._
1 XC11**'-+X022*XK22))*(-YPRED(I+I)--X NT PH+(XKIV-XK2?1* 1603430
? RED(It4)tYPPE0(Its)*C5-YPPE^p(Itt)ISNs.I - (IXCll-"-fit_ ! 60'•4.09
3 XD12*XK22)/(XD22*XK??+XC11**2))*XIPOSO*(Xri*!PRED(I+4)*SN 16034SO
A
. ---- -XNSQ*YP R ED( I+6)+QC*Y PR E0A I+7)*C5) )- -- -- -------- - — - --- ---^.r±034EO_--GO TO 13005 1601470
C. E4U A T IONg FOR_CONE---
	 -	 -- 
_. --
	 -	 --	 — - --- --
	 -	 - -14C'4°0--.7342 YANTH =	 (YPRED( I+1 )+XNTPH)*(1•C+(XK1?-XK??)*(I*O/(XK*?*XC11**2/ 1603490
1- --	 X02-,)))-XN,TrHt_j_XK2?-XK??).*.(XC4.S/(KK?7*XQ^?tXC1L*`_^2.1^*(
2 YPRED(I+3)+XMTPH)-(XK'.2-XK2?)*(XDI2*XCll- XC1".*XD9,?)*((1•(1/ 1603c14
(S**?*CS**?) )* (XN*YPR_C( 1+4) *SN-XNSO*YPREf (i z,',))+YPPED(I+7 _! r
4 )/S)/(XK2 ?_* XD22+XC I 1**2)+(I*O/(S*C'S))*(XN +!'r-P	 FL( I+&)+YPRED 1F(%34'7
(I+5)*CS-Y PPEO( I+F ) * SN )*( AKI1-XKIT__° ( XKIL-?(K1!	 XK!?.*X C"? k611 ? ti.rn	 --
E XCII**7)/(XK?? * XU?2+XCI^**?)) tFf,aSFn
_— _1/AY'i'Ms(YORE 0	 I+°)+XMTPH)*(1.0+(xt)	 xD??)*jXK??/(XCI1**?+XQ?-**_XK 2_IFr;Sr- n_.--
i )))-XMTTH-(YPRED(1+1)+KN'TPH)*(xDI2-XD?>)*(XC!I/(XD??*XKP")* r-3 C;
7 .
--	 ---XC11**2))+(XD1?-XO32)*()(K1?-XK?	 )*(XCj.X/(XU??*XK2?+XC11**')) 1!S C?A P O	 _ --
109
10





A (S*CS> **?) *( XN *YPRED( I + A )*SN - XN C,^ •YPPEC( 1+6) )+YPRE()( I+7)*Sl )*(	 9 60i6nq
5 XD!1 - XDI P - (XD1?-XU?a)*(XC!1** a +x012 *XK7 ?)/(Xrl l **?+XD??*XM??))	 1Fn'tf10
_- YAMPT = ((XCII* T
 AN/ S-XK33 - ( T AN /S)*(XD- TAN/S- X	 XK:?	 16C-14!7C'
1	 x0'?-X011**?)*( 1.* 0/(S*CE))*(-7@0*X4*YPdED(147)-YPREDII4A)* 	 1603A'J'
EN/S+ XN *"PPED( I+S)* T Ah/S+? * 0*XN*Y nQ ED(I+f)/S)+YPPED(I)*(_ IAn11540
3	 XD73*TAN/S-XC11))
	 I603f5Q
YAJ OH = YPRFC (1 +?)-XNL*(XKF %
-I*VPRED(1+7))	 4Ap-AA!
YAN TT=YPRFD(I )GYAM p T*TN /S 	 -	 --	 -	 -- - ! F (% 767S --
	
- 
VA0 0 H= xK *YP F E1)(t&6) *X1
 CS/S-YPRFD(I&& )*TN/S	 t6G'.ffA
YA C PH= Y PREO!IG?1-XN*YAMPT*X1CS/S	 --	 -	 --l—lbO'R 05
YACIH= ( 4 •/ S - (?•*CS*(XCtt*SN - S* XK 7 *CS11/(?•*StXC11*CS*EN-S*StXK??* 1FC37:7
1CSSC-XC	 SNS01>*YAMrTF(
	 /( a •*XCII * T AK *S1-XK 7 7-XU?3*TAN**?	 - ----115077.0
-	 -- 
-?*SI**21/*((XK33*XD71-Xr)!**?1*(((-"' *Xnl /(S*C9)I*YDOT( IG7)	 •Fn*-70
?G(?• *XN +YPRED( IG7) I/( 1;** a *CSI-V0 r)T( If.A 1*(TAN*S1**')&YPRED( I G 4 -~-- 16037 ,2 0 ---
4 1*(?•*TAN/S**4)GXN *YDOT(I&=1 *(TAN/(S**?*CS)) - XN*YPRED(1G 5 ) *((?_•	 1/n77A0
5* TAN)/(E**3*CSIIGYD[1T(IG61*((2•*XN)/(S » * a *CS)) - ?•*XN*YPRED(1&6)	 1FC77fi0
_ -_ 6 
	 f ;; i IGYDOT( I 1*(X03 4 *TAN*SI XC1t) - YPREU( I)*( (XD •'?	 15077E0
7	 *TAN)/( S** a )) 1 -(XN*YAMTH)/(S*CSI-VAPHLD
	 - --^ !-
I F ( XN*EO*0*09 A ND*XFTHLD•EO*0 * O•AND•XMFHLU * FO * f) * O) YAUTH=n•0	 1E037Po
Y00T(I) =-?*0*YPRED([)/SGXK*YANTH*X1CS/S-XN*YAMTH*SN*X1C5***/S**2 1Ef)'17S0
t	 CYAMPT*TN_/S_**?-XF_TfLC-XM_PH I- O*_TK/ S _
	
_TF(`-non
YOCT(I +5) _ (1.0/(XK?-?+XC11
	 2/XD22)1*(YPRED(141)+XNTPH+(Xrt1/XD?? !A738Itn
--	 I	 -_-	 )*(YPRED([+3)+ XMTPF> - ( XKI?+XCII**2/XU?_?1*(1.O/(S_*CS)1* 2!ll0la-.wo
2	 ()lN*YPRED(1+4)+YPRED(1+5)*CS-YPRED(I+5)*SNI-()(oI?*XCll !f0'49 2 0-
3	 --`	 /x022-XC11)*(<1.O/(S**?+CS*+?1)*(XN*YPRED(I+4)*SN-YKSO •60 1 F4 0
4	 *YPRED( I+F))+YPRED(1 +7 )/S))	 - -	 _	 - _--- _ ^1Fn7Qa0
MOT (1+11= -YP RED(I+1)/S+YANTH/S-XN*YPRED())/(S*CS)-XN*YAMPT*SN / 	O-MRF O
1 (S* •t ?*CS**?)-XFPHLU-XNL*(XFPHLU*(YPPED(1+5)/S-YPRED
	
i507p''O
2	 _ ( I+6)*TAN / S+Y0CT( l	 XFZELC * YPRED( I+711	 16. 03°O0
Y0OT(I+2)- -YAJPH/S-YANTH*TAN/S+X-4SO*YAMTH/( S**a* CS**2) - 7•f*XN*----1F014°1"0 -,
1	 ---	 VAMFT /(S**2*CSI+XN*XMPHLD/(_^*CSI-XF%c:10-XNL*lXFZFLD*( 	 150,41n0
2	 YPRED(I+5)/S-YPPED(1+6)*TAK/S+YUf)T(I++))+XFP HLD*YPRED 1603910
3 
	 (1+711-XNL *XNPHI *YPPEM1+7)/S ___	 __ __	 !F0^9?0
VOLT( 1+7)= YAMTH/S -YPFi_D( I 4') /S -2 * 0 *XN*YAM PT/( S+CS)+YAJPH+XMTF4 LC	 IF()a9^0	 ,
YDOT (144) = iPa£'D(1+4)/S+XN*YPRED(It 1;)/(S*CS)+(1•C/(XK3? -XCtl**^/ 1F0?940
------	 1	 --°	 XD??)%*(YPREO(t)+YAMPT*(TAN/S-XCII/XD?3))
	 -- -	 'P0^950--
YOCT < iLF!=YP R ED( IG7)	 1E/1?960
vonT ( i +7) = ( xK ? a /( xcii**?+xo2i*xK?2))*(VPRED(t+?)+XNTPH)+(XCII/( 	 !607'170
1	 XCII**?+XDa?*XK??))*(-YFRU D(1+1)-XNTPH+(XKIP-XK aa )*	 16f?7SPn
2	 ileO/(S*CS))*(XN*YPRED(I+A)*YPPCD(14c)*CS-YPRED(1+51* 160.'.990
3	 SN))-((XC.II**2+XD1-a*XK?2)/(XD?a*XK??+XC1'$.**?))*((1*0/( 	 FnA0(%0
---	 4------	 - S 0 *a *CS**?) )* (XN*YP PED(1+ A )*SN- X N SO*Yr)REC( I+6) )+YPRED-- 1604010
t t+7 )/s)	 1 EeAOan _
Gn TO 90CS	 1 604010
C	 EOUATtONS FOR_ CYLINDER 	 _	 _	 150408 0
7143 YANTH = (Y CRED(I+1)+XNTPH)*(14(XKIR-XK2?)*(!/(XK2?+XCtl**?/Xn?a)))- 1604050
I 	 XNTTH+(XKI2-XK?2)*(XCII/ (XK?2*xn2a+xC! t**?)1*( YPRED(I+?)+
	
_16040 E!► ___
2	 XNT PH) -(xKI2-XK2?)*((XO1?*XCII-AC11*XD a '^)/(XK27*XD^2+xC11**P 1604070
3	 ))* XIRnSO* (XN*YPRLD(1+4)-XNSO*YPRFC(I +6)) +X180*(KN*YPRED(T+4 !hoAOPO
----
4
	 )-YPRED(l+F))*(XK1!-4K1?-(XKIP -XK22)*((XK!a*XO?? +XCI! **^)/
	IFne•090 Y^
5	 (XK??*XC??+XCII **?)))_
	 _ _ _ _ 	 J So A1 00
YAMTF= ( Y PRED((+3)+X NTPH)*(1 +(X01?-XD a ?)*(XK72/(x011«*?-XD''?*XK- t )) !6)AI.0
1	 )-XNTTH-(YPRED(1+1)+XNTPH)*(XDI?-x02'2)*(XCII/(KD?A*XI(?7+X+:1:(* 1 if, (•41?n
-	 ----2	 *2))4(x012-XD?2)*(xKI2-XKa7)*(XCII/( XD?a*XKa?+XCII+*?))+XI
 
QC* 160 4 '.'0 - -
3	 (XN*YPRED(1+4)-YPRE+)(I+5))+xIPnS0*(YN*YPRED(1+4)-KNSO*YPRED 16e.AtAn
`---- A -- ( t+9) )*(XD1I-xDl?-( XD12-XD a?)*((XCI1**P+X01'*XK2?)/(xrtl**2 I6(`et°0--^
5 _	 +XC2? *XKaa)))	 1FCAl Al
	
---_- -YAMPT= (1/(XC! 1 *X.1RO- XK? 7 -XI RO*(XD? 7*•X!GC-X011)1)*((KK"*XD? 7 -XC1t --i f-n417C i	 1




	 - ------	 -- tft4190
__.--.__.Y.AJOH	 =	 YPRED(t+2)- XNP ►II +, YPRFDIT+..Z) _ SAA4200
YAMPT =YPRED(1 ) & YAMPT*X1 ►70 /11042/0
YAC nH=X1 G 0*(XN*YPR ED( :G5).-YFREU(.IG4-_1
	 _ 96C4?°9
YAO PH=Y PRED(IG2)-XN*YAM P T*XIR0 1604??A
---_. Y AO T f-( 1 * /(2 * *XCII # X!RO-XK2 ! - XC3?*XI PCSO ))*( LXK??*XD33 -XC1!**2 ) #_-. _ 16fl^'1 *0___-
9	 x180 1gnA ?C-n
-----_—.1	 *(-7**XN * YDO7( IG7)GxN * X! R C*YCOTt ICS) )GYD ^ T( I)*(XD1wtXl-R0--- -----!EOA2R0
2	 XCII ) )-XN*X1R0*YANTH--; MPH L 0 1604i70
IF(XN*EC•0*0 * AND•XFTHLD * EO * 0 a0o A NU*XMFt.LD * EIIa0i0.)--YAaltU 0+0 16-043
YOOT(I)
	 - XX*YANTH *X1R(1 - XN*YAMIH*X!PPSO- XFTHLD- XP6+aHLD*XIRO 1604290
_._ YDt) T t1+5) = (1/(XK22+XCI1**21XD22))*(Y P 9tD(1+1 )+xNTPNt(XC1!/X032!! - __.- 1bN!?40_-.-
1	 (YPRED ( I+7)+XMTPH )-( XKiP+XC)I-**?/XD ? Il*X180*(XN*YPRFD ( I+ IFOt?30
4 ) - Y P RED( 1+6 ) )-I XD12*XCII / XD22- KC! ! 1 *X1 ICS 0 *( XN*YPR.ED(.I.+_ 1604220..




1	 (YDOT(I+S)-YPRED(I+6)*XIAC)-XFZELD*YPRED(I+7)) iRre ?c0
YUCT -LI_+2)_ _-YANTH *X1 RC + XNSGtY AM- TH ? Xi90SQsXM#XNPHLD # XIRO-XFZELC-_-1 EG A? &^
1	 XNL*(XFZELC*(YDCT(I+5)-YPRED(I+6)*X1PO)+XFPHLD*YPRED( 1604?70
---	
--- 1+7) )	 _ _ - .._.	 _-.._	






YDCT(I+3) _ - 2*XN*YAMPT *X1.4C+YAlPH+XMTHLC 16CA	 0
YODT(I±4Z.(-XI..1*.YPRFD -(.I -+5.1L4CJ1_lJZ-lAK2.2 M1**2/Xn31))*JYPPFD(1)+ 	 9 6 C!+a9,
1	 YAMPT*(X1R0- XC1.1 /X0??) ). 7 6C11 41 0
•.YDCTS I6f ) =.YPREDt If.7) .^_.. I6-04 4?0
YROT A1 #7)=(XK22/(XC11**2 + XD2?*)tK22 .1.)*,(.VPpCo( it?)+XMTPfj ) +JX CJ1 /I fSA44 ?1►
^1.__ __.__—__— _X€ a l•*?^XK?2*XD2?.).2*.(-YPREpL.I#^t,)-X!1LP_t!^LXK^2; XK221 !* x1F0 * -ZFr1^e^. 0-
?.	 (XN#YPPE0(,1+4)-YPRFD(I f^ f))-,I,(^CC11 ** ?txQf ?!XK2?1/(XDR?* 1 60lt 450
'._.^_^^1S^2^XC11^*21)*ZS1^?^#*2±i1^H^7P.REQ.Lj^4^.-^^15 -0*.xP3^D11#^2^, 	 , 1F .0°•.°.FLT
GO TC 9005 ) F-Ot 471;
gn05_.I Y_ =a+.(M-I) 61._ ^^-.^_., . _ is CA 4 °.2
• YASAVE (I Y)	 F, YANTH.





y RF_AkE1IVGla = YA.M.TH--..-
	 -I-E(?4500
YASAVE(jVC%)=YAMPT,., 16 04510
YASAVEA-1Y-6: )=Y4N PT_•_	 _1`_Q4529
•YASAVE( IVS4 )-=VAOPHi f ' YA'0^^?7
YA.SAVEIIVEEI = YACPH _	 _1&145 =!•_^
VASAA/E4-IY6F )=YANTH °! 60aG=0
,.	






Subroutine LEBEGE calls OUTPUT, and various geometric clues, as well as the values
of strain and curvature are passed to this subprogram.












OUT	 EFN	 SOURCE Sl ATEMENr	 IFN( S
SUBROUTINE OUTPUT
	 (KLUEoYCORR*ER*F-SoALPHR#ALPHS*ZINTH9
Zri U - T THoZIN PHoZOUTPH*SR*SSoTRoT!F•9NCYCtTl.%iEgDEGRES*DTA*'ii-*F-P,t,
2	 HI*HO*T,TIITGO)
Cam %i j t-4	 STO;2Y(I6)9TALE(I6) 1300020
C	 3 N	 X,'A AT(110910)*STO(10)vNS"f(30)*NKL(30)PNXMAT(20)*SAVTIC(900)
C	 W. C) N	 SAVJTC(30)*SAVSTP(30)oJRTIC(30)vJRSTOP(30) 1300040
C C.'A'. t 3 N 	 SADUS(60),RADUS(60) 1300050__
C O.V. -' ON	 AN	 NREti #N SEGTL 0--NMPT #,MATP' RP- 9TE=-R -E-E-. 'q CUPLE, T I C 9 PH 1 9 STOP 1300060
CO Mi UN NkGaND *NS V M NRG 9NkC #NSC 9NI Xg I ERROR 9 RESTOP*RT ICK9 I OUT I300070
COM.4,JN MATgKGED.%i,IGEOM.•ITYPE*ISTTA89THIrKsKELVINoGI 1300080
C	 -3	 18EGIN9,'4P,2OE3•NHARM,,NSEG91%ERRCRe	 0	 9NSMAX 1300090





E:JIVALENCt:	 (X .V TT-i g XMTETH)*(XMrPH g XNlTEPH)•(XNTTHoXNTETH)o 1303150
1	 (X'4TPH.XNTEPH) 1 3001 60
r7 aJ T_%fALENCF	 XNPH I • XNPI 1300170
-a	 N ^ 1 O.N.	 rr L L E









J:	 5 1	 N	 ILAYP(10) I300220
3	 E. 4 s i OIN	 ST(c) , - :)I
	
•	 XL:4YER(6-)- 3002301 .
.
-D	 c:s	 PRECrSIJN	 YNEW *YPRED 1300240
4-43 7.=U/	 Y cl f4EO(	 80)9YL)OT(	 80) * YASAVE(
	 80) * 1300250-
I YANTH 9YAMTH * YAMPT oYANPT 9YAOPH9YAQPH#YAOTHoYAjpH. 130OZ60
S * 3NqCSvS,14SQ9CS5	 AN.SEfC,-C---X'*-4:fS--)Zi--NoI	 t	 SN9TN9 130 0 2 70    
3	 XIROiXIRCSGtXlSNROtXlCSRC•CNIR09SNIR09CSIROo 1.300280
4	 Xil21tX1k29CS,R1.CSIR2*SNIR19XIRIS' ) 9R2SQgRO*BESO# 1300290
5	 40509 XNSO9.3E TA.Rl 9R2 v Sl * RlDOT 9Rl SO, 1300300
6	 XNTTH o XNTPH 9 X MTT.H v X MT PH* XFT HLD 9XFPHLD* X FZELOv 1300-316---
7	 XMTHLD 9 XM PHL D 9 ETHET 9 EPH I i X GPT o ALPHT H 9 AL P HP He 1300320
8	 X,,J',;TP 9 XNU PT 9 XC 1 1 9 XC2 2 9 XD3 3 t X D2 2 9 X 02 1 P X D L 2 9 1300330
XKI 1 9 XK129XK219XK229XK339XD11#
.
9 1 300340




lF (KC LVIN.NEoZ) GO TO 338
TIl	 =	 0.0
Too = 0. 0
338 IF( NCYC.GT .1) GO TO 339
TZLPA	 = 0.0
TZETH	 = 0.0 1306670
S I T 124	 = 000
SITOUT	 = 0.0 1306690
S IP 1 14	 0. 0 1a0&700
SIPLI UT	 O.0 1306710
TPTIN	 -0.0
    - :30 b 7 20--
T P -.0-jT	 0.0





tOLT	 - `FN	 SOURCE STATEMENT - IFN(S)
EIS:TH	 =	 0.0 1306760
E-> a: ,3 H	 =	 C.0
-	 -GA° • 4 T -f	 =	 C. 0 1300780
xKP H
	=	 C.0 13067'70-_----_--
XKT-i	 =	 C. J 1306800
W-R I TE ( 6. 1 726) IJ06820	 A
S-R1T=( Cu. 7000) 1306830	 9
7007 FO,'-'lT(.3X.17HPHI
	 ( RAD.	 OR	 IN .),4X•7HCEGs- FE5. 14X•14HPRINT 	 INTERVA-. 130Od40
1TX.4HSTE.P,17) l .5HR	 ZER0,15X9I0HNUMBER	 OF	 CYCLES/ 1306350____
2	 :'X,21)-iE05ILON	 THETA	 21HEPSILC-N	 PHI 1:300360
3_ -.	 21r-GAMMA	 PHI
	 THETA------	 21HK	 PHI .	- -- _	 ---- _ 1306870
4	 21HK	 THETA	 21Hiq TEMPERATURE THETA 	 / 13068b0




_	 _____ _	 _ _ 1300390
0	 2IhK PHI
	
THETA	 21HJ PHI	 STAR 1,306900
7	 ?lhT PrtI
	
THETA	 21HN TEMPERATURE PHI
	 / 1306910










A	 Z1HN PnI	 THETA	 21HM. TEMPERATURE THETA	 / 13G&940
3	 3A .2 1 H n	 2 1 H7 T HET A 1306950
L	 THETA	 21HM PHI 1306960
J	 211--M	 Pri:	 THETA	 21HM TEMPECATJ !RE 	 PHI	 / 13U69i0
3Xp21H3Vc.GA	 THE`	 21hTAU ZETA PHI
	 = 0/T 1.3067?bo
THETA	 IN	 21HSIGMA	 PHI	 IN 130(990
v	 21HTNU ?HI	 THETA IN	 21HSIGMA F	 IN	 / 1307000
^X.21hk, A=u A PH1
	 21HTAU ZETA THETA = O/T 1307010
!	 2 1 HS I -!A :'A	 THETA	 OUT	 21HSIGMA	 PHI	 OUT 1 307020
J	 21"TAU PHI	 THETA	 OUT	 21HSIGMA F OUT	 //) 1307030
3 71-1	 CO'iT?.4:= 1307040
DJ	 244 L 1307050
IL	 =(! 1-1): d +1 1307060
i.A ,=	 IL 1 307070
G:'	 I7--1.17,^2.1783),IGEC'4 1307310
RHi	 _C	 .::?'.ATE 1307320
17aI	 ZPS, T '.= XIF:J *(Xti-)t YCORR(IL+4)
	
+	 YCORR( IL•5)*CS - YCORR( IL+6)*SN) 1307330
YCORR(IL+c,))  




` ^•S^r T- =YJJT( :L+k)	 X1R)	 -	 (XN x YCORR(IL+5) ,+	 YCORR( IL+4)*CS) * X1RO 1 :307350	 —
X
	 Y:^!:T( iL+7):t X1R1 	
_ 1307300
A 	 =	 KAI,-lv (YCJt4rl,(IL+7)*CS +(XN*YC04R (IL+4)*SN-XNSO*YCORR( IL +6))* 1307370 
1307380
XKP'T	 =	 Al;-^G=0.5*:2.0*YASAVE(IA+4)*CS -
	
XN*YCCRRiIL+7)	 +	 X1R1*( 1307390
IY»- C 'L+4) •Sc ll	 +	 YCORR(IL+4)*CS - XN*YDOT 	 (IL+6))) 1307400
GO	 TO	 171. 3 1307410
C	 CJ'.= 1307420
1782 EPS1TH=( 1.0/(SVGS))*( XN*YCCRRCIL+4) +CS * YCORR( IL+5)-SN * YCORR( IL+6)) 1307430
EP51^H= YDJT(IL+5) 1307440_
G4 n r+TH= Y;OJT(? L+4)-1.O /( S*CS)*(XN*YCORR(IL+5)+CS *YCOR4( IL+4)) 1307450
X'! D
 i	 Y LJJT( IL+7)   _=	 _ _	 _ 13_0 74 6 0
X.<-, m 	 _	 : . J/(SACS)*(YCORR ( IL+7)*CS +	 1.0/(S*CS )*( XN*SN*YCORR ( iL+4) 1307470
1	 - XN 5Q AYC0RR(IL+5))) 1307480
XK O T	 =	 1.J/(2.OwS*Cn)*(2.0*YASAVE(IA+4)*CS - XN*YCORR(IL+7)	 + 1307490




C	 CYL INL)L t 13C7520
17^3 E a SlTri=Xlhi) *	 (XN*YCORR(IL+4)	 -	 YCORR(IL+5)) 1307530





Ut;T	 -	 EFN	 SOURCE	 STATEMENT
	 -	 IFN(S)	 ^-
GA :)HTH=	 YJCUT(IL+4) -	 XN*XIRO*YCORR(IL+5) 1307550
XK c)"	 =	 YJO T ( IL+7) 1 30 75 b0
•
_
XKT'1	 =	 X1,zC	 )	 #	 (XN*YCCRR(IL+4)	 -	 XNSQ r-YCORR(IL+6)) 1307570
x;aT	 =	 0.;,	 #	 X1 k0	 *(-XN*YCORRtIL+7)+YDOT( IL+4)-XV*YDOT( 1_+6)) 1307560
1785 C-NTI NLt: 1307590	 -
-
:F	 ( i STTAti.NE
	 GO	 TO	 640
---
1307080
- 	 - - ------- -- ----GO	 .)	 t 62 C.520.630 * d40) .THICK 1307090—
613 Z:3k 1	 _	 : /2.0 1. 071 00
• ^:?'d..0 T	 =	 Hi /c • U





 1	 =	 T/2.0	 +	 H! 1307130
ZBRJVT	 =	 /2.0 + HI_T 1307140
G:J TJ	 h50 1307150
4.S0 Zi	 :v	 =( H:r.. x 2+HOB'*2+2.0*HI*HO+2.0*HO*T)/(2.0* (HI +HO)) 1:07160
Z+1•iJJT=(f: :+`•*2+i1J'--412+2. O*H I *HO+2.0*HI *T )/ (2.0*(HI+HO) ) 1307170
b^J .ZE.P,i	 _	 YASA I.E(IA+S)/T 13071bO
TZz- T•i	 =	 YASAVE (IA+V)/T 1.SU719J
o7V SC.-t! :)-%
	 =((:.0- X'VUPT	 *	 xNUTP)	 *	 XK11)/ETHET 1307200
I=(( 1.0-X'4UPTV-XNVTP) *XD11)/ETHET 1307,210
Tr>T!.-^	 =	 YASAVE(IA+3)/SCRlr-A+YASAVE(IA+2)*ZBRIN/SCRIPT 13072'20
T-I T.:UT=	 YASA`.#E(iA+3)/SCRIf J A-YASAVF(IA+2)*ZBRGUT/SCRIP[_ ---------^---- 1307230 _
=	 YPQED(:L+1)/SC P.IPA+YPRED<IL+3)*2BRIN/SCRIPI 1307240
is ?JUT=	 YR1E :(ILtl)/SCkIPA-YPRCU(IL+3)*ZOPCUT/SC141PI
	 --	 ---	 --- - 1307250	 - --
SIT:.:	 =	 YA SA',it(:A)/SCRIPA+YASAVE(IA+1)*ZERIN/SCRIPI 1307260
SIT-JT=	 YASAV_( IA)/SCRIPA-YASAVE(IA+1)*ZBROUT/SCRIPI 1307270
S: =1 - v	 =	 S ,:in^T(SITI': $ *2-SITI.`4*SlPIN+SIPIN**2+3.0*T PTIN**2) 1307280	 90
S:FCJT=	 S.:R1;`.iITUUTw*2-SITCUT*SIPCUT+SIPOUT**2+3.0*TPTOUT**2) 1307290	 91
G::	 T -r	 _` 0ti
-	 - ----	 ------	 ---___ - --------- -•--	 -640 C:?N ^ ::^:LL`	 ` 2307300
V CAL'_
	 = KLUE (1)
	 "
- - - - J	 TJ	 ( I 1 912,13.14) •NCLUE. - --	 -	 -	 - _-	 --
C ]T:iiNGER	 INNER --
:2 S: ;> Iv	 =	 (TS*ES/SS)*(EPSITH-Z1NPH*XKPH-ALPHS*TII)
- -- -
o.-
o- - - - - -	 - - -- -------- --	 - ------ --- - -- 	 —	 -------- ----
T.:	 2 0
C :	 ,I	 5-1cLL
	 (tiNE : -	 -	 -	 --	 -
13 =	 (EPHI/(1.0-XNUPT*XNUTP))*(EPSIPH+XNUPT*EPSITH-ZINPH*(XKPH
I	 +XNLPTiXKTH)-(ALPHPH+XNUPT*ALPHTH)*TII)




1 4 S:='Tti	 =	 (0.E*T•^*ER/SR)*((EPSITH+F PSIPH+GAPHTH)-ZINPH*(XKPH+XKTH+
1	 2.0*XKPT)-2.0*ALPHR*TII)
TPTIN	 =	 C.0	 -
20
-- ---




2 1 I _^s?>^	 _	 ^ 1
GO	 TJ	 d38E.






C Lo T	 EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 .' FNt S
C 0"I	 S ►-ELL OUTER
23 5F3 0UT	 %	 (EPHI/(I.O—XNUPT*XNUTP))*tEPSIPH+XNUPT*EPSITH—ZOJTPH*
I	 (XKPH+XNUPT*)K KTH)—(ALPHPH+XNUPT*ALPHTH)*TOO)
TPT-I JT=	 XGPT*(GAPHTH-2.0*ZOUTPH*XKPT)
G 'J	 T ^!	 :3 9'
C PH. 1	 .iAF=	 CUTER
24 SIPJJT	 =	 (U.54,TR*ER/SR)*((EPSITH+EPSIPH+GAPHTH)—ZOUTPH*(XKPH+XKTH
1	 42. 00 XK 0 T)-2. O*ALPHR*TOO)
TPTj%jT	 =	 U.0
30 NCLUI S	 = KLUE (Z)
GJ	 T-	 t31sJ2sJJ934)sNCLUE
SIT. 14 	 I R * C	 SP) #(EPSITH — ZINTH * XKTH — AL-PHR*Tll)
-4O	 4 0
j z llw.	 jk	 =	 J2
'4 E'J 	 =	 39
GJ Tj	 e 8 H
C -r	 T	 St1L L
	
I N 	 R
J3 SiT: ,;	 i''_ TH	 T/(I*O— XNUPT * XNUTP))*(EPSITH + XNUTP*EPSIPH—ZINTH*(.
I	 XKTii+X'.UTP*XKPH)—(ALPHTH+XNUTP*ALPHPH)*TIT)
1'	 43
c T-_ TA	 w-.AFF`	 INNER
34. S'T I
•J	 (41.42.4 -5 .44) . NCLUE
C H--- 1 A	 F. IN G 
-
0 U ', E
_-
S I T -"U i	 T-: *E R/ SR)	 (E PS I T LI —ZOUTTH*XKT H—ALPHR*TGO)




.;:7—JT	 =	 (C.Tti=7/(!.C—) c ^iUPT*XNVTP))*(F- PSITH+XNUTP.* EPSIPH—ZOUTTH*( j,
1	 -.K ,\U-i P*XKPH)—(ALPhTli+X.NUTP*ALPHPH) *TOO)
GO	 T2	 fiO
G T	 t. TA	 ,.AFF	 OL'Z-4
4 T	 =	 f^ I P 0- Ul
sj c j 114 1 : tit.;'_
( T	 (c,. 7C,)2)	 Li I307600	 133
7': J 2 FJR ,-I—T(//^eXj15 l!PkO9LEM	 KLMSER	 9 12//)-
4-1 IT—w (u• 7(',Ol ) Tl l t.	 DESPES 9 :3TA	 STEP , RCoNCYC9 E-PSITH e CPS IPH 9 GAPHTH 9 1307620
YC ORR( I L+ 09 Y.A-S.A-VE.(. I A
-




2 Y CJ?	 9 Y N TP r, s YC UR R ( I L+ 5) p YA S AVE: ( I A+ 7 ) 	 Y AS AV E ( I A)• Y CORR ( I L + 1)9 1307640
. 1l	 9YASAVE(IA+6)oYASAVE(IA*I)*Y A 5 -^ V	 A +	 X.MT 7 11 . YC ORR ( I L+ 6 ) 1307650
4YC:; ', '2(IL+—')*YASAVE(IA+2)oXMTPHtYCOi-,R(,'LL+7)*TZEPH 951TIN.SIPIN9 I307660
1 -'Z"7 1 ',4 . b I F	 YA z.A VE	 I A+4	 9 T ZE Tr4,p S I I Ok'r * S I POUT 9 T PT OJT 9 S I F OUT 1307670	 134















C0	 +!.) v	 STCdY ( 1 b) . TALE (16) 500020
C3 !-A J'.	 Xv,-%T(1(0.10).STD(10).NST( 30).NKL(30).NX-iAT(20).SAVTIC(900)
C^`1•	 N	 :,•NVJ	 C('0).SAVSTP(30).JRTIC(30).JRSTOP(30) 500040
-- ^_	 Cam. 7'JN
	 SAOUS(60) * RADUS(60) 500050_
CJ'•!'AJN	 Y.N.NQE'^.NSEGTL.NMPT.MATPRP









C	 j	 1:3LGIN.NO WB9NHARM9NSEG9NERROR9 0	 .NSMAX 500090
JI',_ :SIGN	 NUG'• O:)(	 713) - - - ----- -
_ 	 D	 1%	 A1(20)	 .A2(23)
-	
- _ -
9A3(22)_	 •A4(24)	 9A5(29) 500110
JI	 ^VS:z -N	 A•,(24)	 .A7(20) .AS(17)	 -•A9 (16)--	A10(17) -- _-- SOOli:O-
DI'NA,:SI IN	 A11(29)	 9Al2	 (25) 9A13(15)
	
.AIA(15)	 .A15(29) 500130












	 .A29(15)	 .A30(22)----- 500160
A -31(21)	 .A32






_JliI'J ALE'vCE	 (-4,jG00D (





	 ) .(NGGOOD(	 66)9A4	 ) 500190
E) JI': LLZNC1-:
	 ' %03 JCD (	 90) . A5	 ) . (NGGCOD(1 19) . A6)
	 -- -	 - - 500200
_ EJUIVALENCE
	 ('.^000Jt 143) .A7	 ) • (NJGOGD( 163).AS)
 500210
t ')U i V AL-`-NCE	 (N6GUGD ( 130) . A9	 ) . (NCGGCD ( 196) . A l 0) 500220
cJJ1VALENCc
	 0h)GUCD(213).A11) .(N000OD(242)sAl2) 500230
::iIVALENCE
	 (:,^;GJtUD(267).A13) •(NGGU0D(282).Al4) 500240
J +:1VALcNCE	 (NGGGUU(297).A15) 9(N000QD(326)'.A16) 500250
°_;UIVALENCE
	 (,%4CGOGD(356).A17) .(N00000(365).A1'3) 500260
`JWIVALENCE
	 (:4UG000(374).A14? ,(NCGuOo(383).A20) 500270
=:.'J i V ALE. CE	 (:<k,;,OCD ( 392 ) 9A21 . t NCGCUD (40 1 ) o A?2) 5002£{0
ED, :!VALENC-	 (NUGJiiD(4I0).A23) .(N000OD(419).A24) 500290_
E'J : I ALENCE	 (.N,-GOOD ( 428) 9A25) . (;JGGCOD( 437) . A26) 500300
t:JUIVALENCE7 	(NCo'-;	 00(44b)..A27) .(NG(a00D(45b).A23) 500310
;VALE%CE -	 (^tiiGOGD(479).A29) •(4GGC.^.D(494	 A30)	 -	 -	 -- 500.320
3:i i 3 .:LEN CE
	
(NGGUOD (516) *A31) . (NCGOUD (537) . A32)
_500330
:U	 •.LE\Cc	 (wGGOOD ( 564 ) . A33) . (NCGUCD( 593) . A34) 500340
E3 'I'.'A'_ENCa,
	
(NCJ:,OUD(b22) 9A35) .(NOG0bD(635).A36) 005003bo
I V :LLNCZ.	 (%uGOC30 (654) . A37) • (NCGOOD (bb9) . A38) -
	 - -	 -
- .;.; I •v: ALENCc	 (NUGOGD ( 684) : A39) . (NOGOOD (b99) . A40 )
.	 k	 A l.A2•A3.A 4 . A5. A6.A7.A8 .A9.A10.A11.Al2.A13.A14.A15.A16 500360
A' 7. A 1 d . A l99 A20•A219A22. A239A24oA25.A269A279A28 9 429•A30 500370
A31 •A32.A33.A34.A35 500360
IN:=GAR AJ7.A339A39.A40 -- --	 - ----- --
GCi SAVJ7C43AVSTP 500390
500400
17	 F:	 :.iT 	 ti:) 500410
DATA
	 t- 1 	 /	 -- - ...--	 -- -	 ---- -	 -	 -^_ 500020
A	 80HCNE OF THE MATERIAL
_'13'.' 3:= 1Lt. NT1FI!:
	
AS 'SOT. ORTH. CR STIF./
92HA MATERIAL PROPERTY
1G	 +T (A:4NST tiE FOUND IN THt TABLE LIST.
8SHTH_ TYPE CF GECMETRY
PROPERTY TABLES CAV 500430
- - - -	 - 
_-00440
_ 500450
TABLE NAME FOR	 500460
/	 500470
500460




E7,Z	 - EFN	 SOURCE STATEMENT	 -	 !FN( S)
	 -
IT	 :!E IDENTIFIED AS ONE HANDLED BY THE PROGRAM.	 / 500500
JAT4 44 / 500510_
A 96HTHE TYPE OF MATERIAL PROPERTY TABLE FOI 500520
A S= G.<.c^•T CANNOT BE	 IDENTIFIED AS	 ISOT•	 ORTH•	 OR STIF.	 / 500530__
DATA AS / 500540
A
_._ 	 -_--_-_-_--__1 I.6HTHE . WALL . CCNSTRUCT ION_Of _A _ SEGMENT CAN-4
 3E IDENTIFIED AS SING• EOUA, UNEO. OR ELAN. 500550
2 /
_ 500570
DATA A6 / 500580
A 96HTHE TYPE CF TEM PEQATURE INPUT FORA SEG 500590_
1'!=':T CANNOT LE
	 IDENTIFIED AS THST• NOTH• • THCNs OR THIN.	 / 500600
JAT A A7 / 500610
A 80HTHE PRCGRAM CANNOT 'JETcPMINE WHETHER TH' 500620
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